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Preface

The volume Advances in Communication and Computing is a compilation of papers
presented in the 2014 National Workshop on Advances in Communication and
Computing (WACC) held at Assam Engineering College, Guwahati, India during
September 26–27, 2014. This volume presents three invited chapters, one each on
Network Security, Biomedical Signal Processing, and Nanotechnology. These areas
have great significance in the current engineering practices. The rest of the chapters
comprise of papers in the areas of Communication System Engineering, Signal
Processing, VLSI & Embedded System, and Computer Engineering & Information
Theory.

The editors offer sincere gratitude to IEEE Kolkata Section, The Institution of
Engineers (India) Assam State Centre, IETE Guwahati Centre, Software
Technology Parks of India, Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, IBM,
National Instruments, and SpeecHWareNet for their technical support. We also
extend our gratitude to Oil India Limited, Assam Electronics Development
Corporation Limited, North Eastern Electric Power Corporation Limited, Indian Oil
Corporation Limited, Numaligarh Refinery Limited, State Bank of India, and DS
Systems for sponsoring the workshop. The editors are thankful to Mr. Manasjyoti
Bhuyan and Mr. Manash Pratim Bhuyan, and also to the editing and printing
support staff of Springer for making the compilation possible.

We sincerely hope that this volume will inspire researchers.

Guwahati, India Prabin Kumar Bora
September 2014 S.R. Mahadeva Prasanna

Kandarpa Kumar Sarma
Navajit Saikia
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Acronyms

ANN Artificial Neural Network: Artificial neural networks are non-
parametric models inspired by animal central nervous systems.
These are particularly the brain that are capable of machine learning
and pattern recognition and usually presented as systems of
interconnected “neurons” that can compute values from inputs by
feeding information through the network

ANFIS Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System: Adaptive neuro fuzzy
inference system is a kind of fuzzy and artificial neural network that
is based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system

ASR Automatic Speech Recognition: Automatic speech recognition is a
technology by which a computer or a machine is made to recognize
the speech of a human being

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise: Additive white Gaussian noise is a
channel impairment to communication which is additive and shows
a constant spectral density and a Gaussian distribution of amplitude

BPA Back Propagation Algorithm: Back propagation algorithm is a
common supervised method of training ANN where from a desired
output, the network learns from many inputs

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform: Discrete cosine transform expresses a
finite sequence of data points in terms of a sum of cosine functions
oscillating at different frequencies

DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform: Discrete wavelet transform is any
wavelet transform for which the wavelets are discretely sampled

ECG Electrocardiography: Electrocardiography is the recording of the
electrical activity of the heart

GDALMBP Gradient Descent with Adaptive Learning Rate and Momentum
Back Propagation

GDALRBP Gradient Descent with Adaptive Learning Rate Back Propagation
GDBP Gradient Descent Back Propagation: Gradient descent back

propagation is form of ANN training method
GDLMBP Gradient Descent with Levenberg-Marquardt Backpropagation

xxv



GDMBP Gradient Descent with Momentum Back Propagation
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model: Gaussian mixture model is a probabilistic

model for representing the presence of subpopulations within an
overall population, without requiring that an observed data-set
should identify the sub-population to which an individual
observation belongs where mixture distribution is Gaussian

GPPC General-Purpose Personal Computer: General-purpose personal
computers ia a computer built around a microprocessor for use by an
individual having capabilities to perform wide range of tasks

HMM Hidden Markov Model: Hidden Markov models is a statistical
Markov model in which the system being modeled is assumed to be
a Markov process with unobserved or hidden states. It can be
considered to be the simplest dynamic Bayesian network

HTK Hidden Markov Model Toolkit: Hidden Markov model toolkit is a
portable toolkit for building and manipulating hidden Markov
models. HTK is primarily used for speech recognition research
although it has been used for numerous other applications including
research into speech synthesis, character recognition and DNA
sequencing. HTK is in use at hundreds of sites worldwide

IC Integrated Circuit: Integrated circuit is a set of electronic circuits
embedded on one small chip of semiconductor material, normally
silicon

IEEE Institute of Electronics and Electrical Engineering: Institute of
Electronics and Electrical Engineering is a professional association
headquartered in New York City that is dedicated to advancing
technological innovation and excellence

LPC Linear Predictive Coding: Linear predictive coding is a tool used
mostly in audio signal processing and speech processing for
representing the spectral envelope of digital signal of speech in
compressed form, using the information of a linear predictive model

LPCC Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients: Linear prediction cepstral
coefficients are the coefficients that can be found by converting the
Linear Prediction coefficients into cepstral coefficients

LTI Linear Time Invariant: Linear time invariant refers to the behavior of
a system whose response varies linearly with time

LVQ Learning Vector Quantization: Learning vector quantization is a
prototype-based supervised classification algorithm and is the
supervised counterpart of vector quantization systems

MFCC Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient: Mel frequency cepstral
coefficients are coefficients that collectively make up an Mel
Frequency Cepstrum which is a representation of the short-term
power spectrum of a sound, based on a linear cosine transform of a
log power spectrum on a nonlinear mel scale of frequency

xxvi Acronyms



MIDI Musical Instrument Digital Interface: Musical instrument digital
interface is a technical standard that describes a protocol, digital
interface and connectors and allows a wide variety of electronic
musical instruments, computers and other related devices to connect
and communicate with one another

MLP Multi-Layer Perceptron: Multi-layer perceptron is a feed-forward
artificial neural network model that maps sets of input data onto a set
of appropriate outputs

MP3 MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 Audio Layer III: MPEG-1 or MPEG-2 Audio
Layer III, more commonly referred to as MP3, is an audio coding
format for digital audio which uses a form of lossy data
compression. It is a common audio format for consumer audio
streaming or storage, as well as a de facto standard of digital audio
compression for the transfer and playback of music on most digital
audio players

MPEG Moving Pictures Experts Group: Moving Pictures Experts Group is
a working group of ISO/IEC with the mission to develop standards
for coded representation of digital audio and video and related data

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Magnetic resonance imaging is a
medical imaging technique used in radiology to investigate the
anatomy and physiology of the body in both health and disease.
MRI scanners use strong magnetic fields and radiowaves to form
images of the body

MSB Most Significant Bit: Most significant bit is the bit position in a
binary number having the greatest value

MSE Mean Square Error: Mean square error is one of many ways to
quantify the difference between values implied by an estimator and
the true values of the quantity being estimated

NOC Network on Chip: Network on chip is a communication subsystem
on an integrated circuit (commonly called a “chip”), typically
between IP cores in a system on a chip (SoC)

PCA Principal Component Analysis: Principal component analysis is a
statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to
convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a
set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal
components

PLP Perceptual Linear Prediction
PNN Probabilistic Neural Network: Probabilistic neural network is a feed-

forward neural network, which was derived from the Bayesian
network and a statistical algorithm called Kernel Fisher discriminant
analysis

Acronyms xxvii



PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Peak signal-to-noise ratio is an
engineering term for the ratio between the maximum possible power
of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity
of its representation. Because many signals have a very wide
dynamic range, PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the
logarithmic decibel scale

RF Radio Frequency
RLE Run-Length Encoding: Run-length encoding is a very simple form

of data compression in which runs of data (that is, sequences in
which the same data value occurs in many consecutive data
elements) are stored as a single data value and count, rather than as
the original run

RLS Recursive Least Square: Recursive least square is an algorithm used
in adaptive filter which recursively finds the filter coefficients that
minimize a weighted linear least squares cost function relating to the
input signals

ROI Region of Interest: Region of interest is a selected subset of samples
within a dataset identified for a particular purpose

SINR Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio: Signal to interference and
noise Ratio is the ratio of signal power to noise power plus
interference power

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio: Signal to noise ratio is the ratio of received
signal power to the noise power

SOM Self-Organizing Map: Self-Organizing Map is a type of ANN that is
trained using unsupervised learning to produce a low-dimensional
(typically two-dimensional), discretized representation of the input
space of the training samples, called a map

SSE Sum of Squares of Errors: Sum of squares of error is the sum of the
squared differences between each observation and its group’s mean

STFT Short-Time Fourier Transform: Short-Time Fourier Transform or
alternatively Short-Term Fourier Transform, is a Fourier-related
transform used to determine the sinusoidal frequency and phase
content of local sections of a signal as it changes over time

SVD Singular Value Decomposition: Singular value decomposition is a
factorization of a real or complex matrix, with many useful
applications in signal processing and statistics

SVM Support Vector Machine: Support vector machine are supervised
learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze
data and recognize patterns, used for classification and regression
analysis

UML Unified Modeling Language: Unified modeling language is a
general-purpose modeling language in the field of software
engineering, which is designed to provide a standard way to
visualize the design of a system

xxviii Acronyms



VLSI Very Large Scale Integration: Very large scale integration is the
process of creating integrated circuits by combining thousands of
transistors into a single chip

WPD Wavelet Packet Decomposition: Wavelet packet decomposition is a
wavelet transform where the discrete-time (sampled) signal is passed
through more filters than the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)

WT Wavelet Transform: Wavelet transform is a form of spectral
transformation method used for analysis of signals with time and
frequency content
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Chapter 1
A Discrete Event System Based Approach
for Obfuscated Malware Detection

Chinmaya K. Patanaik, Ferdous A. Barbhuiya, Santosh Biswas
and Sukumar Nandi

Abstract With the growing use and popularity of Internet among people, security
threats such as viruses, worms etc., are also rapidly increasing. In order to detect
and prevent such threats, many antivirus softwares have been created. Signature
matching approach used to detect malwares can be easily thwarted by using code
obfuscation techniques. In this paper, we propose a discrete event systems-based
approach to detect obfuscated malwares in a system, taking Bagle. A as our test
virus. Commonly used obfuscation techniques have been applied to bagle. We built
DES models for a process under attack and normal conditions with system calls as
events. Based on the system calls evoked by any process, our detector will determine
its maliciousness by comparing it with both the models.

Keywords Discrete event systems · ClamAV · DDoS · Malwares

1.1 Introduction

Malicious codes can infiltrate a system using a varieties of techniques such as soft-
ware vulnerability, social engineering skills etc., for the purpose of stealing valuable
information or using the compromised host as a bot to launch further attacks like
distributed denial of service (DDoS) etc. To counter these malwares such as viruses,
worms, botnets, rootkits, spywares etc., many host- and network-based intrusion
detection system (IDS) or antivirus softwares have been designed.
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All the traditional antivirus softwares use signature matching approach to detect
maliciousness of an executable. They compare specific byte sequences, strings or
hashes of files of an executable and treat it as its signature. A database of signatures
representing different viruses is maintained. While scanning different executables,
they search for those specific malicious byte sequences. Though this method is quite
fast and efficient, it is not reliable. It is useless against zero-day malwares. Again
to defeat this signature matching approach, virus writers have deployed many tech-
niques like encryption, polymorphism, metamorphism etc. Code obfuscation tech-
niques, which were primarily used by software vendors to protect their softwares,
are now being used by metamorphic and polymorphic viruses to avoid antivirus
detection [1].

IDS can be divided into two broad categories as host based and network based.
Both these IDSs can be further categorized into either signature- or anomaly-based
intrusion detection systems. In case of signature-based IDS, a knowledge base of
signatures is maintained. Models of well-known attacks are generated and fed into
the IDS as their signatures. Finite-state machines, extended FSMs, discrete event
system are already widely used in IDSs to generate models. Also DES have widely
been used for failure detection and diagnosis of large systems like chemical reaction
chambers, nuclear reactors etc. [2]. Previous signature-based HIDSs were prone to
various kinds of evasion attacks. The reason was the signature models represent-
ing attacks that did not use the system call feature perfectly. Some of the earlier
researches such as Markovian algorithms, finite-state automata, wavelets, N-grams
etc., considered only the sequences of system calls evoked completely ignoring their
arguments. This motivated us to use discrete event systems to model the behavior
of an obfuscated malware using interdependent system calls. In the software-related
domain, DES has been used in: analysis of database transactions, protocol verifi-
cation, feature interaction, execution of work flows and concurrent software [3].
In this paper, we will show a discrete event systems-based approach for modeling
well-known viruses.

1.2 Previous Work

The proposed approach monitors system calls and uses DES-based techniques to
verify security properties of a program. Various techniques have been proposed to
detect obfuscated executables with their own merits and demerits. By using static
analysis, Christodorescu and Jha [4] used some common obfuscation techniques on
certainmalware samples and tested those samples against popular antivirus scanners.

They took the instruction sections of a viruswhich are used by different antiviruses
as its signature. Then they made a code automaton of it.

By taking the section of viruses which is used as signature, a code automaton is
made. From the obfuscated version of the same, an annotated control flow graph was
made. Code section having the malicious code inside the control flow graph of the
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program is searched. But because of the complexity and high implementation cost
involved with static analysis, we went for dynamic analysis approach.

Lee et al. [5] designed a call graphbymonitoring systemcalls issuedby amalicious
program where API calls are used as nodes and jump instructions as edges. System
calls are then organized in groups as per their properties and signature is depicted
by building code graphs. The similarity of code graphs are determined to ascertain
malware per process basis. As this method does not take into account the arguments
of a system call, so it can be shown that it is prone to independent system call
reordering, garbage system call insertion techniques etc.

Christodorescu et al. [6], analyzed the common part of different variants of a
malware family and created a templatemade of instructions signifying their character.
A block of instructions in an obfuscated sample that is semantically equivalent to the
sequence of instructions in the signature of the original virus is analyzed to detect
the malware.

Kolbitsch et al. [7] used behavioral method for detection of malwares. The sample
malware is executed in an emulated environment and a model is built having its
behavior using interdependent system calls called behavior graph and the arguments
of every system call from the graph are noted. Each argument was back traced
to find the source and instructions which affected the value of that argument and
represented those instructions by a function. For any executable, the scanner tries to
match the system calls invoked by the programwith the behavior graphs and consider
it malicious if a match is found.

Our proposedmethod is based on interdependent system callmonitoring approach
same as the previous case. But instead of using call graph or behavior graph to repre-
sent malware characteristic, we used an event-driven model to represent a malware
behavior.

Neminath et al. [8] have used discrete event systems approach to detect ARP
spoofing attacks in a LAN. They produced two DES models of a network under
normal and ARP spoofing attack condition. Then they designed a detector which is
nothing but a state estimator. At last an attack is detected when the detector comes
to a state whose estimate comprises of states only from the attack model.

In our paper, we introduced the concept of observing certain system calls evoked
by the malware which are interdependent. A preliminary version of the work is
published in [?]. This paper reports the extension of the earlier work on obfuscated
malware detection using the theory of discrete event system. The model adds a
formal approach to detect obfuscated malware. A normal model of a program and
a failure model under attack condition are made. Now a detector or diagnoser is
created whose purpose is to identify whether a sequence of events generated by
any process correspond to an attack or normal model. We tested these obfuscated
malwares and some benign programs against our detector and open source antivirus
ClamAV. Though many papers exist in system call sequence monitoring approach in
case of a HIDS, not many of them use the dependency approach.

In Sect. 1.3, our proposed scheme is elaborated consisting of our DES model of
test case Bagle.A. Then Sect. 1.4 gives a brief working of the detector followed by
conclusion in Sect. 1.5.
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1.3 Proposed Scheme

Our problem statement comes down to detect maliciousness of an obfuscated version
of a known virus. In this paper, we use system call monitoring approach as every
processes communicate with the operating system via system calls. We basically
used the different obfuscation techniques described in [4, 9, 10]. Here, we used the
code obfuscation techniques in the disassembly phase of bagle. The details of various
obfuscation techniques can be found in our preliminary work [?]. We took the help
of the tool StraceNT. We executed bagle in StraceNT, took the system call trace of
it, and built a DES model known as attack model. Then we made another model
of system call events under normal conditions. Now these were fed as signatures to
the detector. The detector estimates the maliciousness of any process by checking it
against the normal and attack model.

It can be noticed that because of the obfuscation techniques, only byte sequence or
the syntactic structure of an executable is changed keeping the semantics of the pro-
gram same. So only the arguments of API calls will change whereas their interdepen-
dencywill remain same. In our paper,wewill takeAPI call interdependency approach
to build DESmodels. Amongmany of its functions, bagle calls sub_4010DD tomake
a base 64 encoded copy of itself [11]which it further uses as email attachments. Some
of the APIs called prior and after to this function are shown in the following subsec-
tion and is represented by Table1.1. In case of other viruses, different properties can
also be considered. For e.g., APIs issued for registry change operations, file creation
etc. can also be taken into account.

Table 1.1 API call sequence of Bagle.A

Sequence number API Dependent APIs

1 GlobalAlloc GetModuleFileName,
CreateFile, UnmapViewOfFile
GlobalFree

2 GetModuleFileName

3 CreateFile GetFileSize,
CreateFileMapping,
UnmapViewOfFile,
CloseHandle

4 GetFileSize UnmapViewOfFile

5 CreateFileMapping MapViewOfFile

6 MapViewOfFile GlobalAlloc,
UnmapViewOfFile

7 GlobalAlloc lstrlen

8 lstrlen

9 UnmapViewOfFile

10 CloseHandle

11 GlobalFree
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1.3.1 Behavior of Bagle

Analysis of Bagle was done using StraceNt and the function responsible for its
base 64-encoded version. The first API is GlobalAlloc which allocates certain mem-
ory from heap. Now GetModuleFileName is called which retrieves the path of the
currently executing process. Next when CreateFile is called, it opens the specified
process (the virus). ThenGetFileSize returns the size of the filewhileCreateFileMap-
ping creates a file mapping from the file opened by CreateFile API. Next it loads the
file mapping into the currently executing process by calling MapViewOfFile. Next
it calls its function sub_4010DD which basically makes a base64-encoded copy of
the virus for use in email. Now lstrlen is called to get the length of the string. Then
UnmapViewOfFile unmaps the filemapping frommemorywhileCloseHandle closes
the open handle returned from CreateFile. At last GlobalFree is called to release the
allocated memory. MSDN library was used to find appropriate APIs [12].

1.3.2 Assumptions

Christodorescu and Jha have described in their paper [13] that a malicious behavior
should follow some particular specifications. Based on those rules, we have the
following assumptions.

1. Independent API calls are not considered while building the call graph.
2. A specification must relate dependent operations including call graph having data

dependency among them.
3. A specification must capture only security-related operations.

This sequence of API calls is used to create a DESmodel for attack scenario. An API
call API1 is said to be dependent on another API call API2 if any of its arguments
uses the return value of API2. A graphical representation of it is shown in (Fig. 1.1)
where nodes are API calls and transitions are made according to the data dependency
between them. This is known as call graph or behavioral graph of the worm. Now
according to the sequence and data dependency among API calls, a DES model is
created and subsequently another model was built for normal conditions.

1.3.3 Des Model

A DES model G can be represented by a 6 tuple < Σ, S, S0, SF , V,� >, where,

1. Σ is the set of events,
2. S is the set of states,
3. S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states,
4. SF ⊆ S is the set of final states,
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Fig. 1.1 Call graph representation of Bagle.A

5. V represents the set of model variables and
6. � is the set of transitions.

A state represents the renewal of a process if there is a transition from it to some
initial state(s), and is defined as a renewal state. Each element in V is represented by
vi , where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n and has a corresponding domain Di .

A transition τε� is a five tuple < s, s′, σ, φ(v), Assign(v) >, where

1. s is the source state,
2. s′ is the destination state,
3. σ is an event based on which different transitions take place,
4. φ(v) represents a boolean conjunction of equalities of a subset of variables in V

and
5. Assign(v) is a subset of model variables and assignments with values from their

corresponding domains.

A detailed description of DES terms, required for modeling the behavior of a process
under normal and bagle-infected condition, is given below. Figure1.3 illustrates the
behavior of the process under normal conditions and Fig. 1.2 is a representation
under infected conditions. Σ consists of the following APIs. {GlobalAlloc, Get-
ModuleFileName, CreateFile, GetFileSize, CreateFileMapping, lstrlen, MapViewOf-
File, UnmapViewOfFile, CloseHandle, GlobalFree}. The set of states S is shown in
Figs. 1.2 and 1.3. States with no primes correspond to the normal condition and
states with primes represent the attack condition. The initial state S0 is also shown
in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3. The model variable set V is V = {y, ret, para}, where y is an
integer variable which is used to represent the number of independent APIs occurring
in the model. ret is an array which is used to store the return values of each API and
para is another array which stores the parameters of APIs. The main purpose of ret
and para is to check for dependency relations between APIs.
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For example, Global Allocret will represent the return value of GlobalAlloc
whereas CreateFilepara will denote the set of arguments of API CreateFile.

The transitions are shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 with primed transitions representing
the attack condition and transitionswithout primes representing the normal condition.
It may be observed that a “−” for some fields in tuples of certain transitions. If “−”
occurs in place of φ(v), it signifies that the condition is true. For Assign(v), it means
no action is taken, i.e., model variables is set or reset.

1.3.3.1 Attack Model

While building the attack model, both the call graph and trace file (Table1.1) were
taken into consideration. Trace file was helpful in keeping track of the sequence of
APIs whereas call graphwas used to check for dependency condition in themodel for
each of its edges. Nowwhen GlobalAlloc is called, a transition is made from state s1′
to s2′ while storing its return value in ret[0]. Now further if any other GlobalAllocs
are called and then it simply updates the value stored in ret[0] with the current
return value without changing its state. Same is done when GetModuleFileName
is called. But instead of storing its return value, its parameters set is stored in the
model variable para. The reason for not storing the return value is because it does
not have any further dependencies as seen from the call graph (Fig. 1.1). For all
the rest of the APIs with no further dependencies, only their parameters are stored.
As seen from API sequence from (Table1.1), CreateFile is called next. Now upon
CreateFile event, the dependency between GlobalAlloc and GetModuleFileName
is checked, i.e., if any parameter of model variable para contains the value stored
in ret[0] was checked. If found then the transition is made and the return value of
CreateFile is stored in ret[1] and its parameters are stored in para. Again the value of
y is increased to 1. For each independent API (i.e., APIs with no further dependency)
such as GetModuleFileName, if its dependencywith its previous API as per (Fig. 1.1)
holds, then the value of y is increased by 1.

Now for all the rest of the APIs occurring in their previously observed sequence
from (Table1.1), their dependency is checkedwith their previousAPI as per (Fig. 1.1).
If dependency holds then a state transition occurs; while if an independent API occurs
and its dependency holds, then subsequently the value of y is increased by 1. In case
of bagle, as we can see from the (Fig. 1.1) that there are six APIs with no further
dependencies. So after the last API GlobalFree is encountered and its dependency is
checked, the value of y is noted. If this value is found equal to six, then a transition
to the final state s14′ is made. Now it can be made sure that any trace satisfying this
condition is infected by bagle.

1.3.3.2 Normal Model

Figure1.3 represents the DES model of a process under normal condition. As stated
above, if APIs issued by any process follows the attack model, i.e., calling the same
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APIs as per the attack model in the same order with dependency condition holding
true, can be considered as infected by bagle. Similarly, a process is not infected by
bagle if it follows the normal model. We can say that any normal process can also
issue the same APIs as shown in the attack model. Some of the APIs can also have
similar dependencies w.r.t the attack model. But i order to be benign, there will be at
least one state where either the specific event will not occur or dependency will fail.
So it can be said that the number of independent APIs occurring in the normal model
will always be less than the actual number of independent APIs occurring in bagle,
i.e., six. This state distinguishes the attack model from the normal model. Suppose
there is a normal process “A” whose system call trace contains all the APIs with the
same execution sequence as per attack model. Again let us assume that it follows the
same dependency upto CloseHandle. Now as per our model, it will not satisfy the
last dependency condition, i.e., dependency between GlobalAlloc and GlobalFree.

In normal model, transition from s1 to s2 is made when GlobalAlloc occurs in the
trace. Then the return value of it is stored in ret[0]whereas for all other APIs no state
change occurs as shown by the self loop. Same is done when GetModuleFileName is
called. If any GlobalAlloc appears, then a self transition is made in s2 but the value of
ret[0] is updated. An additional transition ismade from s2 to s1 if dependency fails or
GlobalFreeAPI appears because this will free the memory allocated byGlobalAlloc.
For all the APIs constituting our event set, pairs of APIs which neutralize each other
are given below.

1. GlobalAlloc and Globalfree
2. CreateFile and CloseHandle
3. MapViewOfFile and UnmapViewOfFile

So for rest of the states if a pair of above APIs are found in the trace then a transition
is made to s1 from that state. For example, from s7 a transition to s1 is made if
an event belonging to the set GlobalFree, CloseHandle, UnmapViewOfFile occurs.
Again, if on the occurrence of a particular event dependency does not hold, then also
a transition is made to state s1 from the current state.

1.4 Detector

After creating the DES models, we designed a detector which can identify whether a
given sequence of events belong to normal or attack scenario. The detector is basically
a kind of state estimator of the model which updates the estimate using events of
the system. Finally, it declares an attack when a state (of the detector) is reached
whose estimate comprises of states only from the attack model. Before discussing
the detector formally, let us introduce the following definitions.
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1.4.1 Definition 1: Measurement of Equivalent Transitions
and States

Two transitions, τ1 = < s1, s′
1, σ1, φ1(V ), Assign1(V ) > and τ2 = < s2, s′

2, σ2, φ2
(V ), Assign2(V ) > are equivalent if σ1 = σ2 (same event), φ1(V ) ≡ φ2(V ) (same
equalities over the same subset of variables in V) and Assign1(V ) ≡ Assign2(V )

(same subset of model variables with same assignment).
If τ1 = τ2, the source states of the transitions are equivalent and so are the

destination states, i.e., s1 = s2 and s′
1 = s′

2. The detector is represented as a directed
graph O = < Z , A >, where Z is the set of detector states, called O-states, and A is
the set of detector transitions, called O-transitions. Henceforth, terms like transitions,
state etc. of the DES are termed as model transitions, model states etc. to distinguish
them from those of the detector. Each O-state zεZ comprises a subset of equivalent
model states representing the uncertainty about the actual state and each O-transition
aεA is a set of equivalent model transitions representing the uncertainty about the
actual transition that occurs. The initial O-state comprises all initial model states.
Following that given any O-state z, the O-transitions emanating from z are obtained
as follows. Let �z denote the set of model transitions from model states sεz. Let
Az be the set of all equivalence classes of �z . For each aεAz , an O-transition is
created comprising of all model transitions in a. Then the successor O-state for a
is constructed as z+ = {s|s is the destination model state of τεa}. This process is
repeated until no O-transition can be created.

1.4.2 Definition 2: Attack-Certain O-state

An O-state, which contains only model states corresponding to attacks is called
attack-certain O-state. attack-certain O-states denote that the current (model) state
estimate comprises only of abnormal states, thereby detecting an attack.

Figure1.4 illustrates the detector for DES models shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3.

1. The initial states of both models are s1 and s1’. In the detector, the initial O-state
z1 comprises of both s1 and s1’.

2. Now as seen from both the DES models, transitions τ2 and τ′1 are equivalent. So
an O-transition is made form z1 to z2. Here z2 contains the equivalent states s2
and s2’.

3. Next transitions emanating from s2 and s2’ are checked for equivalence. Similarly,
τ6 and τ′3 are found equivalent and another transition is made from z2 to z3.

The same procedure is repeated until it reaches the O-state z12. z12 consists of
equivalent states s12 and s12’. Now if we refer to the attack model, we can observe
that a transition from s12’ to s13’ is made confirming the final dependency between
GlobalAlloc and GlobalFree whereas in case of normal model (Fig. 1.3), this condi-
tion does not hold. In case of normal model after state s12, a transition from s12 to
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s1 is made as dependency will not be followed in normal case. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.4 by transition a13 representing the normal condition and transitions a12 and
a14 showing attack condition. So z13 and z14 in the detector are the attack-certain
O-states.

Now let a detector reach state z13 by sequence z1, z2, . . . , z12. In all of the
above states, we cannot differentiate between attack and normal condition as each
one consists of one state from normal DES models and another state from attack
DES model, e.g., z7 has s7 and s7’. z13 being an attack-certain O-state, reached
by occurrence of a12 declares an attack. It can be observed from (Fig. 1.4) that
a12 and a14 correspond to the section where last dependency holds and number of
independent APIs are checked against a certain number. It should be noted that the
detector does not declare a normal condition. It only alerts when an attack-certain
O-state is reached. So it can be said that unless an attack-certain O-state is reached,
the process is normal.

1.5 Conclusion

With obfuscating tools available online, it is possible for anyone with very less
knowledge to create an obfuscated version of a known malware. In this paper, we
showed an event-driven DES model to represent the email worm Bagle.A with the
help of interdependent system calls. Now around 20 obfuscated samples of bagle
were created and tested against open source antivirus ClamAV. ClamAV was not
able detect any of the obfuscated samples(not even with only one NOP instruction
inserted) whereas our detector successfully detected each of the variants. Here we
demonstrated how the properties of a malware can be modeled efficiently taking
only one virus. We are currently working on automating the process of DES model
generation for a large set of malwares.
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Chapter 2
Quantification of Diagnostic Information
from Electrocardiogram Signal: A Review

S. Dandapat, L.N. Sharma and R.K. Tripathy

Abstract Electrocardiogram (ECG) contains the information about the contraction
and relaxation of heart chambers. This diagnostic information will change due to var-
ious cardiovascular diseases. This information is used by a cardiologist for accurate
detection of various life-threatening cardiac disorders. ECG signals are subjected
to number of processing, for computer aided detection and localization of cardio-
vascular diseases. These processing schemes are categorized as filtering, synthesis,
compression and transmission. Quantifying diagnostic information from an ECG
signal in an efficient way, is always a challenging task in the area of signal process-
ing. This paper presents a review on state-of-art diagnostic information extraction
approaches and their applications in various ECG signal processing schemes such as
quality assessment and cardiac disease detection. Then, a new diagnostic measure
for multilead ECG (MECG) is proposed. The proposed diagnostic measure (MSD)
is defined as the difference between multivariate sample entropy values for original
and processed MECG signals. The MSD measure is evaluated over MECG com-
pression framework. Experiments are conducted over both normal and pathological
MECG from PTB database. The results demonstrate that the proposedMSDmeasure
is effective in quantifying diagnostic information in MECG. The MSD measure is
also compare with other measures such as WEDD, PRD and RMSE.
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2.1 Introduction

The cardiovascular system (CVS) consists of heart andbloodvessels [1]. The function
of heart is to provide oxygenated blood to whole body. The electrical activity of the
heart is coordinated by pacemaker cells. Pacemaker cells are specialized cardiac
myocytes [2]. These cells are having its own intrinsic peaks or firing rate. In heart,
each cell can act as pacemaker. Due to firing rate, there are four major kind of
pacemaker cells, that are responsible for electrical conduction in heart [2, 3]. These
are categorized as sino-atrial (SA) node, atrio-ventricular (AV) node, HIS bundle
and purkinje fibers. The firing of SA node, leads to atrial depolarization. After a
delay, the AV node fires and these intrinsic peaks act as intermediate to bring the
electrical activity from the upper chamber to lower chamber of heart. The HIS bundle
and purkinje fibers responsible for depolarization of the septum and the ventricles.
The re-polarization of myocardium is occurred after depolarization in the opposite
direction. Thebio-electrical activity of entire heart ismeasured throughECG[1, 2, 4].
Each heart beats in ECG consist of diagnostic features such as waveform amplitude
and interval. Figure2.1 shows the synthetic ECGmarkedwith the diagnostic features.
These features are examined by a cardiologist for accurate detection and localization
of cardiac disorders. The detail description of each of thesemorphological diagnostic
features are given as [1, 2].

• P Wave: It is a low amplitude clinical component present in ECG. The P-wave
gives the information about both left and right atrial contraction. Due the atrial
flutter and atrial fibrillation kind of cardiac arrhythmia the unordered nature of
P-wave occurs with a very high rate [2].

Fig. 2.1 Shows the synthetic ECG signal marked with morphological diagnostic features as wave-
form amplitude and interval [5]
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• QRS Complex: This clinical component present in ECG is due to ventricular
contraction. It is one of the important clinical feature for the evaluation of heart
rate [2].

• T Wave: This waveform occurred in ECG due to ventricular relaxation. The shape
of this waveform is one of the important characteristics to diagnose various cardiac
arrhythmia. The shape of T-wave will change due to hyperkalemia, hypokalemia,
hypercalcemia and myocardial infarction type of heart diseases [2].

• PR Segment: It is the time between the end of P-wave and the beginning of QRS
complex. This component is a iso-electric line andmainly corresponds to the delay,
after which the second pacemaker of heart (atrio-ventricular node) fires.

• RR Interval: In ECG the R-wave has highest amplitude among other clinical
components. The difference between R-wave locations of consecutive beats is
called as RR-interval. The RR-interval variation is one of the important feature for
diagnosis respiratory disorder, sleep apnea etc. [2].

• ST Segment: This clinical component is due to the end of ventricular contrac-
tion and beginning of ventricular relaxation. The depression and elevation of ST-
segment is the indicator of cardiac arrhythmia [2].

• QT Interval: This clinical component present in ECG is mainly due to the begin-
ning of ventricular contraction and end of ventricular relaxation. The relationship
between QT interval and RR interval is they are directly proportional. Due to
tachycardia the heart rate is more this implies the QT interval shortens. Similarly,
due to bradycardia the heart rate is less, and this results a longer QT interval [2].

• U Wave: This type of waveform seen in lead V2 and V3 and it is due to the delayed
relaxation of purkinje fibers [1, 2]. It is present in ECG, when the heart rate falls
below 60bpm [2].

The 12-lead or Multilead ECG (MECG) provides the spatial as well as temporal
information about cardiac rhythm. It is widely used in hospitals for diagnosis of car-
diac ailments [2]. These signals are recorded by placing 10 number of electrodes on
the surface of body. The MECG consists of uni-polar limb lead, bipolar limb leads
and precordial leads [6]. The unipolar and bipolar limb leads are derived from the
potentials recorded through the electrodes placed at right leg (RL), left arm (LA) and
right arm (RA) [2, 7]. The Anterior View (V1, V2, V3 and V4), Left lateral View (I,
aVL, V5 and V6) and Inferior View (II, III and aVF) of heart is seen from MECG
[2]. The cardiac ailments such as myocardial infarction, valvular disease, hypertro-
phy, myocarditis, bundle branch block, atrial flutter, atrial fibrillation, ventricular
fibrillation, ventricular tachycardia and cardiomyopathy are detected from MECG
[1, 2, 8]. The description of each of these cardiac arrhythmia are given below [2].

• Sinus Bradycardia—In this case all the beats in ECG are normal, RR-interval is
more and heart rate (HR) < 60beats/min.

• Sinus Tachycardia—It is occurred due physiological stress or exercise. Here, all
the beats are normal, RR-interval is less and HR >100beats/min.

• Sinus Arrhythmia—The HR increases due to inspiration and decreases due to
expiration. This type of arrhythmia particularly found in children [1].
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• Wandering Pacemaker—In this type of arrhythmia the impulse is originated
from various points of atria [1]. In ECG due to Wandering Pacemaker there is a
variation in P-wave polarity, PR-interval, PP-interval and RR-interval.

• Atrial Flutter—In this case the end of T-wave and beginning of P-wave disap-
pears, P-wave results in a circus movement inside atria with high rate of activation
between 160 to 200beats/min [1].

• Atrial Fibrillation—Impulse is having chaotic and random pathways in atria,
Baseline and ventricular depolarization are irregular with high rate of activation
between 250 to 300beats/min [1].

• Junctional Rhythm—In this arrhythmia the impulse is originated at AV node,
P-wave often inverted and may be under or after QRS complex [1].

• Premature Ventricular Contraction—In this case the origin of electrical con-
duction is in ventricular Muscle not the AV node, QRS-complex is abnormal and
longer than 0.1 s [1].

• Ventricular Tachycardia—Slower conduction in ischemic ventricular muscle
which leads to circular activation. this may cause a rapid, bizarre and wide QRS-
complexes with a rate of 120beats/min [2].

• Ventricular Fibrillation—Ventricular muscle contraction is irregular and inef-
fective of pumping blood. The ventricular fibrillation (VF) can be stops using
external defibrillator [2].

• Right Atrial Hypertrophy—It is due to the consequence of right atrial overload,
tricuspid valve disease and pulmonary valve disease [2]. Due to this arrhythmia
the amplitude of P-wave is greater than 0.25mv in Lead II, III and aVF.

• Left Atrial Hypertrophy—It is due to the consequence of right atrial overload
and mitral valve disease [2]. A notched P-wave and biphasic p-wave seen in lead
II lead V1 respectively with a negative amplitude >0.1mv.

• Right Ventricular Hypertrophy—It is the consequence of pulmonary valve
stenosis and pulmonary hypertension [2]. In ECG, a tall R-wave seen in Lead
V1 and V2 with amplitude >0.7mv, wide S-wave seen in lead V1 and V2, wide
R-wave seen in V5 and V6.

• Left Ventricular Hypertrophy—It is the consequence of left atrial overload,
mitral valve disease and aortic valve disease [2]. In MECG a tall R-wave in lead
I, V5, V6 and tall S-wave in lead III, V1 and V2 occurs.

• Anterior Myocardial Infarction—This type of MI is due to the occlusion in left
anterior descending artery [2]. Due to anterior infarction, the R-wave progression
occurred in precordial leads.

• Inferior Myocardial Infarction—This type of MI is due to the occlusion in right
coronary artery [2]. Due to inferior infraction, the Q-wave variation occurred in
lead II, III and aVF.

• Posterior Myocardial Infarction—This type of MI can be diagnosed by observ-
ing the reciprocal changes in the ECG at lead V1 [2].

• Lateral Myocardial Infarction—This type of MI is due to the occlusion in left
circumflex artery [2]. The ST-segment elevation occurs in lead I, aVL, V5 and V6.
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The pathological Q-wave formation in lead V6 is due to lateral myocardial Infarc-
tion.

• Hyperkalemia—This type of cardiac arrhythmia occurred due to the increase of
potassium ion concentration in blood [2]. In ECG due to hyperkalemia a peaked
T-wave and small p-wave occurs.

• Hypokalemia—Due to the decrease of potassium ion concentration in blood the
flattened or inverted T waves, ST depression and a wide PR interval occurs [2].
These changes are due to the consequence of hypokalemia.

2.2 ECG Quality Assessment Techniques: A Review

ECG signals are subjected to different processing for storage, transmission and
retrieval. The goal of distortion measures in ECG signal processing is to quantify the
loss of clinical information. There are two kind of distortion measures are used to
evaluate the quality of ECG signals [5]. These are subjective distortion measure and
objective distortion measure. In the following subsections the state-of-art distortion
measures and their limitations are briefly discussed.

2.2.1 Subjective Assessment

The subjective quality of ECG signals for clinical practice is evaluated by visual
inspection of morphological diagnostic features [8, 9]. The researchers and medical
experts judges the diagnostic quality of processed ECG signal by inspecting these
morphological diagnostic features. After inspection they assigns a score to each of
the morphological diagnostic feature. This score is defined as

MOSl =
∑Nc

c=1 Rc

Nc
(2.1)

where Nc corresponds to number of experts involved for investigating the morpho-
logical diagnostic features. Rc is the quality rating or score for lth morphological
diagnostic feature. The values of Rc are defined as 1-bad, 2-not bad, 3-good, 4-very
good and 5-excellent. For a ECG signal the mean opinion score (MOS) is defined as
the average of individual scores for lth morphological diagnostic feature. The MOS
rating is defined by

MOS =
∑N f

l=1 MOSl

N f
(2.2)

The percentage of difference between the MOS scores for original and processed
ECG signal is defined as the subjective distortion measure. The error measures for
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each morphological features are defined as

MOSerr
l = 5 − MOSl

5
× 100 (2.3)

The MOSerr
l corresponds to the subjective error measure for lth morphological diag-

nostic feature. For MOSerr
l evaluation the MOS score for original ECG diagnostic

features are assigned as excellent. The subjective distortion measures for ECG signal
is defined as

MOSerr = 5 − MOS

5
× 100 (2.4)

The subjective tests are time taking and cumbersomeprocesses.Due to this drawback,
the researchers develop objective distortion measures. The objective measures are
evaluated by comparing the diagnostic features in temporal and transformed domain
for original and processedECGsignals. The objectivemeasures are validated through
subjective tests. There are two kinds of objective measures reported from literature.
These are objective non-diagnostic and objective diagnostic measures.

2.2.2 Objective Non-diagnostic Distortion Measures

In this subsection, the non-diagnostic distortion measures, which are used to evalu-
ate quality of processed ECG signals are discussed. The mean square error (MSE)
is evaluated as the difference between the amplitude of original and the processed
ECG signals [10]. The processed signals are obtained due to various ECG process-
ing schemes as compression, transmission, enhancement and super-resolution ECG.
Considering a discrete time signal given by x(n) = {x(1), x(2), x(3), . . . , x(N )},
which consists of N number of samples. The processed signal is given as x̃(n) =
{̃x(1), x̃(2), x̃(3), . . . , x̃(N )}. The MSE between original and processed signal is
expressed as

MSE = 1

N

N∑

n=1

[x(n) − x̃(n)]2 (2.5)

In geometrical meaning, the MSE is defined as the euclidean distance between orig-
inal and processed ECG signals. There are number of morphological diagnostic
features embedded in ECG signal. Each of these features is having diagnostic impor-
tance. TheMSE is only evaluated by considering the amplitudes, so for non-diagnosis
regions (baseline in ECG) it exploits a large error. This large errormake the processed
ECG falls behind the clinical acceptable range. To overcome the drawbacks of MSE,
the normalized mean square error (NMSE) is used [4]. This measure is given as

NMSE =
∑N

n=1[x(n) − x̃(n)]2
∑N

n=1[x(n)]2 (2.6)
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The normalization is used to make the error measure independent of the amplitudes
of original ECG signal. As in ECG signal, the amplitudes are different for different
leads and subjects. As NMSE measure is independent of the amplitude, so it is
normally used as a good objective non-diagnostic distortion measures for various
applications.

The root mean square error (RMSE) has been used to evaluate quality of ECG
signals [11]. This measure is given as

RMSE =
√
√
√
√ 1

N

N∑

n=1

[x(n) − x̃(n)]2 (2.7)

The RMSE fails to quantify the distortion in local diagnostic regions. The normalized
root mean square error (NRMSE), is also used as objective diagnostic error measures
in different applications. It is given as

NRMSE =
√
√
√
√

∑N
n=1[x(n) − x̃(n)]2
∑N

n=1[x(n)]2 (2.8)

The percentage root mean square differences (PRD) is used to evaluate quality of
processed signal in almost all ECG compression and enhancement applications [12].
It is defined by

PRD1 =
√
√
√
√

∑N
n=1[x(n) − x̃(n)]2
∑N

n=1[x(n)]2 × 100 (2.9)

where x(n), x̃(n) are the original and processed ECG signals. PRD2 is also used
in various compression and enhancement techniques for evaluating the quality of
processed signals. This measure is evaluated after subtracting the baseline of 1024
and mean value from the original ECG signal. The PRD2 is given as

PRD2 =
√
√
√
√

∑N
n=1[x(n) − x̃(n)]2

∑N
n=1[x(n) − μ0 − 1024]2 × 100 (2.10)

where μ0 corresponds to the mean value of the original ECG signal. In some appli-
cations, the PRD3 is also used to evaluate the objective quality of processed ECG
signals. This PRD3 measure is given as

PRD3 =
√
√
√
√

∑N
n=1[x(n) − x̃(n)]2

∑N
n=1[x(n) − 1024]2 × 100 (2.11)
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The PRD1value is found to lowest fromPRD2 and PRD3 for evaluating the quality of
processed ECG signal. The ECG signal with low PRD value not necessarily provide
better diagnostic quality. For the ECG signal x(n)with fluctuating baseline, and high
standard deviation, the PRD will be artificially lower [8]. The PRD and other similar
type of error measures have the limitations to evaluate the diagnostic quality of ECG
signals [9].

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) has been used as a objective non-diagnostic distor-
tion measure to evaluate the performance of ECG compression technique [13]. This
measure is given as

SNR = 10 log10

( ∑N
n=1[x(n) − μ0]2

∑N
n=1[x(n) − x̃(n)]2

)

(2.12)

The SNR value is high at the high activity regions of interest as compared to other
regions [9].

The normalized cross-correlation (NCC) measure has been used to evaluate the
objective quality of ECG signals [14]. The NCC measure defines the similarity
between original and processed ECG signals and it is given by

NCC =
1
N

∑N
n=1 [x(n) − μ0] ∑N

n=1 [x̃(n) − μr ]
√

1
N

∑N
n=1 [x(n) − μ0]2

√
1
N

∑N
n=1 [x̃(n) − μr ]2

(2.13)

The μ0 and μr corresponds to the mean values of both original signal and processed
ECG signal. The NCC measure is used to find the similarity in local waves between
original and processed ECG signal.

The percentage area difference (PAD) based objective non-diagnostic distortion
measure has been used to evaluate the quality of ECG signal in [15]. This distortion
measure is computed by considering the difference in the area enclosed between the
original and the processed ECG signals. The PAD measure is given as

PAD =
∣
∣
∣
∫ t f

ti
y(t) − ∫ t f

ti
yr (t)

∣
∣
∣

(ti − t f )(ymax − ymin)
× 100 (2.14)

The ti and t f corresponds to the initial and final time instants of the segment, ymax

and ymin are the maximum and minimum values in the original ECG signal. The
numerator term correspond to the absolute error in terms of area difference between
the original and processed ECG signal. The denominator is used as a normalization
factor for making the distortion measure independent of area.

The maximum amplitude error (MAX) has been used as a distortion measure in
ECG compression technique [16]. This measure can quantify the local distortion in
ECG signal. This measure is given as
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MAXi = Nci
max
n=1

{|x(n) − x̃(n)|} (2.15)

where, Nci corresponds to number of samples in i th cycle.
Similarly, the normalized maximum amplitude error (NMAX) was used for quan-

tifying distortion in [9]. This measure is given as

NMAXi = maxNci
n=1{|x(n) − x̃(n)|}

maxNci
n=1{x(n)} − minNci

n=1{x(n)} (2.16)

The normalization is done tomake error independent of amplitude value. The average
ofNMAXmeasure for entire ECGsignal is evaluated by averaging over all the cycles.

The objective non-diagnostic distortion measures have limitations to quantify the
local distortions in the ECG signals. The Standard error (StdErr) has been used as
objective non-diagnostic measure for evaluating the quality ECG signals [9]. The
StdErr is given by

StdErr =
√
√
√
√ 1

Nc − 1

Nc∑

n=1

[x(n) − x̃(n)]2 (2.17)

StdErr is similar to RMSE, where the denominator term is Nc instead of Nc − 1.

2.2.3 Objective Diagnostic Distortion Measures

Due to the drawbacks of non-diagnostic distortionmeasures for evaluating the quality
of ECG signal, the objective diagnostic distortion measures are used. In this subsec-
tion, the objective diagnostic measures for ECG signals reported from literature are
also briefly discussed.

Chen and Itoh proposed an objective diagnostic distortion measure for evaluating
the quality of ECG signal [14]. The measure is the weighted PRD between clinical
diagnostic features of original and processed ECG signals. It is given as

WPRD =
√

∑M
k=1 wkγk

σ
(2.18)

where wk are the weights, γk is the MSE of clinical diagnostic features as P-wave,
Q-wave, QRS-wave and ST-wave for original and processed ECG signals. The σ cor-
responds to the power of original ECG signal. The weights are assigned according to
the clinical importance of diagnostic features. As per the example, the higher weight
is given to ST-segment and T-wave and QRS amplitudes due to their importance in
the diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmia.
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Zigel and his group [17] proposed a objective diagnostic distortion measure for
evaluating the quality of processed ECG signal. They extracted sixteen clinical mor-
phological features from both original and processed ECG signals and define the
distortion measure as:

WDD(β, β̃) = ΔβT · w

tr [w] · Δβ × 100 (2.19)

where β, β̃ corresponds to the clinical feature vectors corresponding to original
and processed signal. The ‘w’ corresponds to the weight value for the respective
morphological features. Theweights are assigned based on the diagnostic importance
of the morphological features. The limitations of both WPRD and WDD measures
are selection of optimal weights and identification of ‘PQRST ’ points for evaluating
the diagnostic features in ECG signal.

The wavelet based distortion measures overcome the limitations in WPRD and
WDD by assigning the weights through different parameters as energy and entropy.
Al-Fahoum proposed an objective diagnostic distortion measure for evaluating the
quality of compressed ECG signal [18]. In thewavelet domain, the clinical diagnostic
features are captured through approximation and detail coefficients. The distortion
measure is defined as the weighted percentage root mean square difference between
the wavelet coefficients of original and processed ECG Signals.

WWPRD =
L+1∑

j=1

w j WPRD j (2.20)

where, L corresponds to the number of decomposition levels, w j corresponds to
the weight of the j th subband and WPRD j is the PRD value of the j th wavelet
coefficients in the subband. In this measure the weights are computed as the ratio of
sum of the absolute value of wavelet coefficients within that sub-band to the sum of
absolute value of wavelet coefficients in all sub-bands.

Wavelet Energy-based Diagnostic Distortion (WEDD)measure is proposed in [9]
to assess the quality of compressed signal in ECG data compression. WEDD was
evaluated from the wavelet coefficients of the original and processed ECG signal.
The WEDD measure is given as

WEDD =
M+1∑

j=1

w
′
j WPRD j (2.21)

where w
′
j is the weight calculated based on energy due to wavelet coefficients in

sub-bands defined by

w
′
j =

∑N j
k=1 w2

( j,k)
∑M+1

j=1
∑N j

k=1 w2
( j,k)

(2.22)
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The errors in the wavelet coefficients is given as:

WPRD =
√
√
√
√

∑N j
k=1(w j,k − w̃ j,k)2

∑N j
k=1 w2

j,k

× 100 (2.23)

where w j,k and w̃ j,k are the wavelet coefficients for original and processed ECG
signals and N j is the number of sub-band wavelet coefficients at j level of decom-
position.

The multiscale entropy based PRD objective diagnostic distortion measure is
proposed in [19]. The PRD between the approximation and detail subband wavelet
coefficients of original and processed ECG signals is evaluated and the weights are
assigned as the multiscale entropy values of each sub-bands. The MSEPRDmeasure
is given as

MSEWPRD = wAL ×
⎛

⎝

√
√
√
√

∑NAL
k=1(AL(k) − ÃL(k))2

∑NAL
k=1 AL(k)2

× 100

⎞

⎠

+
L∑

j=1

wDj ×
⎛

⎝

√
√
√
√

∑NDl
k=1(D j (k) − D̃ j (k))2

∑NDj
k=1 D j (k)2

× 100

⎞

⎠ (2.24)

where wAL and wDj are the weights as multiscale entropy values for Lth approxima-
tion and Jth detail wavelet sub-bands. The multiscale entropy values are defined by

Hj = −Ῡ j log(Ῡ j ) and Ῡ j = Ē j

Ētot
. The multiscale subband energy at j th resolution

level and total sub-band energy is given as Ē j = 1
K j

∑K j
k=1 |C j (k)|2, C j (k) is the

wavelet coefficients, j ∈ (1, 2, . . . , J + 1) and Ētot = ∑J+1
j=1 Ē j .

The wavelet energy weighted PRD (WEWPRD) measure is proposed in [20] to
evaluate the quality of ECG signal. It is computed as the sum of weighted error
energies due to wavelet coefficients of original and processed ECG signals. The
weights for the approximation and detail sub-bands are given as

w =
[

E A j

Et
,

ED j

Et
, . . . . . . . . . ,

E A1

Et

]

(2.25)

The wavelet energy PRD is given as

WEPRD =
⎡

⎣

√
Eerr

A j

E A j

× 100,

√
Eerr

D j

ED j

× 100, . . . . . . ,

√
Eerr

D1

ED1

× 100

⎤

⎦ (2.26)
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where Eerr
A j

= ∑NA j
k=1 (A j (k) − ˜A j (k))2 and Eerr

D j
= ∑ND j

k=1 (D j (k) − ˜D j (k))2 are
wavelet error energies in approximation and detail sub-bands. The WEWPRD mea-
sure is given as

WEWPRD = wT WEPRD (2.27)

The wavelet based methods are found to be effective measures in different applica-
tions and well correlated with subjective assessment.

2.3 ECG Feature Extraction for Disease Detection: A Review

Extracting diagnostic information from normal and pathological ECG signals for
detection and classification of cardiovascular diseases have been an active area of
research from decades. There are two type of methods used for quantifying diag-
nostic information from ECG signals. These are direct and indirect methods. The
direct method corresponds to the visual inspection of local wave-forms as P-wave,
QRS-complex and T-wave amplitudes and duration from ECG. The cardiologist
investigate these features for detection and localization of cardiac arrhythmia. On
the other hand, the indirect method corresponds to the use of various signal process-
ing and machine learning techniques for detection and localization of cardiovascular
diseases. There are number of signal processing techniques like heart rate variability
analysis [21–25], discrete and continuous wavelet transform based analysis [26, 27],
auto-regressive model coefficients [28], discrete cosine transform coefficients [29],
principal component analysis [30, 31], linear discriminant analysis [32], independent
component analysis [33], polynomial regression coefficients [34] etc. are reported in
literature for extracting clinical diagnostic features from ECG for arrhythmia detec-
tion and classification. The detail description of each of these diagnostic information
extraction methods are given below.

The heart rate variability features are widely used in applications like cardiovas-
cular disease detection [21], diabetes diagnosis from ECG [22], prognosis of cardiac
risk [23], identifying fatigue in elite athletes [24], monitoring sleep apnea from ECG
[25] etc. The trace of RR interval with respect to number of beats is termed as heart
rate signal. This heart rate signal is subjected to statistical, frequency domain and
non-linear analysis for getting the HRV based features. The time domain HRV fea-
tures are mean of RR-intervals (RRm), standard deviation of RR-interval (RRstd),
mean of heart rates (HRm) and standard deviation of heart rates (HRstd), RMSSD,
SDSD, NN50, PNN50 and HRV triangular index. These features are given as

RRm =
∑N

i=1 RR(i)

N
(2.28)

RRstd =
√

∑N
i=1(RR(i) − RRm)2

N
(2.29)
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HRm =
∑N

i=1 HR(i)

N
(2.30)

HRstd =
√

∑N
i=1(HR(i) − HRm)2

N
(2.31)

where HR(i) = 60
RR(i) called as heart rate time series. RMSSD is the square root of

mean of square difference between adjacent RR-intervals and given by

RMSSD =
√

∑N
i=1(RR(i + 1) − RR(i))2

N
(2.32)

Similarly SDSD feature is the standard deviation of difference between adjacent
RR-intervals and given by

SDSD =
∑N

i=1(RRdiff(i) − R̃Rdiff)

N
(2.33)

whereRRdiff(i) = (RR(i +1)−RR(i)) and R̃Rdiff =
∑N

i=1(RR(i+1)−RR(i))
N . The PNN50

feature is evaluated by identifying the RR-interval difference more than 50ms. The
PNN50 is given as

PNN50 =
∑N

i=1((RR(i + 1) − RR(i)) > 50ms)
∑N

i=1 RRdiff(i)
(2.34)

The frequency domain information of heart rate signals are evaluated using auto-
regressive model based spectral analysis, discrete Fourier transform (DFT), short
time fourier transform and wavelet transform based analysis. The high frequency
band (0.15–0.4Hz) of heart rate signal is related to parasympathetic activity and low
frequency band (0.04–0.15Hz) corresponds to sympathetic activity. The total power
in low frequency (LF) band, high frequency (HF) band along with the power spectral
density ratio in LF to HF band (LF/HF) are used as frequency domain HRV features.
The non-linear HRV features are obtained from the Poincare plot. The RR(i + 1) are
plotted as a function of RR(i). The non-linear features SD1 and SD2 are obtained
from this plot as the standard deviation of the distance of RR(i) points to the lines
y = x and y = −x + 2 × RRm . Where y and x are termed as RR(i + 1) and RR(i).
RRm is the mean value of heart rate signal. Although HRV analysis is found to be
a better information extraction technique from ECG signal for detection of cardiac
diseases and other applications, but it has some limitations. HRV analysis doesn’t not
give any information about local waveform variations like chaotic nature of P-wave
in atrial fibrillation, rather it only evaluate the RR-interval variations.
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Banerjee and Mitra proposed a cross wavelet based technique for extracting diag-
nostic information from ECG signals [26]. The wavelet cross spectrum (WCS) and
wavelet coherence (WCOH) metrics between template ECG (Normal beat) and
abnormal ECG beats are evaluated. Further, these metrics are used to investigate
the variations in both QRS-complex and T-wave regions for pathological ECG beats.
The cross wavelet coefficients are computed as

W XY = W X W Y∗ (2.35)

where W XY corresponds to cross wavelet coefficients. The W X and W Y are wavelet
coefficients for x(n) and y(n) respectively. The x(n) and y(n) are normal and abnor-
mal beats segmented from ECG time series. The WCS is evaluated as the square of
cross wavelet coefficients and it is given as

WCS(s, t) =
∣
∣
∣W XY

∣
∣
∣
2

(2.36)

The wavelet coherence (WCOH) of x(n) and y(n) are given as

WCOH(s, t) =
∣
∣W XY

∣
∣2

∣
∣W X

∣
∣2 .

∣
∣W Y

∣
∣2

(2.37)

The sum of WCS and WCOH for different morphological features (QT, QRS, ST)
are given by

sum WCS(s, t) =
s2∑

s=s1

t2∑

t=t1

WCS(s, t) (2.38)

sum WCOH(s, t) =
s2∑

s=s1

t2∑

t=t1

WCOH(s, t) (2.39)

The wavelet based feature extraction method for classification of myocardial infarc-
tion (MI) was proposed in [27]. The discrete wavelet transform grossly segments the
clinical component present in ECG into both approximation and detail coefficients.
The energy and entropy due to these wavelet coefficients are evaluated as

Em =
∑Nm

j=1 W 2
m,n

Nm
(2.40)

Ea
m =

∑NM
j=1 S2

M,n

NM
(2.41)
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The Wm,n , m ∈ (1, 2, . . . , M) and SM,n are detail and approximation wavelet coeffi-
cients at levelM. The probability of detail pm ,m ∈ (1, 2, . . . , M) and approximation
pM wavelet sub-bands are given as

pm = Ed
m

∑M
m=1 Ed

m + Ea
m

(2.42)

pM = Ea
M

∑M
m=1 Ed

m + Ea
m

(2.43)

The entropy is given as

H = −
M∑

i=1

pi log2 pi (2.44)

The entropy and energy based features are extracted from 2282 normal and 718
myocardial infarction pathology based ECG beats. A threshold based classifier has
been used for detection of myocardial Infarction.

The DWT+PCA, DWT+LDA and DWT+ICA based diagnostic feature extrac-
tion and beat classification approaches from ECG signals have been proposed in
[32, 33]. Initially, the QRS-complex is detected using pan-tomkin’s algorithm [35].
After R-point detection, each ECG beats are decomposed into approximation and
detail coefficients by using discrete wavelet transform. The PCA, LDA and ICA
are used for dimension reduction. The first six components of both approximation
and detail coefficients in PCA, ICA and LDA domain are used as diagnostic feature
vectors. Further these features are given to both probabilistic neural network and
least square support vector machine (LS-SVM) classifier for detection of different
cardiac arrhythmia. The combination of discrete cosine transform (DCT) and PCA
have been used to extract the diagnostic features from ECG beats [29]. The DCT is
applied over ECG beats and the first few coefficients are selected. The co-variance
matrix is evaluated for DCT domain signal and then the PCA is used to select first
12 principal components as feature vector. Both probabilistic neural network (PNN)
and support vector machine are used for detection and classification of different car-
diac arrhythmia. Sun et al. proposed a method for detection of myocardial infarction
based on ST-segment analysis [34]. First, the R, S and T points are detected based
on derivative based algorithm. Then, the 200 samples from each ST-segment along
each lead heart beats of MECG are segmented. A fifth order polynomial curve fitting
is used over those 200 samples along each beats and the six polynomial coefficients
are used as feature vectors. A total of 72 dimensional polynomial coefficient along
each lead of MECG, RR-intervals and ST-segment width to height ratio as features
and multi instance learning as classifier is used for MI detection. The principal com-
ponent analysis and kernel principal component analysis based analysis of ECG
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signal for detection of respiratory disorder were proposed in [30, 31]. The principal
components are selected based on statistical test and these values are used as diag-
nostic features for detection of respiratory disorder and other cardiac arrhythmia.
Dingfei et al. used the Auto-regressive (AR) model coefficients as diagnostic fea-
tures to classify normal sinus rhythm (NSR) and various cardiac arrhythmia [28]. AR
model coefficients are evaluated from five abnormal ECG beats such as ventricular
tachycardia (VT) ventricular fibrillation (VF), atrial premature contraction (APC),
premature ventricular contraction (PVC), supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) and
normal ECG beat. The decision tree based classifier has been to classify both normal
and arrhythmia beats from the ARmodel coefficient based diagnostic feature vector.

The sample entropy quantifies the randomness in a signal [36]. If the signal is
regular (not changing) then the sample entropy value is low. Similarly, if the signal
is continuously changing and having irregularity then the sample entropy is more.
Recently, number of approaches based on sample entropy are reported in literature
for cardiac arrhythmia detection [37, 38] and EEG based seizure detection and clas-
sification [39]. The evaluation of sample entropy for a time series data is given below.
Let’s consider a N-point time series ECG data x(n) = [x(1), x(2), . . . x(N )]. The
two parameters used to derive the sample entropy are coefficients of tolerance (r )
and dimension of template vector ‘m’. The kth template vector for ECG time series
is given as xm = [x(k), x(k + 1), . . . . . . . . . x(k + 1− m)]. Each of the kth template
vector is having dimension ‘m’. The distance between ‘i’ and ‘j’th template vector
is given as

d[xm(i), xm( j)] = max[|x(i + k) − x( j + k)|] (2.45)

where k ∈ [0, m −1], i �= j and i, j ∈ 1, 2, . . . . . . , N −m. The number of distances
are counted for which the value of d � R, where R = r ×sd and ‘sd’ is the standard
deviation of ECG time series. The ‘i’th total number of distance is denoted as Bm

i (r).
The Bm(r) is evaluated as

Bm(r) =
∑N−m

i=1 Bm
i (r)

(N − m − 1)(N − m)
(2.46)

The Bm+1(r) is evaluated in similar way by replacing the dimension template vector
tom+1. The sample entropy is evaluated as the negative logarithmic ratio of Bm+1(r)

and Bm(r) and given by

sampEN(m, r, N ) = −ln

[
Bm+1(r)

Bm(r)

]

(2.47)
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2.4 MSD Diagnostic Measure for MECG

The state-of-art objective diagnostic and non-diagnostic measures such as PRD,
MSE, MAE, WDD, WEDD, WWPRD, MSEWPRD, WEWPRD etc. are limited
to to single channel ECG signals. There are numbers of MECG data processing
techniques such as multiscale PCA (MSPCA) [40], multivariate empirical mode
decomposition [41], compressive sensing based MECG compression [42], DCT and
karhunen loeve transform (KLT) based MECG compression [43] etc. are reported
from literature. For these MECG processing schemes, the aforementioned objec-
tive diagnostic and non-diagnostic measures are computed individually along each
channel. Multivariate sample entropy (MSampEn) is the natural extension of sample
entropy for multichannel signals [44]. This measure quantifies the confusionness or
irregularity of signal along each channel. ECG signal with atrial fibrillation pathol-
ogy has higher value of sample entropy than that normal sinus rythem [45]. In this
work the MSampEn(e) is evaluated for original and compressed MECG signal and
the diagnostic measure is defined as

MSD = eo − er (2.48)

where eo and er are the multivariate sample entropy values for original and processed
MECG signals.

2.5 Results and Discussions

For evaluation of the proposed diagnostic measure, the combination of PCA and
discrete cosine transform based MECG compression framework is used. The DCT
basedMECGcompressionwas proposed in [43]. In thiswork, first the PCA is applied
to MECG signal and according to diagnostic importance the first six principal com-
ponents (PCs) are retained [40] and others PCs are discarded. The DCT is applied to
the PCA domain multivariate signal and due to energy compaction property the first
few samples are retained. The transformedmultivariate signal is uniformly quantized
and huffman encoded for compression. Both 8-bit and 10-bit quantizer are used in
this work. The compressed (reconstructed) signal is obtained by huffman decod-
ing, inverse quantization followed by inverse DCT and PCA based reconstruction.
The MECG signals are taken from PTB diagnostic [46] database. In this database,
each of the MECG signals has sampled frequency and number of bits of 1000Hz
and 16 respectively. Figures2.2 and 2.3 shows the compressed signals along-with
the original signals for four channels (lead-I, lead-aVL, lead-V2 and lead-V5) for
healthy control (HC) and myocardial infarction (MI) pathology based MECG. It is
observed that the compressed signals are denoised and the clinical components are
preserved in both the cases (HC and MI). The PRD, WEDD and RMSE distortion
measures are evaluated along each lead and the average of these values are defined as
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Fig. 2.2 Original signals (a), (b), (c) and (d) and Compressed signals (e), (f), (g) and (h) for Lead-I,
aVL, V2 amd V5 for HC based MECG respectively

multichannel PRD (MPRD), multichannel WEDD (MWEDD) and multichannel
RMSE (MRMSE).

The proposed MSD measure is also evaluated and compared with the MPRD,
MWEDD andMRMSEmeasures. As the proposed measure is based on multivariate
sample entropy, the irregularity in clinical components present in processed MECG
signal results a negative value of MSD. The MSD, eo, er , MPRD, MWEDD and
MRMSE values for HC and MI pathology based MECG signals for different com-
pression ratios (CRs) are shown in Table2.1. Results are shown for 10 multichannel
ECG signals with different compression ratios, which include normal and pathologi-
cal cases. In HC1 dataset Compression ratio (CR) value of 13.16:1 produces MPRD,
MWEDD andMRMSE values of 4.36%, 1.98% and 8.51 for processed MECG sig-
nal. It is observed that for high values ofCR, the correspondingMPRDandMWEDD,
MRMSE values are also high. This signifies the higher distortion in clinical infor-
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Fig. 2.3 Original signals (a), (b), (c) and (d) and Compressed signals (e), (f), (g) and (h) for Lead-I,
aVL, V2 amd V5 for MI pathology based MECG respectively

mation for the processed MECG signals with higher CR values. For HC1 dataset
the multivariate sample entropy values for original and processed MECG signals are
found to be 0.69 and 0.68. The MSD value is very small (0.01). This signifies that
the processed MECG signal is regular (not changing) and the clinical components
are also preserved. Similarly, for HC3 dataset with 8 bit quantization level, the CR is
found to be 15.70:1. This CR value produces MPRD, MWEDD andMRMSE values
of 4.08%, 2.85% and 14.64. The multivariate sample entropy values for original and
processed MECG signals are found to be 1.01 and 1.03. The MSD measure shows a
negative value of−0.02, this signifies there may be the slight change in the regularity
of clinical components (‘PQRST’ morphologies) present in processed MECG sig-
nals. ForMI2 dataset with 8-bit quantizer the CR value of 14.44:1 produces aMPRD,
MWEDD andMRMSE values of 6.37%, 3.41% and 15.00. The multivariate sample
entropy for original and processed MECG signals are found to be 1.82 and 1.85.
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Table 2.1 Performance of MSD, MWEDD, MPRD and MRMSE over MECG data compression

Record Q. Bit CR MPRD
(%)

MWEDD
(%)

MRMSE eo er MSD

HC1 8 13.16 4.36 1.98 8.51 0.69 0.68 0.01

HC2 8 15.11 4.75 2.73 9.72 1.70 1.71 −0.01

HC3 8 15.70 4.08 2.85 14.64 1.01 1.03 −0.02

HC4 8 14.80 4.36 2.71 11.51 1.35 1.34 0.01

HC5 8 14.73 5.27 2.85 13.26 1.01 0.94 0.06

HC1 10 10.66 3.62 1.04 6.66 0.69 0.66 0.02

HC2 10 12.03 2.78 0.95 5.42 1.70 1.69 0.01

HC3 10 12.73 1.72 0.78 5.58 1.01 1.02 −0.01

HC4 10 11.78 3.12 0.83 7.65 1.35 1.34 0.01

HC5 10 11.58 4.01 1.09 8.69 1.01 0.96 0.04

MI1 8 13.44 6.78 3.57 11.41 1.51 1.53 −0.02

MI2 8 14.44 6.37 3.41 15.00 1.82 1.85 −0.02

MI3 8 14.70 6.18 2.59 13.80 1.53 1.49 0.04

MI4 8 13.01 9.76 3.99 13.98 1.31 1.34 −0.02

MI5 8 14.71 5.62 3.25 16.62 2.03 2.01 0.02

MI1 10 10.81 5.76 2.06 8.95 1.51 1.48 0.02

MI2 10 11.52 5.26 2.07 11.24 1.82 1.85 −0.03

MI3 10 11.62 5.35 1.50 10.92 1.53 1.49 0.04

MI4 10 10.55 9.11 2.95 12.23 1.31 1.28 0.03

MI5 10 11.58 4.38 1.71 12.15 2.03 2.04 −0.01

From this observation it is clear that the low MPRD, MWEDD and MRMSE does
not guarantee the processedMECG signals to be clinically significant. The deviation
of multivariate sample entropy from original value inMI2 dataset, shows that there is
a small variation in the clinical components present in the processed MECG signal.
This change is correctly quantified with the help of proposed MSD based diagnostic
measure. The results for all other MECG dataset shows that the MSD measure is
effective to quantify the regularity in the clinical component present in original and
processed MECG signals.

2.6 Conclusion

In this paper, a review on state-of-art diagnostic information extraction approaches
and their applications in variousECGsignal processing such as filtering, compression
and disease detection are presented. Then, a new diagnostic measure is proposed for
evaluating the quality of multi lead ECG (MECG) signals. This measure (MSD) is
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defined as the difference betweenmultivariate sample entropy values for original and
processed MECG signals. The effectiveness of proposed MSD measure alongwith
MPRD, MWEDD, MRMSE are tested over MECG data compression framework.
Comparison shows that the proposed measure is effective in quantifying clinical
information in normal and pathological MECG signals.
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Chapter 3
ZnO Nanostructures for Alternate Energy
Generation

Sunandan Baruah

Abstract Extensive use of fossil fuel in industries and automobiles has severely
polluted the environment, adversely affecting the ecosystem. The fossil fuel reserves
are also dwindling, creating a serious concern in the area of energy generation.
With rapid advances in nanotechnology, researchers are putting in their efforts to
exploit unique properties of nanomaterials to come up with environmentally friendly
energy solutions. The abundantly freely available solar energy is undoubtedly the
least utilized form of natural energy. Efficient tapping of solar energy can resolve the
energy crisis that our world is currently going through. Solar cells developed using
nanomaterials, though still at the infancy stage, will be able to harness solar energy
quite efficiently and most importantly, will be able to do it very cheaply. Piezoenergy
resulting from physical deformation of near-elastic crystals shows promise as energy
source for self-powering of low energy consuming devices. This article discusses the
possibility of using nanostructures of a very promising material, zinc oxide (ZnO),
for energy generation. ZnO is a wide bandgap semiconductor (3.37eV) and the
absence of a central symmetry in its crystal endows it with piezoelectric property.
This material has been successfully used for energy generation and tapping schemes
like solar cells, hydrogen generators and piezogenerators, among others.

Keywords ZnO · Solar energy ·Wide bandgap semiconductor · Piezogenerators ·
Lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO)

3.1 Introduction

The amount of energy showered on the earth’s surface by the sun in 1 h is more
than the energy consumed by humans in an entire year. The sun is nothing but an
energy fountain providing earth with an unlimited supply of energy. The best part
is that the sun is doing this without any carbon emission! The challenge to tap the
enormous amount of freely available energy has been urging researchers to develop
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novel materials and strategies for designing photovoltaic systems to convert sunlight
into electricity. Research efforts for efficient tapping of solar energy is concentrated
in two broad areas: improving the efficiency of conventional solar cells made from
silicon and development of new semiconductors, inorganic nanocrystals, organic
polymers, and many other light-sensitive materials. Inorganic colloidal dispersions,
like organic materials, can be deposited onto solid substrates as thin films through
standard techniques like spin-coating or dip-coating. These films act as active lay-
ers for applications like gas sensors and solar cells. Compared with typical high-
temperature and high-vacuum vapor-deposition methods used for fabricating silicon
solar cells, solution-phase procedures can offer significant cost savings. Simple lost
cost techniques can be successfully utilized to form nearly defect-free crystals ideal
for the development of solar cells. On the other hand, the same techniques can be
used to tailor crystal defects, which are needed for applications involving surface
reactions like photocatalysis and environmental sensors.

Nanostructured ZnOmaterials have received considerable interest from scientists
due to their remarkable performance in electronics, optics and photonics. As early as
the 1960s, synthesis of ZnO thin films was an active area because of possible appli-
cations in sensors, transducers, and as photocatalysts. In the past few decades, study
of one-dimensional material has gained importance in nanoscience and nanotech-
nology. With reduction in size, novel electrical, mechanical, chemical and optical
properties are introduced, which are understood to be the result of surface and quan-
tum confinement effects. ZnO is a significant technological material. The absence
of a center of symmetry in its wurtzite structure, along with large electromechanical
coupling, results in strong piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties. ZnO is there-
fore widely used in mechanical actuators and piezoelectric sensors. In addition, ZnO
is a wide bandgap (3.37eV) compound semiconductor that is appropriate for short
wavelength optoelectronic applications. The high exciton binding energy (60meV)
in ZnO crystal can result in efficient excitonic emission at room temperature. ZnO
is transparent to visible light and its conductivity can be tailored. A wide range of
high technology applications ranging from surface acoustic wave filters [1], pho-
tonic crystals [2], photodetectors [3], light emitting diodes [4], photodiodes [5], gas
sensors [6], optical modulator waveguides [7], solar cells [8, 9] to varistors [10].
ZnO is also receiving a lot of attention because of its antibacterial property and its
bactericidal efficacy has been reported to increase as the particle size decreases [11].

Different nanostructures of ZnO have been reported in the literature, such as
nanowires and nanorods [12, 13], nanocombs [14], nanorings [15], nanoloops and
nanohelices [16], nanobows [17], nanobelts [18], nanocages [19] amongst others.
These structures have been successfully synthesized under specific growth condi-
tions [13].The synthesis of ZnO nanotructures can be carried out both in solution and
gaseous environments. The gas phase synthesis methods are expensive and require
expensive setups. The solution phase synthesis is normally done in water or other
mild solvents and is normally referred to as the hydrothermal process. This process
of growing ZnO nanostructures has gained immense popularity due to its simplic-
ity and tolerable growth conditions. As synthesis of the nanostructures is done in
aqueous solution, the growth conditions are mild with growth temperatures less than
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the boiling point of water. Researchers are concentrating on inorganic nanocrys-
talline materials as they can be processed through easily scalable techniques. The
growth parameters like temperature, pressure, pH, etc., can be controlled to fabricate
various morphologies. These advantages of colloidal chemistry open up possibilities
for low-cost manufacturing of devices. A computer-controlled setup for the growth
of ZnO nanorods of various dimensions on any type of substrates (up to A4 size)
was developed at the Asian Institute of Technology in Thailand aimed at scaling-up
devices like dye-sensitized solar cells and gas sensors.

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) have been widely studied over the past decade
and have been considered as a technically and economically plausible alternative
concept to the contemporary p-n junction solar cells [23][ 228–230]. Dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSC) are composed of nanostructuredmetal oxide semiconductor films,
of which titanium dioxide (TiO2), zinc oxide (ZnO), and tin dioxide (SnO2) gaining
important status [23][ 228–230]. In a conventional photovoltaic system, the semi-
conductor serves the dual role of light absorption and charge carrier transport. In a
DSSC, light is absorbed by a sensitizer dye adsorbed onto the surface of a wideband
semiconductor. Charge separation takes place at the interface through the injection of
photo-excited electrons from the dye into the conduction band of the semiconductor.
Carriers are transported in the conduction band of the semiconductor and move to
the external circuit [20].

Advances in embedded technology have led to the downscaling ofMEMS/NEMS
devices to unimaginable limits. These devices, in spite of consuming very low power,
still require independent energy sources. Self-powering of these devices has remained
an issue and is an emerging field of research in state-of-the-art technologies. Self-
powering devices, especially those that consume very lowpower, are being developed
relying on the voltage generated by piezoelectric crystals when they are mechani-
cally deformed. Piezoelectric energy harvesters in sub-micron scale have tremendous
possibilities for application in futuristic technologies and are catching the fancy
of researchers. Life support electronic devices implanted inside human bodies like
pacemakers and real-time diagnostic tools like halter monitors can be powered by
the vibrations picked up from heartbeats. Vibrations of the diaphragm of a wireless
microphone can be translated to bend piezotronic crystals and tapping the voltage
generated can make it a self-powered device. Nanowires put on radiators of cars
will be bent when the car is moving and this can be used to power small gadgets
like music systems and GPS. These are just a few examples and the possibilities are
endless!

3.2 Dye/Quantum Dot Sensitized Solar Cell

Dye- and Quantum Dot sensitized solar cells (DSSC/QDSSC) are receiving a lot
of attention from researchers because of their promise of achieving high effi-
ciency at low manufacturing cost. The fabrication procedure is simple and does not
require sophisticated facilities. The best part is that the entire fabrication process is
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Fig. 3.1 A typical structure of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell (DSSC) [21]

environmentally friendly, unlike Si solar cells. In normal p–n junction solar cells,
charge creation (the process of generation of electron-hole pairs) and charge transfer
(diffusion of electrons and holes) occurs in the same material (typically silicon).
However, in DSSC/QDSSC, these two main processes occur in two different
materials.

In order to properly comprehend the operation of a DSSC/QDSSC, it is important
to first understand its construction. A typical DSSC has four main components in
its structure: a photoelectrode, the sensitizer (dye or QD), the electrolyte, and the
counter electrode. Figure3.1 shows the different components of a typical DSSC; the
replacement of the dye molecules with QDs will make it a QDSSC.

The photoelectrode is a transparent substrate; typically glass coated with a thin
layer of doped tin oxide (SnO2) for conductivity with sheet resistance as low as
12–18. A thin porous film of metal oxide semiconductor (TiO2 or ZnO) is deposited
onto the conducting side of the substrate through techniques like chemical vapour
deposition (CVD), hydrothermal process, plasma deposition, spin coating, etc. The
metal oxides, being wide bandgap semiconductors with bandgaps above 3eV extract
the electrons from the excited dye molecules/QDs adsorbed on to their surface. The
extracted electrons then diffuse through the semiconductor to generate the current
in the cell. Thickness of the semiconducting thin film in a DSSC is typically about
10m. The dye/QD are sensitizers that are adsorbed on the surface of the metal oxide
semiconductor thin film. On light irradiation, the dye molecules/QDs absorb the
photons and generate electron–hole pairs. The electrons from the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the dye get injected into the conduction band of
the semiconductor as its energy is slightly lower than the LUMO of the dye. The
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Fig. 3.2 Principle of
operation showing the
energy levels of the
dye-sensitized solar cell [20]

electrolyte is a solution that contains redox couples (both oxidized and reduced
forms) like I−/I −

3 , Br−/Br−
3 , etc. The function of the electrolyte in a DSSC is to

reduce the oxidized dye molecules by supplying electrons to replace the ones being
extracted by the semiconductor. The counter electrode is similar to the photoelec-
trode with the semiconducting layer on the latter being replaced by ametallic layer of
nanoparticles (mostly Pt or Pd). The electrolyte, which gets oxidized by transferring
electrons to the dye gets reduced at the counter electrode interface. The metallic thin
film is deposited on the counter electrode to act as a catalyst to accelerate the reaction
at the electrolyte/counter electrode interface.

Figure3.2 shows a schematic representation of the operation of a DSSC [20] and
Fig. 3.3, a comparison of the process of charge creation and transfer in a P–N junction
solar cell and a DSSC [22]. As shown in Fig. 3.2, photoexcitation of the sensitizer
(S) results in electron injection into the conduction band of semiconducting metal
oxides prepared as a thin film. The dye molecule is regenerated by the redox system,
which undergoes a similar process at the counter electrode by the electrons passing
through the external load. The open circuit voltage of the DSSC corresponds to the

Fig. 3.3 Process of charge creation and charge transfer in a P–N junction and b Dye-sensitized
solar cell (DSSC) [22]
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difference between the redox potential of the mediator and the Fermi level of the
nanocrystalline film (shown with a dashed line in Fig. 3.2). The energy levels shown
for the sensitizer and the redox mediator match the redox potentials of the ground
state of the N3 sensitizer, which is deprotonated twice and the iodide/triiodide couple
[20].

The process of charge creation in a DSSC occurs in the sensitizer (dye or quantum
dot) molecules adsorbed on the surface of the metal oxide semiconductor film, on
exposure to light. Excited photoelectrons gets injected into the conduction band of
the metal oxide semiconductor. Finally, the injected electrons diffuse through the
semiconductor layer thereby generating current.

On illumination of the photoelectrode of a DSSC/QDSSC with light, the dye
molecules/QDs adsorbed on the nanostructured semiconductor film absorbs energy
from the impinging photons, thereby creating electron–hole pairs. The electrons get
energized to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) from the highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of the dye molecules or to the valence band
of the QDs from their conduction bands. The common dyes used by researchers for
DSSC include ruthenium (Ru)II complexes, like N3 [23], N719 [24], and black dye
(N749) [25]. Use of organic dyes likeD5 [26] andD149 [27] has also been reported in
the literature. The light harvesting capability of these inorganic dyes is comparable
to their organic counterparts. For efficient photoabsorption, the dye must have an
intense and flat absorption band in the visible range of the solar spectrum.

The presence of carboxylic or phosphonic acid anchoring groups in the dye mole-
cules results in electronically favorable bonding of the dye with the semiconductor
through the contribution of a proton. The excited electrons move from the quasi-
stable LUMO of the dye to the conduction band of the semiconductor as it is at an
energy level below it. The energy level positions of the conduction band of the semi-
conductor and the LUMO of the dye are parameters worth considering for efficient
electron injection. It is imperative that there is an overlap of the LUMO of the dye
overlaps with the conduction band of the semiconductor [22] for getting that near
perfect bonding.

How does the charge transport in a dye/QD sensitized solar cell actually take
place? The photo-excited electrons injected into the semiconductor from the dye
molecules diffuse to the base of the semiconductor thin film. These electrons then
drift toward the counter electrode through the external circuit. The oxidized dyemole-
cules reduce back to their original state by accepting electrons from the redox couple
(I −/I −

3 ) in the electrolyte and the process repeats over a million times every second
[20]. The oxidized electrolyte then quickly reduces its redox couple back the original
state by accepting electrons from the counter electrode. This successive oxidation and
reduction of dye and electrolyte continues as long as the excitation source is present.
The redox potential of the electrolyte should be above the HOMO level of dye for
efficient dye regeneration [20, 28]. The difference in the Fermi level of the semicon-
ductor and the redox potential of the electrolyte gives a measure of the maximum
open circuit voltage of aDSSC [20]. For optimumperformance of theDSSC/QDSSC,
the electron injection should take place at a much faster rate compared to the time
needed for regeneration of the dye/QD; typically they are in the picosecond and
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nanosecond ranges respectively. The probability of recombination of the electrons
is very high at interfaces between different materials. A DSSC has many interfaces
like dye/semiconductor/electrolyte interface, electrolyte/counter electrode interface,
among others. For efficient performance of a cell, it is important that the charge
transport through the cell should be faster than the interfacial recombination [20].

3.3 Zinc Oxide in DSSC Photoelectrodes

TiO2 has been holding an important position as the semiconductor of choice for
the photoelectrode of DSSCs for quite some time. However, of late, another wide
bandgap semiconductor, zinc oxide (ZnO) is showing potential to replace TiO2 in
DSSCs [29]. The advantages that ZnO has over TiO2 are a direct bandgap (3.37eV)
and a high exciton binding energy of 60mV [30, 31]. The higher electron mobility in
ZnO (200cm2/V/s) compared to TiO2 (30cm2/V/s) makes it a better choice for use in
DSSCs [32]. ZnO is perhaps the onlymaterial that has the largest reported nanostruc-
tures like nanoparticles, nanowires, nanorods, nanosheets, nanobelts, nanoneedles,
nanotubes hierarchical nanostructures, etc. Researchers use this varied plethora of
different nanostructures as the semiconducting layer to study DSSC/QDSSC per-
formance [33–36]. Electron hopping over crystallite boundaries can be reduced by
controlling the structure of single crystalline ZnO resulting in an enhancement of
the electron mobility. After the first report on the use of single crystal ZnO as dye
sensitized electrodes in 1969 [37], there was practically no research on its use for
over a decade. The interest in ZnO for DSSC use was rekindled after Matsumura
et al. [38] reported the use of ZnO porous disks in DSSC electrodes. During the
past decade, escalating fossil fuel prices and the depletion of its reserves has led
to a renewed interest in solar cells in general and DSSCs in particular considering
economical power generation. Numerous reports are available on the use of ZnO
nanostructures in DSSC.

Research in the use of ZnO as a photoelectrode material of DSSC took a new turn
after Law et al. [29] reported a DSSC using hydrothermally grown ZnO nanowires
with high possibility for direct electron conduction. The small cell with an active
area of only 0.2 cm2 displayed a higher open circuit voltage (VOC) and short circuit
density (JSC) than a larger version (0.8cm2). The fill factor and efficiency then
reported were 0.37 and 1.51%$ and 0.38 and 1.26%$, respectively; definitely are
not attractive numbers to consider. A schematic diagram of the DSSC and a scanning
electron micrograph of the ZnO nanowires are shown in Fig. 3.4. Figure3.5a shows
the IV characteristics for the DSSCs with active areas 0.2 and 0.8cm2. The open-
circuit voltages and fill factors plotted as a function of light intensity are shown in
Fig. 3.5b.

Akhtar et al. [33] used ZnO with different morphologies like flowers, spheres,
etc., as DSSC photoelectrodes. They observed that sheet-sphere ZnO were highly
crystalline and had a large surface area to volume ratio. This was reflected in
the photovoltaic performance with the overall conversion efficiency of 2.61% in
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Fig. 3.4 a Schematic diagram showing the ZnO nanowire DSSC b scanning electron micrograph
of the ZnO nanowires. Scale bar: 5m [29]

Fig. 3.5 a IV characteristic curves for ZnO nanowire DSSCs with active areas of 0.2 and 0.8cm2

b open circuit voltage and fill factor variations of the two cells with light intensity [29]

Fig. 3.6 Different ZnO nanostructures used as the semiconducting layer in DSSCs [33]. a flowers
b porous balls c platelets

dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC)fabricated with sheet-sphere ZnO as compared to
the others. The scanning electron micrographs of the ZnO nanostructures used as the
active material in the DSSCs are shown in Fig. 3.6.
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It has been observed that the performance efficiency of ZnO-based DSSCs are
less compared to TiO2 based ones which can be attributed to better dye adsorption
on TiO2. The N719 dye solution used for DSSC is mildly acidic (pH 5.5) and as ZnO
has a higher point of zero charge (8–9 pH), dissolution starts at the surface of the ZnO
crystal resulting in the formation of Zn2+/dyecomplex . This reduces the electron
injection efficiency of the dye as a result of which fewer electrons get injected into
the ZnO compared to TiO2 [39, 40]. The dissolution rate from the ZnO surface gets
enhanced due to the presence of formic acid molecules in the dye solution which
are responsible for increase in the bond length between the Zn and O atoms at the
surface of the ZnO crystal.

Keis et al. [41] reported the highest efficiency of 5% for aZnOnanoparticle porous
thin film DSSC sensitized with the inorganic dye (N719) while a higher efficiency
of 5.6 was achieved by Yoshida et al. [41] using an organic dye (D149). Tailoring
the surface morphology of the photoelectrode can vary the effective surface area
for dye adsorption/QD deposition. The increase in surface area may enhance the
light harvesting capabilities of the DSSC/QDSSC. The ZnO nanorod is by far the
most widely used structure for fabricatingDSSC as electron recombinations that take
place due to electron hopping is minimized. The single crystalline nanorods provide
a direct path for the diffusion of electrons through them. Further, densely grown
ZnO nanorod arrays can provide a very high surface area compared to volume. ZnO
nanorods can be grown using simple hydrothermal methods [42].

Apart from having higher electron mobility, ZnO has other advantages over TiO2
to make it a better semiconducting material for solar cells. In order to comprehend
the charge transfer mechanisms in a ZnO nanoparticle/N719 complexation, the pho-
toluminescence (PL) from the ZnO nanoparticles was taken to observe if the PL
overlaps with the absorption spectrum of the N719 dye [43]. Figure3.7 shows a
HRTEM micrograph of the ZnO nanoparticles and their UV/Vis absorption spectra
and that of dye N719. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the ZnO NPs upon
excitation with a 375nm laser (Fig. 3.7) shows a significant spectral overlap with

Fig. 3.7 a High resolution transmission electron micrograph (HRTEM) showing the ZnO nanopar-
ticles with 6nm diameter with size distribution shown in inset b Steady state absorption spectra of
ZnONP, N719 and emission spectra of ZnONP are shown. The overlapping zone between emission
of ZnO NP and absorption of N719 is shaded [43]
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that of the absorption of the N719. This indicates the possibility of transfer of energy
from ZnO to the N719 molecules on photoexcitation.

3.4 ZnO as Piezoelectric Energy Generators

Single crystalline ZnO exhibits piezoelectric property due to its wurtzite structure,
which lacks a central symmetry and the bonds are ionic. The nonsymmetric distri-
bution of positive and negative charges starts at a unit cell and repeats through the
whole crystal. A deformation in the crystal results in net polarization on the sur-
face. Nanostructures of ZnO are capable of maintaining the versatility of their parent
form and can undergo considerable deformation [44]. Anisotropic ZnO nanowires
and nanorods have been of interest for building up self-powered devices, thereby
opening up the path for size-tuned sources of power for devices undergoing minia-
turization [45] (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.8 a I–V curves of
DSSC with photoelectrodes
having a ZnO nanoparticles
b TiO2 nanoparticles, in
presence and absence of UV
light [43]
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3.4.1 Principle of Piezoelectric Generation in ZnO Nanorods

If a vertical ZnO nanorod is deflected, the outer surface is stretched while the inner
one is compressed resulting in an electric field along the c-axis of the hexagonal
nanorod. The measure of the generated electric field is given by, Ez= z/d, where d is
the piezoelectric coefficient along the length of the nanorod. Just below the tip, the
electric potential approximately varies from Vs+ at the stretched side to Vs at the
compressed side. As a result of the strain due to applied pressure, there is a relative
displacement of the Zn2+ ions with respect to O2− ions in the ionic crystal lattice.
This builds up a potential difference, which will persist till the strain is released.
As a result, the differences in potential between the two edges of the nanorods
remain as long as the deformation exists and the strain field is directly proportional
to the amount of bending [46]. Figure3.9 shows the distribution of the longitudinal
strain and electric field along with the generated voltage across the length of the
ZnO nanorod when subjected to deformation. On applying an external load during
a scanning of vertically aligned ZnO nanowires in AFM contact mode sharp output
voltage peaks could be observed [47].

ZnO is extremely piezoelectric [48] and has the largest piezoelectric coefficient
considering tetrahedral crystals and exhibit high electro-mechanical coupling [49].
Nanostructures of ZnO, apart from having a high piezoelectric coefficient, also have
high elasticity and can therefore be bent considerably [50]. Based on piezo-response
force microscopy done using an AFM tip on ZnO nanobelt surface, Zhao et al.
[51] opined that the piezopotential was higher at lower frequency of vibration. In
the ZnO crystal, every cation is enclosed tetrahedrally by four anions. The negative

Fig. 3.9 Principle of power generation in a ZnO nanorod (a) schematic of the nanorod and coor-
dinate system (b) longitudinal strain z distribution in the nanorod after deflection by an AFM tip
(simulation for a ZnO NW of length 1m and aspect ratio of 10) (c) corresponding longitudinal
electric field Ez distribution in the nanorod induced by the piezoelectric effect. d distribution of the
generated in the nanorod [47]
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charges are localized at the tetrahedron center counterbalancing the positive charge to
achieve crystal neutrality. On applying mechanical stress, the center of gravity of the
anions gets shifted thereby creating an electric dipole. For pure crystals, with all unit
cells having the same orientation, the electric charge separation (hence the potential
difference)would bemultiplied to an appreciable level. The final outcomewill be two
opposite charges accumulated at two opposite faces of the strained macrostructure.

The piezo-potential developed across a ZnO nanorod can be considerably con-
trolled by controlling parameters like nanorod dimensions, magnitude of applied
stress and carrier concentration. Mantini et al. [52] theoretically estimated these
effects by modeling a ZnO nanorod as a cylindrical structure using finite element
analysis, applying a uniform horizontal force on the top surface of the nanorod.
They speculated an increase in the generated potential difference with increase in
applied bending force which can be attributed to increased polarization resulting
from increased strain. The magnitude of the piezo-potential is inversely proportional
to the thickness of the nanorod, and beyond a certain height the nanorod dimension
was found not affecting the voltage generated [53].

When a ZnO nanorod is laterally bent, positive and negative charges get accumu-
lated on the elongated and compressed sides respectively. Apart from these charges,
bandgap reduction also compels electrons to accumulate near the positive side. A
screening effect results because of partial charge cancellations, which however is
significant only on the elongated surface (positive charge) because of low donor
concentration on the n-type nanowires [54]. An observation by Gao et al. [55] is that
an n-type ZnO nanorod with a diameter of 50nm and length 600nm long having a
carrier concentration of 1× 1017cm−3 generates a positive voltage of 0.05V and a
negative voltage of −0.3V on application of a bending force of 80nN.

In order to design robust energy generators, themechanical properties of the piezo-
electric nanostructures are of importance. Elasticity and tensile strength are parame-
ters that need serious consideration for device fabrication. The nanorod morphology
of ZnO exhibits higher resilience than bulk structures, and is therefore attracting a
lot of attention. Stretching and bending capabilities were observed to decrease with
decreasing diameters and were highest in the diameter range of 80–20nm [56]. In
an experiment, a ZnO nanorod with a diameter of 20nm was subjected to tensile test
and it was found to sustain a force up to 3.05N. Nanorods are therefore favorable for
applications involving piezo-potential generation as they can be subjected to high
stress and can be repetitively used for energy generation.

3.4.2 ZnO Nanorod-Based Piezotronic Energy Generators

ZnO nanorods are semiconducting in nature and act as diodes when in contact
with conducting electrodes. Under mechanical deformation, the charges generated
can be transferred to an external circuit. The nanorods conduct in one direction
only as metal/ZnO interfaces mostly result in schottky contacts [57, 58]. Arrays of
nanorods have been studied for use as energy generators as the amount of current in a
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Fig. 3.10 a Schematic showing the structure of the nanogenerator built using ZnO nanorods using
a platinum coated Si zig zag electrode (vi) (b) Scanning electron micrograph showing the aligned
ZnO nanorods and the platinum coated Si zig zag electrode [59]

single nanorod is very less. The question is, how to deform each and every nanorod
array together so that the output power is considerable. The major issues related
to piezoelectric energy harvesting include the simultaneous generation of voltage
in an array of nanorods, the efficient tapping of that energy and the output power.
The piezo-potential is highest at the edges just below the top surface of the nanorod
and persists as long as the nanorod is in the deformed state. In order to efficiently
extract the energy from the deformed nanorods, the metal electrode needs to con-
tact the nanorods at the maximum potential positions just below the tips. Wang
et al. [59] used a zigzag silicon electrode with a metal layer can serve this purpose,
a schematic arrangement of which is shown in Fig. 3.10a and a SEM micrograph in
Fig. 3.10b. Wang and his team used ultrasonic vibrations of 41kHz to deform the
ZnO nanorods and they managed to detect output current in the range of a few nano
amperes [59]. However, this setup displayed a steady current when energized using
an external power supply. The magnitude of this steady current showed an abrupt
increase the moment it was subjected to ultrasonic waves and this current was found
to be constant for about one hour.

An important consideration is the energy generators frequency of vibration that
generates an appreciable potential that can be effectively used to power devices.
Vibrations in natural systems are quite low in frequency and in order to tap natural
vibrations like heartbeats, other physical motions of the human body, wind power,
etc., the device needs to be usable at low frequency of vibration of the nanorods. Qin
et al. [60] demonstrated that ZnO nanorods could act as piezoelectric energy gener-
ators at frequencies as low as 10Hz. They grew ZnO nanorods on fibers and used
them both as the generator as well as the electrode. Gold was deposited on the ZnO
nanorods used as electrode for tapping the piezopotential. The two fibers were then
entangled as shown in Fig. 3.11 and pulled so that the nanorods physically brushed
with each other and piezoelectric energy was generated. The Au coated nanorods
picked up the generated voltage as they are in contact with the bent nanorods. Accord-
ing to the authors, the Au coating rendered stiffness to the nanorods and as such they
did not generate any potential. Moreover, as the Au was completely covering the
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Fig. 3.11 Schematic depiction of energy generation using ZnO nanorods grown on polyamide
fibers [60]

rods, the generated potential, if any, get shorted resulting in the lack of potential
difference between any two points on the surface. The amount of current measured
in the external circuit was 5pA which reversed direction when the stretching was
introduced in the opposite direction. It was observed that the short circuit current
resulting from the open circuit voltage of about 1–3mV could be increased using
multiple fibers.

Integration of numerous nanogenerators or using big arrays of them is crucial
to develop viable energy generators. The integrated system needs to be properly
aligned and their charging and discharging processes synchronized. Structured arrays
of vertical nanorods or systematically arranged horizontal ones could be used to
produce adequate power to drive actual working devices. Xu et al. [61] reported
a voltage generator involving 700 rows of nanorods. The peak voltage reported is
1.26V, a considerable value for real applications.Vertical integrationof three layers of
nanorods generated a voltage of 0.243Vand anoutput power density of 2.7mW/cm3.
This vertically integrated system was reportedly used to power different sensors
[61]. Lateral integration allowed ac voltages to be increased to noticeable levels.
Seven hundred aligned nanorods placed horizontally and integrated with a schottky
contact on one side generated an output voltage of 1.26Vwith a maximum current of
28.8nA. Proper control on the size and alignment of ZnO nanorods and integration
with accurately designed electrodes will soon pave the way for self-powered devices
reaching the hands of consumers.

There is no doubt now on the possibility of using ZnO nanorods for harvest-
ing piezo-potential. The challenge for researchers is to design electrodes that can
efficiently tap the potential generated when the nanorods are deformed. Different
research groups have already reported a few designs; however, they can be improved
upon in terms of efficiency of extraction. In the coming years a lot more reports of
efficient nanoenergy generators will be available in the literature.

3.5 Conclusions

ZnO has inherent properties that make it attractive for use in alternative and novel
energy generation techniques. Nanostructures of ZnO can be grown under mild
hydrothermal conditions at temperatures below 100 ◦C and as such are ideal for
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large-scale production. Nanorods of ZnO can be grown on any type of substrates and
they remain firmly affixed at different orientations. The nanorod morphology has
been proved to be a good semiconducting film for dye and quantum dot sensitized
solar cells as they are single crystals offering large surface to volume ratios and the
electrons can freely flow through, which does not happen in nanoparticulate thin
films. ZnO has better photon conversion efficiency and higher electron conductivity
compared to contemporary metal oxide semiconductors like TiO2, WO3, etc., and
ideal for solar cell applications. The piezoelectric property of ZnO nanocrystals can
be utilized to generate power for driving self-powered devices and can set a new
paradigm in the area of powered medical implants like pacemakers.
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Chapter 4
Wavelet and Learning Based Image
Compression Systems

Mayuri Kalita and Kandarpa Kumar Sarma

Abstract Image compression is a critical element in storage, retrieval and
transmission applications. The list of traditional approaches to image compression
has already been expanded by wavelet and learning based systems. Here, we report
a few techniques which are based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) in feedforward and unsupervised form. The experiments
are repeated with images mixed with salt and pepper noise and the outcomes are
compared. The quality of the image compression systems is determined by finding
the mean square error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Compression
Ratio (CR).

Keywords ANN · MSE · CR · PSNR · SOM · DWT · DCT

4.1 Introduction

The use of data has increased significantly with the expansion of communication
and multimedia applications. Uncompressed multimedia data require considerable
storage capacity and transmission bandwidth [1]. Therefore, image compression is
an essential requirement and has always been a growing area of research. The goal
of image compression is to reduce memory requirements and bandwidth to trans-
mit the image over a communication channel [2]. Image compression technique
deals with reduction of redundancies present in an image. The situation is more
critical with medical imaging. While for diagnostic applications, imagery volume is
always increasing, the compression methods should never compromise the quality
after decompression. Hence, there is a constant requirement to explore new methods
of image compression which enhances quality. Learning based attributes in com-
pression systems can provide better performance in this respect. Learning based
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tools like Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have already received attention in this
respect. Hence, the design of an efficient medical image compression system is a
challenging task. ANNs have been applied to various image compression problems
because of their ability to learn, retain the learning and use it subsequently which is
not observed in traditionalmethods. They have the ability to preprocess input patterns
to produce reduced data sizes with fewer components [3]. In such cases, ANN based
systems don’t require preprocessing blocks and reduce system complexity. Further,
as ANNs are robust to noise variations, such systems show high level of resilience
against sudden variations mostly essential for medical images. In order to perform
image compression using ANNs, which is based on different learning algorithms,
some topologies that have already been used are Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP),
Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) and Principal
Component Analysis (PCA). The back-propagation learning algorithm used byMLP
is awidely usedmethod suitable for imageprocessing applications.This feed-forward
(FF) architecture of an ANN is capable of approximating most problems with high
accuracy and generalization [4]. This ability of the FF ANN enables the user to use
it for compressing images. Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) is a kind of unsu-
pervised ANNwhich consists of components called nodes (neurons) and is based on
competitive learning. It gives a low dimensional and discretized representation of the
input space of the training samples which is known as map [5]. The SOFM or SOM
network is inherently a data clustering technique which can also be used for scaling
data. The key point behind using SOM in image compression is its ability to make a
proper approximation for a large set of data by detecting a smaller set of weights in
the network. A large number of image compression techniques have been designed
using conventional and ANN based methods. Some of the methods are spatial, time
and frequency domain. But very few works are reported which have explored the
possibility of deriving performance improvement by using the above techniques with
learning based systems. Here, we present a comparative analysis between a learning
aided image compression technique using MLP and another technique dependent
on SOM and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The work describes a compari-
son between two lossy image compression schemes. The image to be compressed is
decomposed into smaller sized blocks and then applied to either an MLP or a SOM
network followed by DWT for compression. The compressed image is reconstructed
using an MLP in the first approach. In the second method, the image after com-
pression is recovered by a composite block formed using a FF ANN and a Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) based compression-decompression system. The original
image is degraded to some extent by adding salt and pepper noise to it in order
to check whether the image compression systems are robust to degradations like
noise. The performance of the systems is evaluated by determining the Mean Square
Error (MSE), Compression Ratio (CR) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). The
remaining part of the paper is divided into the following sections. Sections4.2 and
4.3 describes literature review and background theory. The presented system models
and comparison analysis is explained in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4. Conclusion part of the
proposed work is discussed in Sect. 4.5.
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4.2 Literature Review

1. In [3], the authors proposed a method on improved image compression approach
with SOFM Network using Cumulative Distribution Function. This work pro-
vided improved CR and network convergence.

2. In [4], digital image compression using neural networks has been reported. The
ANN algorithm used here is mainly the back-propagation of multilayer percep-
trons. The algorithm preserves most of the characteristics of the image and main-
tains the compression performance.

3. In the work [5], the authors proposed a work on image compression technique
based on DWT and Self Organizing Map. In this work, a better CR and PSNR is
attained compared to existing techniques.

4.3 Certain Theoretical Concepts

Here, we discuss the related theoretical concepts.

4.3.1 ANN in FF Mode

AnANN is a highly interconnected network of a large number of processing elements
called neurons in an architecture inspired by the brain [6, 7]. The network consists
of three layers, the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer which are
interconnected to each other layers as shown in Fig. 4.1. The network can be trained
with input patterns to achieve the desired output.

4.3.2 SOM

SOM network is a kind of unsupervised ANN based on competitive learning algo-
rithm. Here, the output neurons compete with each other to get activated. The archi-
tecture of SOM network is shown in Fig. 4.2. The SOFM algorithm is based on two
basic expressions shown in (4.1) and (4.2). For a network with n number of neurons
and at time t , if x is the input then

‖x(t) − wc(t)‖ = min‖x(t) − wi (t)‖ (4.1)
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Fig. 4.1 Structure of an ANN

Fig. 4.2 Architecture of SOFM network

wi (t + 1) = wi (t) + α(t)[xi (t) − wi (t)] (4.2)

where, 1 < i < n, wi is the node, wc is the winner and α is the learning rate,
0 < α < 1.
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4.3.3 DWT

DWT decomposes the input data into a set of wavelets, orthogonal to its translations
and scaling. When we apply single level DWT to the input data, four sub-bands, LL,
LH, HL and HH are formed as shown in Fig. 4.3. Only the LL sub-band contain-
ing useful information regarding the image quality is considered and processed for
reconstruction. In the proposed work, single level decomposition using Haar DWT
is performed.

Fig. 4.3 Decomposition using DWT

4.3.4 DCT

DCT is one of the most popular compression scheme for still image compression.
The property of energy compaction found in DCT and availability of fast algorithms
applicable for real operations makes it suitable for use in image compression. DCT
helps in separating an image into spectral sub-bands of differing importance with
respect to image’s visual quality [8]. For an image block of size 4 × 4, the ordering
in frequency is shown in Fig. 4.4. The lower frequencies are denoted by smaller
numbers.

Fig. 4.4 Zigzag scan of DCT coefficients
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4.4 Image Compression Models

The proposed learning based image compression systems have certain constituent
block which are discussed in the following sections.

4.4.1 Image Compression System Using FF ANN

The ANN used for compression in the proposed method is of the type MLP trained
with back-propagation algorithm. The parameters of the ANN is shown in Table4.1.
A sample image of size 256 × 256 is considered initially. The system model is
shown in Fig. 4.5. The image is sent to two ANNs for compression and decompres-
sion. The quality of the reconstructed image is found to be poor when the whole
image is given as input to ANN. In order to improve the quality of the reconstructed
image, multi-level decomposition of the image is done. Decomposition of an image
into sub-blocks reduces computational complexity of the system [9]. We describe a
4-level and 9-level decomposition done to perform image compression using ANN.
Different patterns are presented to the ANN which it learns during training. The
learning is preserved and used subsequently. In 4-level decomposition, the image to

Table 4.1 ANN parameters

ANN type Training algorithm Training
function

Epochs MSE goal

Feed–forward MLP with 2
hidden layers

Backpropagation
Levenberg–
Marquardt
Optimization

Trainlm 1–100 10−6

Fig. 4.5 Block diagram of compression system using ANN
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Table 4.2 Simulation parameters

Item Description

Data dimension 128 × 128

256 × 256

512 × 512

Data size 10 samples each of the above dimensions both in noise free and noise mixed
form

Tools ANN in FF form, SOM, DWT and DCT

be compressed is partitioned into four equal sized blocks. Each block is then sent
to an ANN for compression, by selecting a suitable reference. The compressed sub-
images are combined to achieve aCRof 128:1 for an original image of size 256×256.
Although, the compression rate achieved in this compression system is high, yet the
image quality after reconstruction is not up to the level of an acceptable limit. Hence,
higher level decomposition is done and it is seen that 9-level decomposition gives
better results. The simulation parameters are given in Table4.2.

4.4.2 Image Compression Based on SOM and DWT
and Reconstruction Using FF ANN

The decomposed parts of the original image of size m×n are sent to a SOM network
individually for generating the weight matrices, also known as the codebook. The
size of the codebook generated by SOM is kept fixed at 64× n/2. There will be four
weight matrices or codebooks with respect to each sub-image. The weight matrix
is decomposed into four sub-bands by applying single-level DWT to it. The four
components formed after single-level decomposition are the approximation coef-
ficient (LL), the horizontal coefficient (LH), the vertical coefficient (HL) and the
diagonal coefficient (HH). Among the four components, only the LL part contains
useful information required for preserving the image quality. The other coefficients
(LH, HL and HH) contain very less information details and if they are discarded, the
quality of the reconstructed image is not hampered. The LL part is retained to get
the compressed sub-image. For each sub-image, the above compression procedure
is repeated which gives a compressed image of size 64× n/2 with a CR of 8:1. The
block diagram of the just described compression system is shown in Fig. 4.6. The
decompression process uses an ANN in multi-layer feed-forward form containing
a single hidden layer. The compressed sub-image is fed as input to the ANN along
with a reference. The reconstructed matrix generated on application of DCT based
compression and decompression to the original image sub-blocks is taken as the ref-
erence. The decompression scheme for the regeneration process is shown in Fig. 4.7.
The ANN parameters are shown in Table4.3. The size of layers will vary with respect
to four and nine level decompositions.
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Fig. 4.6 Block diagram of compression system using SOM and DWT

Fig. 4.7 Block diagram of decompression scheme
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Table 4.3 ANN Parameters

Network topology SOM grid, one layer MLP, one input, one hidden, one combined output

Size 32 × n/4

64 × n/2 1.5× input layer size

64 × n/2

Training type Competitive learning Back-propagation with Levenberg–Marquardt
optimization

Epochs 100–500 50–200

MSE goal – 10−3

4.5 Comparative Analysis

The performance of the two image compression systems are evaluated by finding
parameters like MSE, CR and PSNR. The computational time required for the two
systems are also calculated. Table4.4 shows the experimental results for three dif-
ferent sample images of MRI, CT scan and X-ray. In the table, system 1 refers to
image compression technique using FF ANN whereas system 2 represents image
compression system using SOM and DWT. The two systems are analyzed based on
these results. FromTable4.4, it is seen that the proposed image compression schemes
differ fromeach other in terms ofCR, PSNRand computational time. System2under-
goes image compression without requirement of a reference unlike system 1. The
image quality after reconstruction is maintained in both the cases which is judged by
finding out theMSE. The system is experimented for various medical images and the
performance is found out to be satisfactory. The experimental results for a sample
image of X-ray is shown in Fig. 4.8. The recovery of the original image for the two
proposed systems is satisfactory which can be viewed from Fig. 4.8. This enables the
users to use the system for storage and transmission purposes with medical images.
The PSNR values that are evaluated experimentally, shows the robustness of the sys-
tems. The compressed images can be transmitted through communication channels
irrespective of degradations like noise that may be present in an image due to false
switching of a device and transmission media. Thus with the FF form described in
Sect. 4.1, the CR is found to be high but computational requirement are found to be
more and decompression quality is lower making it unsuitable for medical applica-
tions. Next, the SOM-DWT-FF ANN combination provides lower compression but
has superior decompression quality, shows less computational requirements and is
also robust against noise like variations. Thus, this approach is suitable for medical
applications evenwhen images are transmitted using certain communication systems.
The method when compared with Run-length Encoding (RLE) also provides better
quality but is computationally demanding. Tables4.5 and 4.6 shows the comparison
of MSE and PSNR values of the proposed systems with existing RLE.
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Fig. 4.8 Original and reconstructed images for the proposed systems. a Original image. b Recon-
struction (system 1). c Reconstruction (system 2)

Table 4.5 MSE comparison
of proposed systems with
existing RLE

Image MSE, RLE MSE, system 1 MSE, system 2

MRI 0.36 0.015 0.007

CT Scan 0.34 0.018 0.010

X-ray 0.32 0.040 0.007

Table 4.6 PSNR comparison
of proposed systems with
existing RLE

Image PSNR, RLE
(dB)

PSNR, system 1
(dB)

PSNR, system 2
(dB)

MRI 52.56 65.52 69.41

CT Scan 52.79 64.97 67.30

X-ray 52.98 65.57 69.60

4.6 Conclusion

Here, we discussed certain approaches for image compression with the objective of
making it suitable for medical applications. We proposed a FF ANN and a SOM-
DWT-FF ANN based approaches out of which the later is found to be more suitable.
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Chapter 5
Quantifying Clinical Information in MECG
Using Sample and Channel Convolution
Matrices

R.K. Tripathy and S. Dandapat

Abstract In this paper, a novel distortion measure is presented for quantifying loss
of clinical information in multichannel electrocardiogram (MECG) signals. The pro-
posedmeasure (SCPRD) is defined as the sum of percentage root mean square differ-
ence between magnitudes of convolution response of original and processed MECG
signals. The convolution operation is performed with the help of proposed sample
and channel convolution matrices. The SCPRD measure is compared with average
wavelet energy diagnostic distortion (AWEDD) and multichannel PRD (MPRD)
measures over different processing schemes such as multiscale principal component
analysis (MSPCA) andmultichannel empiricalmode decomposition (MEMD)-based
MECG compression and filtering. The normal and pathological MECG signals from
the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) database is used in this work. The
result shows that the proposed diagnostic distortion measure is effective to quantify
the loss of clinical information in MECG signals.

Keywords Diagnosticmeasure ·Multichannel ECG ·SCPRD ·MEMD ·MSPCA ·
PRD · WEDD

5.1 Introduction

Multilead ECG views the heart from different angles and it is widely used in clini-
cal practice for diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases [1, 2]. The clinical information
present in MECG are the waveform amplitudes and the duration. There are a num-
ber of MECG data compression and enhancement techniques are reported in the
literature [3, 4]. The quality of processed MECG signals is essential for clinical
applications. Subjective and objective distortion measures are used to assess the
quality of ECG signals [5–8]. Subjective measures are evaluated by medical experts.
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The subjective tests are expensive and time consuming. To overcome the limitations,
various objective measures are used [9]. The wavelet-based distortion measures and
percentage root mean square difference (PRD) are popular objective measures for
ECG signal [3]. The PRD, WEDD etc. are local measures. They quantify the loss
of diagnostic information along each lead in MECG. In this paper, a new global
objective diagnostic measure based on sample and channel convolution matrix for
MECG signals is proposed. Section5.2 describes the proposed SCPRD diagnostic
measure. In Sect. 5.3, the results and discussion are presented. Conclusion are drawn
in Sect. 5.4.

5.2 Convolution Matrix-Based Distortion Measure

The proposed sample and channel convolution matrix-based objective diagnostic
distortion measure for MECG signals is evaluated in four stages.

(i) The convolution of MECG (X ∈ Rn×m) with both the proposed sample and the
channel convolution matrices is defined as:

SCj = X ⊗ SM (5.1)

CCj = X ⊗ CM (5.2)

where SM and CM are sample and channel convolution matrices defined as

SM =
⎡

⎣
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Fig. 5.1 Shows the frequency response of both the sample and channel convolution matrix.
a Frequency responce of SM. b Frequency responce of CM
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and CM = SMT. The SM and CM metrics which figure out the intrabeat and inter-
lead differences in MECG signals. Figure5.1 shows the frequency response of both
the sample convolution matrix (SM) and channel convolution matrix (CM). It is
observed that SM acts as a filter bank to capture the diagnostic features for MECG
along each lead. The normalized frequency along sample direction (FX ) varies from
–1 to 1. The diagnostic features for ECG signals is present between 0.5 to 70Hz.
These features are well captured through SM by observing the spectral peaks as
shown in Fig. 5.1a. The CM matrix is used to measure the interlead difference.
The ‘n’ and ‘m = 12’ are the number of samples and number of leads, respectively.
SCj and CCj correspond to the convolution output and j ∈ (1, 2..g). The value of
‘g’ is the number of columns present in both SC and CC matrices after convolution
operation. As the proposed sample and channel convolution matrices (SM and CM)
are of 3 × 3 size, after convolution MECG signals the value of ‘g’ which is found to
be 4.
(ii) The magnitude of convolution response is defined as

Aj =
√
(SCj)2 + (CCj)2 (5.3)

(iii) The PRD betweenmagnitudes of convolution response of original and processed
MECG signals is defined as

CMPRDj =
√
√
√
√

∑K
k=1(Aj(k)−Ãj(k))2

∑K
k=1(Aj(k))2

×100 (5.4)

where the value of K corresponds to the number of samples (rows) present in both
SC and CC matrices after convolution operation.
(iv) The proposed SCPRD measure is defined by the sum of CMPRDj values as

SCPRD =
g∑

j=1

CMPRDj (5.5)

For testing of proposed SCPRD measure, the multivariate empirical mode decom-
position (MEMD) [10, 11] and multiscale PCA (MSPCA) [3]-based filtering and
compression for MECG signals are used. The MEMD segregates the clinical infor-
mation embedded in MECG signals into different scales. These scales are called as
intrinsic mode functions (IMF). There are various noises such as baseline wandering,
powerline interference, Gaussian noise are present in MECG signals during record-
ing. Filtering of these noises from MECG is done by reconstruction of signals using
different IMF subsets. After filtering and compression/reconstruction, the proposed
SCPRD, AWEDD , andMPRDmeasures are evaluated by considering both the orig-
inal and processed MECG signals. The WEDD and PRD are computed along each
lead of MECG signals and the average of these values are given as AWEDD and
MPRD measures.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

The MECG signals used in this work are taken from the PTB diagnostic database
[12]. Both normal and pathological MECG are used over MECG filtering and com-
pression platform. The sampling frequency for each of theMECG signals is 1000Hz.
The SCPRD,AWEDD, andMPRDmeasures are evaluated and compared over afore-
mentioned MECG processing frameworks.

5.3.1 MEMD-Based Filtering and Distortion Measure

MEMD decomposes the MECG data matrix into 13 IMFs along each leads. The
IMFs for lead I ECG signal are shown in Fig. 5.3. It is noted that the high-frequency
components are present in both the first and second IMF, while the low-frequency
components are present in the last three IMFs. For baseline wandering removal, the
last three IMFs (IMF11, IMF12, and IMF13) and for high frequency noise (HFN)
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Fig. 5.2 a, c, e Shows the original ECG signal at lead I, II and V2. b, d and f Shows the proceed
ECG signal after baseline wandering noise and high frequency noise filtering
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Fig. 5.3 Shows the IMFs of lead I ECG signal

removal, the first two IMFs (IMF1 and IMF2) from each lead signals are eliminated.
Then, the MECG signals is reconstructed from the remaining IMFs along each lead.
The original and processed ECG signals for lead I, III, and V2 after removal of both
baselinewandering (BW) and high-frequency noise (HFN) are shown in Fig. 5.2. The
proposed SCPRD along with AWEDD and MPRD objective diagnostic distortion
measures are evaluated and shown in Table5.1. It is observed that the SCPRD,
AWEDD, and MPRD values for HC1 MECG data are found to be 37.73, 31.14, and
28.79%. Similarly for HC4, MECG data, the MPRD and SCPRD values are 22.21
and 19.73%.
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Table 5.1 Comparisons of SCPRD with AWEDD and MPRD over BW noise and HFN filtering
from MECG

MECG filtering Record MPRD (%) AWEDD (%) SCPRD (%)

BW and HFN
removal

HC1 37.73 31.14 28.79

HC2 53.50 47.74 37.03

HC3 36.49 35.39 28.47

HC4 22.21 18.17 19.73

HC5 39.68 39.49 31.90
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Fig. 5.4 a, c, e Shows the original ECG signal at lead I, II and V2. b, d and f Shows the processed
ECG signal after MECG compression and reconstruction
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Table 5.2 Comparisons of SCPRD with AWEDD and MPRD over MSPCA-based MECG Com-
pression

MECG
compression

Record CR MPRD (%) AWEDD (%) SCPRD (%)

MSPCA HC1 8.87 10.47 10.59 9.53

HC2 11.73 20.57 19.90 17.40

HC3 7.81 8.91 11.58 7.05

HC4 10.54 16.39 21.35 15.10

HC5 11.28 16.43 18.15 13.53

MSPCA MI1 9.03 10.12 11.34 8.13

MI2 5.12 4.75 5.16 4.71

MI3 8.75 10.82 11.11 7.43

MI4 9.27 12.98 11.66 8.54

MI5 10.49 13.60 13.49 8.98

5.3.2 MSPCA-Based MECG Compression and Distortion
Measure

In this subsection, the proposed SCPRD, and existing AWEDD andMPRDmeasures
are tested over MSPCA-based MECG compression and reconstruction scheme. The
original and compressed signal for lead I, II, and V2 are depicted in Fig. 5.4. The
SCPRD, AWEDD, and MPRD values for normal and MI pathology-based MECG
signals for different compression ratio (CR) values are shown in Table5.2. It is noted
that for CR value of 8.87:1 the values of SCPRD, AWEDD, and MPRD are found to
be 9.53, 10.59, and 10.47%. Similarly, with increase in the values of CR as 11.28:1,
the corresponding SCPRD, AWEDD, and MPRD values 16.43, 18.15, and 13.53%
also increase.
The clinical acceptable range of MPRD, AWEDD for compressed ECG signal is
given as [5, 9]:

• Excellent category: MPRD (0 – 4.33%), MWEDD (0 – 4.517%)
• Very good category: MPRD (4.33 – 11.59%), MWEDD (4.517 – 6.914%)
• Good category: MPRD (11.59 – 22.57%), MWEDD (6.914 – 11.125%)

As the proposed diagnostic measure (SCPRD) is evaluated only for MECG signal,
the clinically acceptable range can be found out through subjective test.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this paper, a new diagnostic distortion measure is presented for MECG signals.
This measure (SCPRD) is defined as the sum of percentage root mean square differ-
ence between magnitudes of convolution response of original and processed MECG
signals. The proposed SCPRD measure is tested over MEMD- and MSPCA-based
MECG enhancement and compression schemes. The values of SCPRD are compared
with existing distortion measures as AWEDD and MPRD. The future direction of
our work is to find out the clinically acceptable range for SCPRD measure through
subjective test.
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Chapter 6
Application of SHAZAM-Based Audio
Fingerprinting for Multilingual Indian
Song Retrieval

S. Sri Ranjani, V. Abdulkareem, K. Karthik and P.K. Bora

Abstract Extracting film songs from a multilingual database based on a query clip
is a challenging task. The challenge stems from the subtle variations in pitch and
rhythm, which accompany the change in the singer’s voice, style, and orchestration,
change in language and even a change in gender. The fingerprinting algorithm must
be designed to capture the base tune in the composition and not the adaptations (or
variations which include lyrical modifications and changes in the singer’s voice). The
SHAZAM system was developed for capturing cover audio pieces from millions of
Western songs stored in the database, with the objective of tapping into the melodic
construct of the song (devoid of other forms of embellishments). When applied to
the Indian database the system was found less effective, due to subtle changes in
both rhythm and melody mainly due to the semiclassical nature of Indian film songs.
The retrieval accuracy was found to be 85%. Potential reasons for the failure of this
SHAZAM system have been discussed with examples.

Keywords Audio fingerprinting ·Hash ·Multilingual song retrieval · Indian songs ·
Spectrogram sum

6.1 Introduction

Audio fingerprinting or content-based music retrieval systems extract a simulated
perceptual digest from an audio file called a fingerprint (or a hash) and store it
in a database. When presented with unlabeled audio, its fingerprint is calculated
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and matched against those stored in the database. Using fingerprints and matching
algorithms, distorted versions of a recording can be identified as the same audio
content [1].

Due to the increase in the amount of music production in the film industry, there is
a huge corpus of audio files available for the audience to select from. Specifically, the
South Indian film industry collaterally makes over 500 films every year. The increase
in film budgets has made bilingual and trilingual viable options [2]. By providing
an excerpt of a song in a particular language, it should be possible to retrieve all the
songs that belong to the same composition.

In the literature, the problem of identifying alternate versions of a song, differing
from the original song in timbre, tempo, key, arrangements, or language of the vocals
is called the cover version problem [3]. The main challenge from a signal processing
perspective is to automate the distinct perceptual reading of a song, by identifying
the right choice of features. In [4], Ellis and Poliner have used beat synchronous
chroma-based features, which represent the signal energy’s distribution across a
predefined set of pitch classes. To compare any two song pieces, a cross-correlation
is performed between the chroma features and presence of sharp peaks indicate a
good local alignment between the pieces. In [5], Kim and Narayan proposed a delta
chroma as the feature for cover song detection. This delta chroma feature along with
the chroma feature provide a better retrieval rate but at the cost of an increase in
the feature size. In [6] by Tsai et al., the tune from the vocal rendition part only
is extracted and the underlying note sequence is estimated and the tune is saved as
a MIDI file. The MIDI sequence of the query is compared with the already stored
note sequences in the database using the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm.
While this algorithmwas found to be moderately effective despite tempo, singer, and
language variations, the process was computationally intensive since heavy pre- and
postprocessing is required to extract and match the note sequences.

Singer pitch tracking techniques have been shown to be effective for music
retrieval, provided the pitch trajectory is tracked accurately [7, 8]. The pitch tra-
jectory carries significant information regarding the melodic structure. If the base
pitch is normalized across several singers, then the trajectory which carries the rela-
tive pitch variations, can be used to discriminate between melodies. Furthermore, to
match songs with different temporal scale variations, approaches such as DTW [9]
are used to align the pitch trajectories. Such a complex temporal alignment based
on DTW may not be required, if the onset of a note can be reliably detected from a
vocal rendition [10, 11]. Multiband pitch tracking approaches have also been pro-
posed [12], but these do not offer a significant improvement over plain pitch tracking.

Fingerprinting-inspired set of features for music retrieval was first proposed in
Shazam fingerprinting. In Shazam, Wang [13] identify peaks in the spectral domain
of the audio signal, and record the distances between them. For cover songs, which
are similar in composition, but differ in the language and singer, where the melody
and the orchestration are preserved often, the sequences of peaks and the time inter-
vals between them can be used as hash codes. The overall feature-linking structure
resembled a constellationmap. The positive side to the Shazam systemwas that there
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was no attempt to temporally align the song pieces or according to pitch, which made
the implementation fast and computationally simple.

In this paper, we propose to analyze the MATLAB implemented version of the
Shazam system by Ellis which is available in [14] for retrieval of songs from a
multilingual database. This code is originally designed to find, from a snippet of a
song as a query, the original song which contains the query available in the database.
Even if the query is corrupted with noise, the system is able to extract the song. This
code is adapted for Indian film songs and analyzed how it works and retrieves songs
from a multilingual database.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The Shazam algorithm including
the selection of features and the hash construction process is discussed in Sect. 6.2.
In Sect. 6.3, robustness of the Shazam [15] feature set, for same compositions,
with changes in language is analyzed and the experimental results are discussed
in Sect. 6.4.

6.2 Shazam Fingerprinting

Shazam is a commercially available audio search engine. The algorithm is robust to
noise and computationally efficient, capable of identifying a very short snippet of
song captured through a mobile device in the presence of background noises, from a
database of over a million tracks [13]. Our system is based on Shazam fingerprinting
algorithm [13] and Ellis’s implementation of the algorithm in MATLAB [14]. This
code is adapted for Indian film songs and analyzed for how it works and retrieves
songs from a multilingual database.

6.2.1 Feature Selection

In [13] the audio file is first converted into time-frequency spectrogram representa-
tion. The spectrogram of the audio signal is calculated as

X (τ, k) = ψ{x(n)} =
N−1∑

k=0

x(n)w(n − τ)e−jnk/N (6.1)

whereψ{.} is the short time Fourier transform (STFT) operator. x(n), is the signal to
be transformed and w(n) is the window function of length N . Its absolute values are
stored. Then the amplitude peaks from the spectrogram are selected locally and taken
for further processing. The spectrogram peaks are selected as the primary feature,
because they are most likely to survive noise. A trimming of the spectrogram peaks
is done based on a threshold criterion. Once the shortlisting is done, only those points
are chosen as the constellation points (Fig. 6.1).
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6.2.2 Associative Hash Formation

Each constellation point Pi is a vector comprising of three different pieces of
information as shown in Fig. 6.1a (i) Timing information ti (i.e. temporal location),
(ii) Frequency fi , (iii) Magnitude of the spectral peak Ai . Of these pieces, Shazam
uses only the first two to represent a particular constellation point. Thus, Pi ≡ (ti , fi ).
For computing a sequential hash, the constellation point Pi is chosen as an anchor
and the relative positions of m neighboring points Pi+1, Pi+2, . . . , Pi+m are used to
generate the hash. Thus, every hash comprises of a cluster of m + 1 points with one
reference point. As the hashing window is slid over the constellation, such an asso-
ciative hash is computed for every constellation point, which is shown in Fig. 6.1b. If
Nanchor is the number of anchor points per second of a particular music clip and m is
the number of points associated with each anchor point, the total storage complexity,
is proportional to,

Storage = O(m · Nanchor) (6.2)

And the computational complexity is related to the total number of anchor points per
second,

Fig. 6.1 Selection of features as constellation points in the Shazam fingerprinting scheme. a Con-
stellation description in SHAZAM. b Features for hash computation with reference to each anchor
point
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Computation = O(Nanchor) (6.3)

In Shazam, matching is done by aligning constellations through a hash matching
process. However, the feature extraction process is heavily dependent on the robust
detection of the spectrogram peaks, while the hash generation andmatching is depen-
dent on the relative positions of the constellation points.Only if the hash is invariant to
shift and scale can the matching be robust. We have found based on a feature analysis
that spectrogram peak detection is not very robust to lyrical changes in the song, as
this results in a drift of constellation points and also possibly the insertion/deletion of
several new points. Since the hashing does not depend on the absolute time positions,
the shift in the peak positions in time axis is taken care of.

Hash strings are calculated from the constellation maps, in which pairs of spec-
trogram peaks are associated combinatorially. Each point in the constellation map is
taken as an anchor point and a target zone is fixed with it. All the points in the target
zone are sequentially paired with the anchor point, each pair giving two frequency
values and the time difference between the points. A database index is created using
the hash obtained from all the files in a database and their corresponding offset times,
with a 64-bit struct, where first 32 bits are for the hash and the second 32 bits are for
the time offset and song ID combined together. The number of hashes per second of
the audio depends on the number of spectrogram peaks selected and also the size of
the target zone. As the size of the target zone increases, the number of combinatorial
explosion of song increases.

6.2.3 Matching

Once the hash strings are computed, matching is done. The hash value for the query
is extracted using the same procedure described above. Each hash thus generated is
used to search the stored database hash table. If a match is found the corresponding
offset time (tk) and song_ID is paired with query offset time (t

′
k). This matching

procedure is carried out for all hashes in the query. Then the difference between
offset times (δtk = tk − t

′
k) of all matches is calculated and a histogram of this δtk

is computed for every song in the database. The peak in the histogram gives the
matching score and position of match with the song. To take care of small changes in
time of events in original and alternate version songs hashmatches with±1 tolerance
are also considered. The matching score (MS) with a specific song r is given as

MSr = Matching Score of song r

Total no. of hashes in the query
× 100% (6.4)

Alternate versions of the query song will have sufficient percentage match. By
setting a suitable threshold in percentage match, similar songs can be retrieved from
the database. The threshold is dependent on the parameters used for hashing and also
the application.
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6.3 Experimental Setup

6.3.1 Database

To check how the Shazam system works in finding the tune similarity across dif-
ferent Indian languages, we focus on a set of songs which are explicitly covered in
other languages. Here we use parallel songs in three Indian languages, viz. Hindi,
Tamil, and Telugu. Since there are no publicly available multilingual database, songs
are collected totalling upto 178 songs with an average duration of 5min each. All
songs are in MP3 format and are downloaded from various MP3 downloadable web-
sites.The split in the database based on different languages is shown in Table6.1.
The database is arranged such that the assumed original version songs are taken and
fingerprints are extracted only for those songs and stored as hash tables. Queries are
taken from the remaining cover versions in different languages and compared with
the hash table and the corresponding match is obtained. All the songs in the database
are preprocessed by resampling to 8KHz and the mean of the two channels of stereo
songs is computed before finding the fingerprints.

Songs in one language, viz., Hindi are taken as the original version and stored as
the database. Hash table is created for the songs in the database. The other language
songs, Telugu and Tamil, are considered as the cover version and are searched in
the database. The songs which matches more than a preset threshold value, which is
selected empirically, will be retrieved as a ranked list. Retrieval rate of Top-N means
the percentage of queries whose original version is in the Top-N results.

6.3.2 Robustness to Language Change

Hash formation in Shazam is based on the absolute values of time difference and fre-
quency of combinatorial pairs of spectrogram peaks. Peak points in the spectrogram
may be from the instrumental or vocal. Hence the hashes created from these peaks
points depend on both the instrumental and vocal part. When there is a change in the
instrumental or vocal segment only a small percent of hashes will not match. Vocal
changes include changes in the singer, lyrics, and language. Figure6.2 shows the
Shazam features extracted from a musical piece sung in two different languages,
Hindi and Tamil. The constellation points for the Shazam show a considerable

Table 6.1 Database—
different languages

Language Number of songs

Hindi 53

Tamil 85

Telugu 40

Total 178
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Fig. 6.2 Analysis of Shazam features for songs in different languages with same composition

irregularity for both the language versions. There is not only a misalignment of
points, but several insertions and deletions can be observed per frame. Even with
these disadvantages, the retrieval rate is high.

6.3.3 Results

Spectrogram of each preprocessed song is calculated using a window length of
N = 1024 (128ms for a sampling rate of 8000Hz) is taken with 75% overlap
with the next frame to reduce artifacts at the boundary. The resulting spectrogram is
a complex number which is then converted into its absolute value and stored. A hash
table is created for the original songs (one version is taken as original and others as
alternatives) in the database. A part of the alternative song is chosen as the query
and searched in the database. The songs that match more than the threshold value
will be retrieved as a ranked list based on the matching percentage. From different
languages, a total of 178 songs were selected, with 72 of them being distinct. A
segment from each song was chosen as the query and matched with all other songs.
Retrieval rate and false positive rate were calculated using Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6),

Retrieval Rate = NR

Nq
× 100 (6.5)

where NR—number of queries whose original version is retrieved, Nq—number of
queries.

False Positive Rate =
∑

FPq
∑

(FPq + TNq)
× 100 (6.6)

where, FPq—number of false retrievals for each query, TNq—number of true neg-
atives for each query.

The retrieval rate of Top-Nmeans the percentage of querieswhose original version
is in the Top-N results. For small threshold values, the retrieval rate is expected to
be high but accuracy will be extremely poor due to several false positives. When the
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Table 6.2 Retrieval rate for different languages (with query length = 30 s)

Top1 Top3 With FPR

0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0%

91.56 97.59 87.95 86.74 81.92 74.69

Table 6.3 Retrieval rate for different languages (with query length = 20 s)

Top1 Top3 With FPR

0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0%

84.33 91.56 75.90 72.28 68.87 62.65

threshold is increased the selection process is mademore stringent, whichwill lead to
a reduction in the false positive rate and also decrease in retrieval rate. Tables6.2 and
6.3 show the retrieval results when queries are submitted to a multilingual database.
For a fixed false positive rate (FPR = 0.3%, Query length = 30 s), the accuracy of
the Shazam system is 87.95% (Table6.2). For FPR = 0%, the accuracy is 74.69%.
Changes in language create fluctuation in pitch which disturbs the spectrogram peaks
used in Shazam, which leads to poor performance for lesser FPR. The performance
degradation is slightly severe for shorter queries (20 s) as can be seen in Table6.3,
where the accuracies corresponding to FPR = 0% is 62.65%.

6.4 Challenges and Scope for Future Work

One of the main problems with SHAZAM is that the rhythms are not used to adapt
the window size for computing the STFT. The STFT uses a fixed window size of
64ms and the duration of every fundamental note Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Dha, Ni varies
according the style of the singer and the lyric used based on the language (Hindi,
Tamil, Malayalam, etc.). Hence, synchronicity of the spectral feature with respect to
the underlying rhythm is not maintained.

Because of the loss of synchronous timing information, the hash values change
when there are style and lyrical changes. Furthermore, when there is a change in the
voice of the singer, such as a change from a male voice to a female voice, the peaks
are not only out of temporal sync because of a change in style, the spectral peaks
also shift in the frequency scale since the base note frequency will be different for
different singers. For instance, the Sa note will be higher for a female singer as com-
pared to a male singer. Consequently, the spacings between the harmonics will also
change leading to a shift in the peaks. Unless normalization in the frequency scale
and timescale is done, the hash will remain sensitive to changes in the voice/lyrics
and style. Two examples have been given to illustrate the effects of lyrical changes
and also changes in the singer’s voice. Figure6.3 shows the spectrogram peaks of a
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Fig. 6.3 Spectrogram and its peaks of Hindi song (Film: Roja, Song: Roja janeman) (Top), Tamil
song (Film: Roja, Song: Kadhal Rojave) (Bottom) sung by the same singer S.P. Balasubramanium
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Fig. 6.4 Spectrogram and its peaks of Hindi song (Film: Dil se, Song: Jiya Jale) (Top), Tamil song
(Film: Uyire, Song: Nenjinile) (Bottom) sung by Lata Mangeshkar and Janaki

musical piece sung in two different languages by the same singer S.P. Balasubrama-
nium. The differences in the locations of the constellation points for the two versions
are considerable, mainly because of the significant lyrical change introduced when
one language is translated to another. For instance, the lyric used in Tamil is “Kadhal
Rojave” while the one used in Hindi is “Roja Janeman”. These may be termed as
“musical anagrams” where the order of the notes are rearranged mainly because of
the lyrics. Figure6.4 shows the spectrogram peaks of a musical piece sung in two
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different languages (Hindi and Tamil) by different singers (Lata Mangeshkar and
S. Janaki). In contrast to the earlier example where the change in lyrics introduced
a musical anagram, here the notes and the orderings are better matched. However,
because of subtle differences in the base pitch of both the singers the constellations
points are not spaced identically in the frequency space. The differences in the two
constellation maps are in the frequency spacings and less in the temporal segment.

6.5 Conclusions

In this paperwe have applied the SHAZAMsystemwhichwas developed forWestern
songs to a multilingual Indian database. The retrieval accuracy was found to be
85%, indicating that the system is not designed for the variations in semiclassical
Indian songs. Synchronicity in rhythm and normalization across the frequency scale
is necessary to absorb the variations in the base composition due to changes in the
style, language, and voice of the singer. This will be a subject for future work.
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Chapter 7
Multilevel-DWT-Based Image Denoising
Using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference
System

Torali Saikia and Kandarpa Kumar Sarma

Abstract Images corrupted by noise requires enhancement for subsequent process-
ing. Traditional approaches of denoising rely upon spatial, statistical, and spectral
properties of image which at times fails to capture the finite details. Discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) is a commonly adopted method for image processing applications.
Fuzzy-based systems are suitable for modeling uncertainty. In the proposed work,
we present a hybrid approach which combines multilevel DWT and adaptive neuro-
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to capture the benefits of two different domains
into a single framework. We apply our algorithm to denoise the images corrupted by
multiplicative noise like speckle noise. The results obtained shows that the proposed
method proves effective for denoising of images.

Keywords Noise · Denoising · Multilevel discrete wavelet transform (DWT) ·
Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)

7.1 Introduction

Digital images are a part of present day devices ranging from hand held mobile
devices to diagnostic equipments. It is seen that during image acquisition, storage,
retrieval, or transmission, due to various unavoidable reasons images get contami-
nated by noise. The presence of noise highly degrades the quality of image. Here,
lies the importance of denoising, which is a form of image restoration operation deal-
ing with removal of noise. The main criteria for the different denoising approaches
is to remove these noise and achieve quality enhancement taking into account that
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the details of the images are preserved [1] which are to be used for subsequent
processing. With different varieties of noise and its extent, denoising becomes chal-
lenging. Additive noise (e.g., Gaussian and impulse) and multiplicative noise (e.g.,
speckle) are considered as the two most commonly occurring types of noise. It is
seen that the task of denoising is dependent on the type of noise that contaminates
the image. Various works related to image denoising have appeared in the litera-
ture. Most of them deal with removal of a particular type of noise like Gaussian [2],
impulse [3], speckle [4–6] etc. In the literature due to energy compaction property
and multiresolution capabilities, wavelet transform (WT) [7, 8] is widely used for
image denoising. Also it is seen that due to numerous advantages like robustness
and human-like learning capabilities, different soft computing techniques are being
increasingly used as image denoising tools. Traditional approaches of denoising rely
upon spatial, statistical, and spectral properties of imagewhich at times fail to capture
the finite details. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a commonly adopted method
for image processing applications. Fuzzy-based systems are suitable for modeling
uncertainty. In the proposed work, we present a hybrid approach which combines
multilevel DWT and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to capture the
benefits of both in a single framework.We apply our algorithm to denoise the images
corrupted by a kind of multiplicative noise known as speckle noise. The results show
that the proposed method proves effective for a range of variations and is suitable
for critical applications.

The rest of this paper is divided among the following sections. In Sect. 7.2, we
provide the relevant theoretical concepts. InSect. 7.3,wedescribe the proposedmodel
whereas in Sect. 7.4, experimental details and results are included. In Sect. 7.5 we
draw the conclusion regarding the proposed model.

7.2 Related Concepts

Here, we briefly discuss about ANFIS and DWT.

7.2.1 Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System

ANFIS is a hybrid soft computational technique which can be considered as an inte-
gration of both artificial neural network (ANN) and fuzzy inference system (FIS).
ANFIS is a kind of ANN that is based on Takagi–Sugeno FIS with learning capabil-
ities. The inference system corresponds to a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules that have
learning capability to approximate nonlinear functions. ANFIS is an adaptive net-
work trained with a learning rule like backpropagation. It is known by the name of
adaptive network because some or all the nodes have parameters which affect the
output of the nodes [9]. Neuro-Fuzzy Systems (NFS) can combine the parallel com-
putation and learning abilities of ANNs with human-like knowledge representation
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Fig. 7.1 Architecture of
ANFIS

and explanation abilities of fuzzy systems. As a result of which, NFSs become more
transparent and with fuzzy system attribute become capable of learning finite details.

Figure7.1 represents the architecture of an ANFIS. Here, the circular nodes rep-
resent the nodes that are fixed whereas the square nodes are nodes that have para-
meters to be learnt. Layer 1 performs the fuzzification process, layer 2 is the rule
layer whereas layer 3 is the normalization layer. Defuzzification process is carried
out in layer 4. Layer 5 calculates the sum of outputs of all defuzzification neurons
and produces the overall output.

7.2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform

When the wavelets are discretely sampled it is referred to as DWT, which is a mul-
tiresolution decomposition structure. It reduces the computation time and is easier
to implement. It captures both, frequency and location information. Using DWT, the
original image is decomposed into two subspaces viz. high frequency subband and
a low frequency subband [10]. At every iteration of the DWT, the lines of the input
image (obtained at the end of the previous iteration) are low-pass filtered with filter
L and high-pass filtered with filter H. Then the lines of the two images obtained at
the output of the two filters are decimated with a factor of 2. Next, the columns of
the two images obtained are low-pass filtered with L and high-pass filtered with H.
The columns of those four images are also decimated with a factor of 2. This entire
algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.2.

This results in four new subimages. The first subimage is named LL image or
approximation subimage. Rest of the three are called detail subimages: LH, HL,
and HH. For the next iteration, input is represented by LL image. In the following
coefficients ofDWTnotedwith iDl

m , i represents the imagewhoseDWT is computed,
the resolution level or iteration represented by m and l = 1 for HH image, l = 2 for
HL, l = 3 for LH, and l = 4 for LL image. These coefficients are calculated using
Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2).

iDl
m [n, p] =< i(τ1, τ2), ψ

l
m,n,p(τ1, τ2) > (7.1)
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Fig. 7.2 Wavelet
decomposition for
two-dimensional pictures

where we can factorize the wavelets as:

ψ l
m,n,p(τ1, τ2) = αl

m,n,p(τ1).β
l
m,n,p(τ2) (7.2)

Using the following relations and the scale function ϕ(τ) and mother wavelet
ψ(τ), the two factors can be calculated using Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4).

αl
m,n,p(τ ) =

{
ϕm,n(τ ), l = 1, 4
ψm,n(τ ), l = 2, 3

}

(7.3)

βl
m,n,p(τ ) =

{
ϕm,n(τ ), l = 2, 4
ψm,n(τ ), l = 1, 3

}

(7.4)

where,
ϕm,n(τ ) = 2−m/2ϕ(2−mτ − n) (7.5)

ψm,n(τ ) = 2−m/2ψ(2−mτ − n) (7.6)

7.3 Proposed Model

The proposed approach is summarized in Fig. 7.3. Here, we combine the features of
multilevel DWT with a hybrid soft computing system like ANFIS. The proposed
model is an amalgamation of advantages of both DWT and ANFIS in a single
framework. The basic concepts of ANFIS and DWT have already been discussed
in Sect. 7.2. A three-level DWT is applied to a noise-free image to obtain 10 sub-
bands named as LL1, LH1, HL1, HH1, LH2, HL2, HH2, LH3, HL3, and HH3.
We partition each of these subbands into eight different blocks. Each of these blocks
serve as reference for the ANFIS. Here, we use the bell-shaped membership function
(MF) which defines all the information necessary to make fuzzy inferences based on
certain rules. While testing, we provide the noise-mixed pixel and repeat a similar
process as described for clean image. In case of the corrupted image, the different
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Fig. 7.3 Block diagram of
the proposed model

Fig. 7.4 Fuzzification and
defuzzification process of the
ANFIS

blocks of the 10 subbands serve as input for the ANFIS. In this way, we train the
network to learn the characteristics of speckle and eliminate the effect of speckle.
The output of the ANFIS gives the denoised image.

TheANFIS system involves fuzzification and defuzzification process as described
in Fig. 7.4. The uncertainty observed in pixels of an image corrupted by noise is learnt
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during training by the ANFIS system. It does so by carrying out comparisons with
a reference image from which inference rules are derived. The real world to fuzzy
and reverse mapping is executed by ANFIS itself but it involves certain critical steps.
The MFs play a significant role during fuzzification and inference making. The Bell
MF is the most commonly used type as it offers several advantages like closely
approximating real-world data, invariance to transforms, and flexibility of parameter
selection. As seen in Fig. 7.4, the following steps are integral to an ANFIS.

• Fuzzification is the process of transforming crisp quantities to fuzzy quantities
using MF.

• Inference engine is mainly involved with the decision-making process. It uses
“IF-THEN”rules along with connectors “OR” or “AND” for making necessary
decision rules from the inference rule set. The output from the fuzzy inference
engine is always crisp set.

• Defuzzification is the process of converting the fuzzy results into crisp results
suitable for various real-world applications.

7.4 Experimental Details and Results

The configuration of ANFIS used is summarized in Table7.1. For experimental pur-
pose and for a range of variations, we consider images of different sizes. By applying
the proposed algorithm for different noise levels for all the different image types and
sizes, we obtain the denoised image. A few samples considering four test images
viz. Cameraman, Lena, Mandril, and medical (Ultrasound) of sizes 256 × 256 are
shown in Fig. 7.5(a–h).

Table 7.1 Configuration of ANFIS

No. of layers of ANFIS 5

Membership function Bell curve

Training method Fuzzified back propagation

Data volume for training 20 images each of sizes (128× 128),
(256× 256), (512× 512) with noise-free and
noise-mixed forms

Data volume for testing 20 images each of sizes (128× 128),
(256× 256), (512× 512) with noise-free and
noise-mixed forms

No. of iterations min-50

max-200
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We then calculate the value for mean square error (MSE) and peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) for both corrupted image and the denoised image using Eqs. (7.7) and
(7.8).

PSNR = 10log10

(
max2

M SE

)

(7.7)

where,

MSE = 1

mn

m−1∑

i=0

n−1∑

j=0

[I (i, j) − K (i, j)] 2 (7.8)

Here, I and K are the original and noisy/denoised images, respectively, m and
n represents the dimensions of the images and max represents the maximum pixel
value. The experimental results are tabulated from Tables7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5.

We also compared the effectiveness of the proposed work with three conventional
denoising techniques viz. Median filtering (MF), Bilateral filtering (BF), andWiener
filtering (WF). Table7.6 gives the comparative analysis of PSNR values for the
mentioned conventional denoising techniques with the proposed method. For this,
we consider four test images viz. Cameraman, Lena, Mandril, and Ultrasound image
corrupted by speckle noise of variance 0.02. Lower the value of MSE and higher the
value ofPSNR,betterwill be the imagequality. From the experimental results,wefind
that there has been an improvement in PSNRvalue of the denoised image as compared
to the noisy image. The visual quality of the denoised image is also better than that

Table 7.2 PSNR of Cameraman image with different noise levels

Variance PSNR of noisy image
(dB)

PSNR of denoised
image (dB)

% increase in PSNR

0.01 73.78 80.44 9.03

0.02 70.79 78.93 11.49

0.03 69.01 77.57 12.40

0.04 67.81 76.90 13.41

Table 7.3 PSNR of Lena image with different noise levels

Variance PSNR of noisy image
(dB)

PSNR of denoised
image (dB)

% increase in PSNR

0.01 74.21 80.39 8.33

0.02 71.24 78.54 10.25

0.03 69.54 77.73 11.78

0.04 68.33 77.05 12.76
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Table 7.4 PSNR of Mandril image with different noise levels

Variance PSNR of noisy image
(dB)

PSNR of denoised
image (dB)

% increase in PSNR

0.01 72.67 76.28 4.97

0.02 69.71 74.48 6.84

0.03 68.02 73.61 8.22

0.04 66.82 72.99 9.23

Table 7.5 PSNR of ultrasound image with different noise levels

Variance PSNR of noisy image
(dB)

PSNR of denoised
image (dB)

% increase in PSNR

0.01 78.24 82.37 5.27

0.02 75.29 80.35 6.72

0.03 73.53 78.62 6.92

0.04 72.38 78.13 7.94

Table 7.6 Comparative analysis of psnr values for different denoising methods

Image Noisy image
(dB)

Denoised
image (dB)
(MF)

Denoised
image (dB)
(BF)

Denoised
image (dB)
(WF)

Denoised
image (dB)
(Proposed
method)

Cameraman 70.79 74.22 74.73 76.27 78.93

Lena 71.24 74.78 74.66 75.88 78.54

Mandril 69.71 70.93 72.13 71.01 74.48

Ultrasound 75.29 70.87 77.15 78.45 80.35

of the corrupted image. The comparative analysis of different denoising methods
shows that the proposed denoising algorithm has superior features as compared to
the conventional techniques. Some of the related works have been reported in [11].
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Fig. 7.5 A sequence of
denoised images obtained
from the proposed approach.
a Corrupted image.
b De-noised image.
c Corrupted image.
d De-noised image.
e Corrupted image.
f De-noised image.
g Corrupted image.
h DE-noised image

(a)

(c)

(e)

(g) (h)

(f)

(d)

(b)
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7.5 Conclusion

Considering the importance of image denoising in various image processing appli-
cations here, we present one such approach to denoise the images. In this work, we
proposed a hybrid approach combining the features of multilevel DWT and ANFIS
to formulate an efficient image denoising algorithm. Here, for experimental purpose,
we use different test images, for a range of variations and noise levels. We consider
the speckle noise-affected images. Our evaluation is based on PSNR and visual meth-
ods. From the above experimental results, we find that the proposed method proves
to be effective for image denoising and enhances the image quality. The proposed
method requires no prior knowledge of the noise which proves to be more advan-
tageous than many of the current techniques that assume noise model to be known.
The method also preserves the image details. The effectiveness of our proposed work
as compared to the conventional methods makes it suitable for critical applications.
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Chapter 8
Active Learning Using Fuzzy k-NN
for Cancer Classification from Microarray
Gene Expression Data

Anindya Halder, Samrat Dey and Ansuman Kumar

Abstract Classification of cancer frommicroarray gene expression data is an impor-
tant area of research in the field of bioinformatics and biomedical engineering as large
amounts of microarray gene expression data are available but the cost of correctly
labeling it prohibits its use. In such cases, active learningmay be used. In this context,
we propose active learning using fuzzy k-nearest neighbor (ALFKNN) for cancer
classification. Active Learning technique is used to select most confusing or infor-
mative microarray gene expression patters from the unlabeled microarray genes,
so that labeling on the confusing data maximizes the classification accuracy. The
selected most confusing/informative genes are manually labeled by the experts. The
proposed method is evaluated with a number of microarray gene expression cancer
datasets. Experimental results suggest that in comparison with traditional supervised
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) and fuzzy k-nearest neighbor (fuzzy k-NN)methods, pro-
posed active learning method (ALFKNN) provides more accurate result for cancer
prediction from microarray gene expression data.

Keywords Active learning · Cancer classification · Microarray gene expression
data · (Fuzzy) k-nearest neighbor
8.1 Introduction

Traditional methods for cancer classification are based on the clinical tests and the
morphological appearances of the tumor. These methods are expensive as well as
time consuming. Latest technologies like microarray gene expression data address
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those issues in order to produce relatively inexpensive, primary diagnosis and pre-
diction of cancer using computational approaches. Microarray is a technology that
is capable of determining the expression levels of thousands of genes simultane-
ously. The limitations of the traditional methods are the strong bias in identifying the
tumor by the observation of expert and also the difficulties in differentiating between
cancer subtypes. This is due to the fact that most cancers are highly related to the
specific biological insights such as responses to different clinical treatments. It there-
fore makes biological sense to perform cancer classification at the genotype level
compared to the phenotypic observation. Due to the large amount of microarray gene
expression data available on various cancerous samples, it is important to construct
classifiers that have high predictive accuracy in classifying cancerous samples from
the microarray gene expression data [1].

Several machine-learning algorithms have been applied to classify cancer from
microarray gene expression data. Some of the methods are based on similarity like
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) [2]. Some methods rely on decision-tree and recursive
partitioning [3]. Neural networks [4] and probabilistic induction [5] like Naive Bayes
method can also be used for cancer classification.

Generally, traditional computational methods fail to achieve desired accuracy in
class predictionusinggene expressiondata due to lowavailability of clinically labeled
samples. In these methods, the test/unlabeled data are not used for class prediction.
Although unlabelled microarray gene expression patterns are easily available, the
use of active learning method in this context aims to choose the most informa-
tive/confusing genes so that expert labeling of those unlabeled genes are possible to
include in the training set, resulting in better prediction accuracy of the test samples.
Usually, in the microarray gene expression data, the classes have overlapping nature
due to which fuzzy classifiers tend to give better accuracy in class prediction in can-
cer classification problem [6]. Motivated form the above-mentioned issues, in this
paper, we propose a novel active learning method using fuzzy k-NN (ALFKNN) for
cancer classification from microarray gene expression data. The proposed method
selects a set of most confusing microarray gene expression data from the unlabeled
microarray genes such that labeling on the confusing genes maximizes the pre-
diction accuracy. The selected most confusing genes are manually labeled by the
experts.

Our proposedmethod is tested with six cancer datasets of microarray gene expres-
sion data. The accuracy of the proposed method is compared with that of the con-
ventional state-of-the-art nearest neighbor-based supervised nonfuzzy (k-NN) and
fuzzy classifier (fuzzy k-NN).

The organization of the rest of the article is as follows. In Sect. 8.2, the back-
ground of our work is given. In Sect. 8.3, detail description of the proposed active
learning using fuzzy k-NN (ALFKNN) is presented. In Sect. 8.4, details of the exper-
iments and analysis of the results are given, and finally, the conclusions are drawn
in Sect. 8.5.
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8.2 Background

Asour proposedmethod active learning using fuzzyk-NN(ALFKNN) is an extension
of fuzzy k-NN and k-NN classifiers, the brief outline of those classifiers are provided
below.

8.2.1 k-NN Classifier

The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) is one of themost popular and simplest nonparametric
classification algorithm for pattern classification. This algorithm predicts the class
level of test set based on the class levels represented by the k-nearest neighbors
from the training set, where k is the (usually small) positive number. The distances
are calculated between test data and all training data with the help of any distance
measure (e.g., Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance etc.). After all the distances
are calculated, they are sorted and the nearest k samples are determined by using the
majority of the class of nearest neighbors; the class level of the test data is assigned.
But if more than one class has the highest frequency, then tie-breaking algorithm can
be used like the labeled class of the first nearest neighbor can be used as the predicted
class [6].

8.2.2 Fuzzy k-NN Classifier

Fuzzy k-NN is an extension of the k-NN classifier. In k-NN algorithm, equal weigh-
tage is given to all the k-nearest neighbors to calculate the predicted class of a test
data. Fuzzy k-NN algorithm assigns fuzzy membership of a test pattern in each
class. That class is taken to be the predicted class (of that test pattern) for which the
fuzzy-membership is maximum. Microarray gene expression data have a very high
dimension and may contain thousands of genes. But number of classes present in
the microarray gene expression data is usually low and sometimes these classes have
overlapping nature. In these cases, the fuzzy k-NN algorithm can give a better result
than k-NN [6].

8.3 Active Learning Using Fuzzy k-NN Classifier

The proposed active learning using fuzzy k-NN classifier (ALFKNN) consists of two
steps. The first step uses “active learning” strategy. Objective of the active learning
is to find out the “most informative” unlabeled samples to get the labels from the
experts, so that the labeled “informative samples” can be iteratively added to the
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training set to improve the prediction accuracy. In the second step, the test samples
are predicted to assign a particular class based on the final enlarged training set
(a small number of initial training patterns along with added informative samples
with labels) obtained from the active learning phase.

Let, L = {−→l1 ,−→l2 , ......} be the finite set of labeled data patterns distributed in
C number of classes present in the dataset. The proposed algorithm is initially
trained with small number of labeled data. The algorithm is iteratively tested with
a finite pool of unlabeled set U = {−→u1 ,

−→u2 , .......} from which the most informative

data/confusing samples I t = {−→i t
1 ,

−→
i t
2 , . . .

−→
i t

p } at iteration t are selected for labeling
by the expert. The informative unlabeled samples along with their labels are added to
the labeled/training data, and those informative samples are subtracted from the unla-
beled set pool. This process is repeated until convergence. The block label view of
the proposed active learning process is shown in Fig. 8.1 and the details are provided
below.

Fig. 8.1 Block diagram of the proposed active learning using fuzzy k-NN (ALFKNN) method
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8.3.1 Active Learning Phase

Active learning phase of the proposed ALFKNNmethod is described in details here.

8.3.1.1 Calculate the Membership Degree of Training Pattern

Initially, the class center of each class is calculated based on the labeled patterns
{−→l1 ,−→l2 ,−→l3 , ....}. Let, −→li be the i th labeled pattern belonging to kth class (Ck), and
|Ck | be the number of labeled patterns in kth class (Ck). The class center (

−→ck ) of the
kth class is computed using Eq. (8.1).

−→ck = 1

|Ck |
∑

−→
li ∈Ck

−→
li ; ∀ k = 1, 2, . . . ,C. (8.1)

Thereafter, the membership degree (µi j ) of i th labeled pattern for belonging to
j th class (C j ) is calculated as follows:

µi j = 1

C∑

k=1

(
||−→li −−→c j ||
||−→li −−→ck ||

) 2
m−1

; ∀ i, ∀ j = 1, 2, . . . ,C; (8.2)

where, ||−→li −−→c j || is the distance of the i th labeled pattern (
−→
li ) from the class center

(
−→c j ) of the j th class; ||−→li − −→ck || is the distance of the i th labeled pattern (

−→
li ) from

the class center (−→ck ) of the kth class; and m is the fuzzifier (1 < m < ∞).

8.3.1.2 Calculate the Membership Degree of Unlabeled Pattern

The k nearest neighbors of each unlabeled pattern is calculated based on the distances
of each labeled pattern (from that unlabeled pattern). Thereafter, the membership
degree µc(

−→u ) of unlabeled pattern −→u for belonging to each class c is calculated
based on the k-nearest neighbors of that particular unlabeled pattern according to the
following equation.

µc(
−→u ) =

k∑

j=1
µ jc

(
1

||−→u −−→
l j ||

) 2
m−1

k∑

j=1

(
1

||−→u −−→
l j ||

) 2
m−1

; ∀ c = 1, 2, . . .C, ∀ −→u ; (8.3)

where,µ jc is the membership degree of j th labeled pattern for belonging to cth class

and ||−→u − −→
l j || is the distance of the j th labeled pattern from the unlabeled pattern−→u whose membership value is to be calculated.
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8.3.1.3 Find the Most Informative Unlabeled Pattern

The set of most informative/confusing unlabeled patterns I t = {−→i t
1 ,

−→
i t
2 , . . .} in the

t th iterations are selected based on the following. If the difference of the highest
and the second highest membership degree of an unlabeled pattern is very less (than
a predefined threshold value), then the unlabeled pattern is considered to be an
informative pattern. That pattern is sent for class labelingby the expert. Thereafter, the
labeled informative pattern is added to the existing labeled set L , and simultaneously
the pattern is removed from the set of unlabeled pattern U . In this way, the labeled
informative patterns which are added to the labeled set are now considered as the
training patterns and thus the size of the training set is increased with the help of the
unlabeled patterns.

8.3.1.4 Convergence of the Active Learning Phase

All the above three steps are repeated iteratively until convergence. The process
convergeswhen class centers are not changing significantly and no newer informative
patterns are being added to the labeled set.

8.3.2 Testing Phase

After convergence, the final class centers (
−→c j ; ∀ j = 1, 2, . . . ,C) are computed

based on the enlarged labeled set using Eq. (8.1), and the test patterns are tested to
allocate the class labels. The membership degree µ j (

−→
t ) of a test pattern −→

t for
belonging to j th class C j is calculated based on the final class center as follows.

µ j (
−→
t ) = 1

C∑

k=1

(
||−→t −−→c j ||
||−→t −−→ck ||

) 2
m−1

; ∀ −→
t , ∀ j = 1, 2, . . . ,C; (8.4)

where, ||−→t −−→c j || is the distance of the test pattern (−→t ) from the class center of the
j th class and ||−→t −−→ck || is the distance of the test pattern (−→t ) from the class center
(
−→ck ) of the kth class, and m is the fuzzifier (1 < m < ∞). Thereafter, the highest
membership value of a test pattern (for belonging to a class) is obtained as follows:

class_label(
−→
t ) = argmax

j
(µ j (

−→
t )); ∀ −→

t . (8.5)

In this way the test pattern −→
t is assigned to that particular class for which the

membership value is highest. The complete procedure of the proposed method is
summarized in Algorithm 8.1.
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Algorithm 8.1 : Active learning using fuzzy k-NN (ALFKNN)
Active learning phase

1: Compute the class centers (−→ck ,∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,C) based on the labeled patterns {−→l1 ,−→l2 , . . .}
using Eq. (8.1).

2: Calculate the membership degree (µi j ) of each labeled pattern (
−→
li ) for belonging to each class

(
−→c j ) based on the class center (already computed in Step 1) using Eq. (8.2).

3: Compute the k-nearest neighbors of each unlabeled pattern −→u based on the distances of each
labeled pattern.

4: Calculate the membership degree µc(
−→u ) of each unlabeled pattern −→u for belonging to each

class c based on the k-nearest neighbors using Eq. (8.3).
5: Compute the set of most informative/confusing patterns I t as described in Sect. 8.3.1
6: The informative/confusing patterns I t thus obtained from Step 5 is sent for class labeling by the

expert.
7: The labeled informative patterns are added to the existing labeled set L and removed from the

unlabeled set U .
8: Repeat Step 1 through Step 7 until converges (there are no informative/confusing points in the

unlabeled set U ).
Testing phase
1: Compute the final class centers for each class (−→ck ,∀k = 1, 2, . . . ,C) using Eq. (8.1).
2: Calculate the membership degree µ j (

−→
t ) of each test pattern −→

t for belonging to each class
(
−→c j ,∀ j = 1, 2, . . . ,C) based on the class center using Eq. (8.4).

3: Assign the class label for each test pattern −→
t using Eq. (8.5).

8.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we provide the details of the experimental setup followed by the
description of microarray gene expression datasets used and finally, analyze the
experimental results.

8.4.1 Datasets Used

In this work, we have used six microarray gene expression datasets for the exper-
iments. These are Brain Tumor dataset [7], Colon Cancer dataset [8], Leukemia
dataset [9], Lymphoma dataset [10], Prostate Cancer dataset [11], and Small Round
Blue-Cell Tumors (SRBCT) dataset [4]. The preprocessed form of these data are
publicly available at www.stat.ethz.ch/dettling/bagboost.html. The datasets consist
of the gene expression values and class information corresponding to each observa-
tion. In our experiments, we have taken very small amount of these data as labeled
data and used their class information for classification. The remaining part of the set
is used as test data. As the number of samples are very few for these microarray gene
expression datasets, the entire test dataset is used as unlabeled data in our experiment.
Though, any subset of the test data or data different from the test data may also be
considered.

www.stat.ethz.ch/dettling/bagboost.html
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Brain tumor dataset [7] contains 42 microarray gene expression profiles. Each
observation consists of 5597 genes. The data represents five classes of brain tumor.
The five types of brain tumors are medulloblastomas, malignant gliomas, atypical
teratoid/rhabdoid tumors, primitive neuroectodermal tumors, and human cerebella.
Number of observations for these classes are 10, 10, 10, 8, and 4, respectively.

Colon cancer dataset [8] consists of expression levels of 62 (40 tumor and 22
normal) colon tissues for 6500 human genes. A selection of 2000 genes with highest
minimal intensity across the samples has been made.

Leukemia dataset [9] consists of microarray gene expression data of 72 patients
distributed in two classes namely, lymphoblastic leukemia and myeloid leukemia.
Number of observations corresponding to lymphoblastic leukemia is 47 and 25 obser-
vations correspond to myeloid leukemia. Each observation contains expression val-
ues of 3571 genes.

Lymphoma dataset [10] is having a microarray gene expression data of 62
patients. Number of subtype classes present is three. First class corresponds to diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma. The second class corresponds to follicular lymphoma, and
the third type corresponds to chronic lymphocytic leukemia. In total, 4026 number
of genes are present in the data.

Prostate cancer dataset [11] contains 102 samples. Total number of classes is 2.
52 observations are from prostate cancer tissues and 50 are from normal patients.
Each observation contains expression values for 6033 genes.

Small round blue-cell tumors dataset [4] contains gene expression profiles for
classifying small round blue-cell tumors of childhood (SRBCT) into four classes
(neuroblastoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, non-Hodgkin lymphoma, Ewing family of
tumors) and was obtained from cDNA microarrays. A training set comprising 63
SRBCT tissues, as well as a test set consisting of 20 SRBCT and 5 non-SRBCT sam-
ples are available. Each tissue sample is associated with a thoroughly preprocessed
expression profile of 2308 genes, already standardized to zeromean and unit variance
across genes. Here in this work, 63 SRBCT tissues are used as they have class labels
(required for validation). The summary of the dataset used is provided in Table8.1.

Table 8.1 Summary of the sixmicroarray gene expression cancer datasets used for the experiments

Dataset Subtype (classes) Genes (dimension) Samples (patterns)

Brain tumor 5 5597 42

Colon cancer 2 2000 62

Leukemia 2 3571 72

Lymphoma 3 4026 62

Prostate cancer 2 6033 102

SRBCT 4 2308 63
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8.4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

The average of 10 best simulations (taken from 20 simulations with 20 different
labeled, unlabeled and test sets) of all the algorithms are reported to compare the
performance of the proposed active learning using fuzzy k-NN (ALFKNN), with
those of k-NN and fuzzy k-NN classifiers. All the algorithms used in this article are
implemented in C language. Two separate sets of readings are measured (and sum-
marized in Table8.2) to test all the algorithms with three and five nearest neighbors
(shown as k = 3 and k = 5 in Table8.2) for all the datasets.

For brain cancer dataset, eight labeled patterns have been randomly selected such
that they represent all the five classes. From the experimental results it is seen that
in case of Brain cancer dataset the performance increase in accuracy obtained by
proposed ALFKNN in comparison to other supervised counterpart fuzzy k-NN is
13.73% (for k = 3), 6.87% (for k = 5) and k-NN is 29.32% (for k = 3) and 38.05%
(for k = 5), respectively. In case of colon cancer dataset, six patterns have been taken
as labeled patterns selected randomly such that these labeled patterns represent all
2 classes. It is seen from the experimental outcome that the proposed ALFKNN
algorithm (84.35 and 85.33% accuracy) outperforms the other two algorithms k-NN

Table 8.2 Summary of the experimental results performed on six microarray gene expression
cancer datasets

Data sets (trained
with)

Methods Accuracy (%) Accuracy (%)

k = 3 k = 5

Brain tumor (L=8) k-NN 47.94 34.41

Fuzzy k-NN 63.53 65.59

Proposed ALFKNN 77.26 72.46

Colon cancer (L=6) k-NN 68.04 63.75

Fuzzy k-NN 78.57 74.99

Proposed ALFKNN 84.35 85.33

Leukemia (L=7) k-NN 89.54 81.08

Fuzzy k-NN 95.23 95.45

Proposed ALFKNN 96.18 96.27

Lymphoma (L=6) k-NN 82.14 73.93

Fuzzy k-NN 98.93 98.98

Proposed ALFKNN 99.10 99.25

Prostate cancer
(L=10)

k-NN 68.70 65.43

Fuzzy k-NN 65.76 63.15

Proposed ALFKNN 73.19 72.60

SRBCT (L=6) k-NN 58.25 39.23

Fuzzy k-NN 70.88 68.60

Proposed ALFKNN 88.60 90.48
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(for k = 3, 68.04%, for k = 5, 63.75%) and fuzzy k-NN (for k = 3, 78.57%, for
k = 5, 74.99%) in terms of classification accuracy. Similarly, for leukemia dataset,
seven patterns have been taken as labeled patterns selected randomly such that these
labeled patterns represent all 2 classes. It is seen from the experimental outcome
that the proposed ALFKNN algorithm outperforms the other two algorithms (k-NN
and fuzzy k-NN) in terms of classification accuracy. Though the accuracy of k-NN
(89.54% and 81.08% for k = 3 and k = 5) and that of fuzzy k-NN (95.23 and
95.45% for k = 3 and k = 5) is quite high, still the accuracy of proposed ALFKNN
method (96.18 and 96.27% for k = 3 and k = 5) is even better than those two
methods. From lymphoma dataset, six patterns have been randomly taken as labeled
patterns such that these labeled patterns represent all three classes. It is seen from the
experimental outcome that the proposed ALFKNN algorithm outperforms the other
two algorithms (k-NN and fuzzy k-NN) in terms of classification accuracy. In this
case, the prediction accuracy of the proposed method is as high as 99.1 and 99.25%
for k = 3 and k = 5, respectively. In prostate cancer dataset, 10 patterns have
been taken as labeled patterns selected randomly ensuring representation from all 2
classes. It is seen from the Table8.2 that the proposed ALFKNN algorithm produces
significantly better accuracy (73.19% for k = 3 and 72.6% for k = 5) than the other
two algorithms (k-NN 68.7 and 65.43% and fuzzy k-NN 65.76 and 63.15% for
k = 3 and k = 5, respectively). For SRBCT (small round blue-cell tumors) dataset,
six patterns have been taken randomly such that these labeled patterns represent all
four classes. The result summary (Table8.2) shows a high percentage of accuracy in
case of ALFKNN algorithm (88.6% for k = 3 and 90.48% for k = 5) in comparison
to other methods (k-NN 58.25 and 39.23% and fuzzy k-NN 70.88 and 68.6% for
k = 3 and k = 5, respectively). In all the results, the number of labeled pattern is
denoted by L in the Table8.2.

In all the experiments, the value of fuzzifier (for fuzzy k-NN, and ALFKNN) m
was fixed at 1.5. In summary, it is obvious that, for all the cases, our proposedmethod
ALFKNN gives significantly better accuracy than k-NN and fuzzy k-NN.

8.5 Conclusions

Scarcity of the clinically labeled data in cancer classification from microarray gene
expression data limits the use of traditional supervised classifiers due to their low
prediction accuracies. In this context, the use of active learning method (to select
only few most informative unlabeled sample’s labels from biological expert) may
be done to handle the above said problem in order to improve the cancer predic-
tion accuracy. In this article, we propose a novel active learning method using fuzzy
k-NN (ALFKNN) for cancer classification from microarray gene expression data.
Active learning strategy used here handles the scarcity of training samples, whereas
fuzzy technique takes care of the overlapping nature of the cancer subtype classes
commonly present in the gene expression datasets. We have demonstrated the com-
parative results of the three algorithms, namely supervised k-NN, fuzzy k-NN, and
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proposed active learning method (ALFKNN). Experimental results obtained from
six cancer datasets suggest that proposed ALFKNN method significantly outper-
forms its existing supervised counterparts (k-NN and fuzzy k-NN). In near future,
the proposed algorithm may be compared with other active learning-based meth-
ods on more microarray gene expression cancerous samples. Inspiring results of
the proposed ALFKNN motivate us to deploy the active learning strategy to other
classifiers.
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Chapter 9
A Practical Under-Sampling Pattern
for Compressed Sensing MRI

Bhabesh Deka and Sumit Datta

Abstract Typically, magnetic resonance (MR) images are stored in k-space where
the higher energy samples, i.e., the samples with maximum information are con-
centrated near the center only; whereas, relatively lower energy samples are present
near the outer periphery. Recently, variable density (VD) random under-sampling
patterns have been increasingly popular and a topic of active research in compressed
sensing (CS)-based MR image reconstruction. In this paper, we demonstrate a sim-
ple approach to design an efficient k-space under-sampling pattern, namely, the VD
Poisson Disk (VD-PD) for sampling MR images in k-space and then implementing
the same for CS-MRI reconstruction. Results are also compared with those obtained
from some of the most prominent and commonly used sampling patterns, including
theVD random with estimated PDF (VD-PDF), theVD Gaussian density (VD-Gaus),
the VD uniform random (VD-Rnd), and the Radial Type in the CS-MRI literature.

Keywords Magnetic resonance imaging · k-space ·Compressed sensing ·Variable
density under-sampling pattern

9.1 Introduction

According to the compressed sensing (CS) theory, we can reconstruct a signal or an
image from just a few samples or measurements than that required by the Shannon–
Nyquist sampling theorem. For perfect reconstruction, a signal must be sparse over
a selected basis set, called the representation bases which must be incoherent with
the measurement bases used to acquire the signal. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is the most commonly used imaging technology for imaging soft-tissues and
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organs present in the human body. This imaging technique also implicitly fulfills
the key requirements for image reconstruction using the CS technique [1]. The MRI
data are stored in the k-space or frequency domain containing the spatial frequency
information of the target in two dimensions. Since in k-space, the center region
(zero frequency region) contains more information than that of the periphery or outer
region, more number of samples are usually collected from the center.

Nayak and Nishimura [2] have experimentally demonstrated that aliasing due
to under-sampling in k-space can be minimized if the point spread function (PSF)
possesses a very large approximate zero region around its main lobe, and becomes
very similar to the white noise elsewhere. They also reported that the poisson disk
distribution satisfies the requirements of an ideal sampling pattern as mentioned
above.

However, the MRI data in k-space must be collected densely near the center
only and sparsely near the outer periphery. Therefore, an uniform random sampling
pattern would not be quite effective for sampling in k-space. In [1], the authors have
introduced the concept of variable density (VD) for more effective and intuitive
sampling of MRI data in k-space.

In this paper, we have explored the design of a most promising class of sampling
patterns, namely, the variable density poisson disk (VD-PD) for sampling MRI data
in k-space. It satisfies the requirements of both the optimal and the intuitive sampling
patterns as discussed above. Figure9.1a, c shows that the PSF of variable density

Fig. 9.1 2D PSFs for a the VD-PD and b the VD-PDF. c The middle row of the 2D VD-PD and
d the middle row of the 2D VD-PDF
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poisson disk have a large approximate zero region around its main lobe and becomes
similar to thewhite noisewhenobserved away from themain lobe. From thesefigures,
we can conclude that the corresponding sampling patterns would also very likely to
be incoherent with respect to the representation bases such as the wavelets. The 2D
k-space data is the result of the simultaneous application of phase and frequency
encoding gradient pulses along with the RF pulse in an MRI system. It is also noted
that a practical sampling pattern for under-sampling k-space data is the one which
would give the lowest gradient pulse variation for a particular trajectory, i.e., the
path taken for collecting the most effective samples in the k-space. This is because
of both the hardware (such as gradient amplitude, slew rate, etc. ) and physiological
(nerve stimulation) limitations in a typical MR imaging system. Figure9.2a–d show
theX-gradient variations across the different phase encoding lines for various k-space

Fig. 9.2 X-gradient pulses variation for different under-sampling patterns. a The gradient variation
to acquire the 50th phase encoding line of the k-space, b the gradient variation to acquire the 100th
phase encoding line of the k-space, c the gradient variation to acquire the 150th phase encoding line
of the k-space, andd the gradient variation to acquire the 200th phase encoding line of the k-space [4].
From left to right of the X-axis: the variable density poisson disk(VD-PD) under-sampling pattern,
the variable density estimated PDF (VD-PDF) under-sampling pattern, the variable density gaussian
(VD-Gaus) under-sampling pattern, the variable density random (VD-Rnd) under-sampling pattern,
and the radial under-sampling pattern, respectively
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under-sampling patterns, namely, theVD random (VD-RND), theVDGaussian (VD-
Gaus), the VD random with estimated PDF (VD-PDF), the radial type (Radial), and
the VD poisson disk (VD-PD). It is noted that the VD-PD gives the least gradient
pulse variation irrespective of the locations of the samples in k-space compared to
other sampling patterns as mentioned above.

We aim here to design an optimal under-sampling pattern which would not only
be efficient but also yield the least incoherent aliasing compared to other commonly
used sampling patterns for the reconstruction ofMR images using the CS. The results
are detailed in Sect. 9.5.

9.2 Main Contributions

1. Investigated gradient variations for different random under-sampling patterns,
namely, the Radial, the VD-Rnd, the VD-GD, and the VD-PDF for designing an
efficient random under-sampling pattern for the CS-MRI.

2. Proposed a variable density poisson disk (VD-PD) under-sampling pattern and
also computed the gradient variations for three different k-space trajectories [3],
namely the line, the spiral, and the zigzag trajectories to find the best trajectory
for the proposed random under-sampling pattern.

Fig. 9.3 Some well-known under-sampling patterns. a The 256 × 256 radial type with 10%
sampling ratio. b The 256 × 256 VD-PDF with 10% sampling ratio
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3. Evaluated CS reconstruction quality with the proposed under-sampling pattern
by measuring aliasing present in the reconstructed output and compared to some
of the most widely used under-sampling strategies in the CS-MRI (Fig. 9.3).

9.3 Practical Under-Sampling Pattern for the CS-MRI

The proposed VD-PD sampling pattern is shown in Fig. 9.4a for 10% sampling
ratio. In this pattern, N random points are generated in such a way that no two
neighboring points are too close and always maintain a minimum distance (MD)
between them. For effective k-space sampling, we consider here the variable density
poisson disk sampling. To implement variable density sampling, an ensemble of
concentric poisson disks with varying MD are considered. A poisson disk at the
center would have the smallest MD (SMD) which may be fixed as follows. For
example, considering a rectangular grid representation for the image and each unit
square denoting a pixel, the SMD for generating a poisson disk at the center would
be only 0.5. The variation of MD from the center to the periphery is approximately
exponential as shown in Fig. 9.4b.

It is further mentioned here that the minimum distance for the outer disks also
varies inverselywith the sampling ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number of selected sample
points to the total number of samples present in the k-space data of anMR image. For
simulation of poisson disk sampling, we use the MATLAB codes publicly available
at [5]. Asmentioned earlier, it is experimentally found that a practical under-sampling
pattern should have the lowest gradient pulse variation or gradient load [3].

Fig. 9.4 Proposed under-sampling pattern. a The 256 × 256 VD-PD with 10% sampling ratio.
b The variation of the “Minimum distance” in poisson disks with the increasing the distance from
the center
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9.4 Computation of Gradient Load

The gradient load E is the normalized vector sum of the applied gradients Gx and
G y , in X and Y directions, respectively, in an MRI data acquisition system. It is
defined by:

E = 1

N G2
o

N∑

I=1

[(Gx
I )

2 + (G y
I )

2] (9.1)

where Go is the magnitude of gradient step and N is the number of selected samples
in k-space [3].

The k-space under-sampling pattern with the lowest gradient load would not only
give the lowest gradient pulse variation but also minimizes the limitations imposed
by physiological constraints, such as the peripheral nerve stimulation due to high
gradient amplitudes and slew rates. We have experimentally verified that the VD-
PD sampling pattern is an efficient k-space under-sampling pattern with the lowest
gradient load compared to other sampling patterns, namely, the VD-Rnd, the VD-
Gaus, Radial, and the VD-PDF. The experimental results are detailed in the next
section.

9.5 Experimental Results

In the first set of experiments, we calculated the penalty function or gradient load
with the help of Eq. (9.1). For simplicity of the calculation, we take the magnitude
of gradient step Go = 1 and the duration of the gradient step Δt = 1. The resultant
gradient loads for various under-sampling patterns, namely, the VD-Rnd, the VD-
Gaus, the VD-PDF, Radial, and the proposed VD-PD are shown in Fig. 9.5. It is
noted that the VD-PD have the least gradient load amongst all other under-sampling
patterns. We have also considered three different trajectories (shown in Fig. 9.6),
namely, the line, the spiral, and the zigzag trajectories to see the influence of k-
space trajectory on the gradient load. Although, the intergradient pulse variations
for the proposed sampling pattern are different for different k-space trajectories,
the intragradient variations show that the proposed VD-PD pattern has the lowest
gradient load or variations irrespective of the type of trajectory used.

In the next set of experiments, the performance of the proposed under-sampling
pattern is evaluated for reconstruction ofMR image using the CS.We use different �1

optimization algorithms such as the primal-dual interior-point method (PDIPM) [6],
the truncated newton interior-point method (TNIPM) [7], the iterative shrinkage-
thresholding (IST) [8], the nonlinear conjugate gradient method (NCGM) [1], the
gradient projection for sparse reconstruction (GPSR) [9], and the two-step IST
(TwIST) [10] to solve the CS-MRI problem.

The PDIPM solves the problem in a classical way as the result requires only
O(n3) operations at each iteration. But in the TNIP method, a preconditioner is used
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Fig. 9.5 Penalty function E for the proposed under-sampling patterns with different trajectories,
namely, the line, the spiral, and the zigzag trajectories, respectively

Fig. 9.6 Different k-space trajectories. a The Zigzag trajectory, b the Spiral trajectory, and c the
Line trajectory [3]

to reduce the number of operations. From the Fig. 9.7, we can say that the required
CPU time (in seconds) for the TNIPM and the IST are continuously reduced with
increasing sampling ratios, but in case of the nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm,
the required CPU time is continuously increased with increasing sampling ratios.
In case of the TwIST, we have a different scenario. That is, the required CPU time
does not vary with sampling ratios. Therefore, from the above analysis, we can con-
clude that the TwIST is the fastest algorithm. We choose the TwIST for CS-MRI
reconstruction. Figures9.8 and 9.9 show the Brain MR images, the corresponding
CS reconstruction results with 20% sampling ratio for different under-sampling pat-
terns. From the results, it is seen that the proposed VD-PD gives better reconstruction
results in terms of higher contrast and better preservation of edges. Also, the proposed
method gives very less visual aliasing, meaning that the Fourier under-sampling with
the proposed sampling pattern is significantly incoherent with respect to the wavelet
basis. We also compute the PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) to compare the CS
reconstruction results quantitatively for different sampling patterns. The results are
shown in Fig. 9.10. It is clearly observed the proposed method gives higher PSNR
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Fig. 9.7 The variation of CPU time for different algorithms with increasing sampling ratio

Fig. 9.8 a Original brain MR image, b the reconstructed image by radial with 20% sampling ratio,
c the reconstructed image by VD-PD with 20% sampling ratio, and d the reconstructed image by
VD-PDF with 20% sampling ratio
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Fig. 9.9 a Original brain MR image, b the reconstructed image by radial with 20% sampling ratio,
c the reconstructed image by VD-PD with 20% sampling ratio, and d the reconstructed image by
VD-PDF with 20% sampling ratio

values for different sampling ratios. We also measure the mean structural similar-
ity (MSSIM) index for the reconstructed MR images. Figure9.11 shows that the
proposed sampling pattern has the best MSSIM values compared to other sampling
patterns for different sampling ratios.
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Fig. 9.10 a The changes of
MSE with increasing
sampling ratio for different
types of sampling patterns,
and b The changes of PSNR
(in dB) with increasing
sampling ratio for different
types of sampling patterns

Fig. 9.11 The changes of
MSSIM with increasing
sampling ratio for different
types of sampling patterns
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9.6 Conclusion

We have showed that the proposed under-sampling pattern, VD-PD, not only gives
the least gradient pulse variation or gradient load among different under-sampling
patterns but also yields better CS reconstruction of MR images with visually no
aliasing artifacts even at sampling ratios as low as 20%when compared to one of the
most widely studied reconstruction technique in the CS-MRI. The proposed under-
sampling pattern may be used to design an efficient and practical under-sampling
hardware for the CS-MRI.
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Chapter 10
Semi-automatic Segmentation and Marking
of Pitch Contours for Prosodic Analysis

Biswajit Dev Sarma, Meghamallika Sarma and S.R.M. Prasanna

Abstract Prosody is used in both phonetics and speech synthesis systems in the
literature. Pitch information is one of the extensively used prosodic information. This
paper aims at semiautomatizing the process of pitch marking for prosodic analysis.
Prosody is a suprasegmental information; therefore, it may be wiser to analyze the
change in pitch over a segment of voiced speech instead of directly using the pitch
calculated from a small window. In a particular voiced segment of speech, pitch may
vary from low-to- high, high-to-low, or it may not vary at all. This work describes a
method for automatically segmenting speech into certain regions having a continuous
pitch contour and marking the nature of pitch change within those regions. Zero
frequency filtering is used to segment the speech into voiced and unvoiced segments.
This segment is further divided into small segments depending on a discontinuity
present in the pitch contour. A height value of the pitch contour in the final segment
is measured and accordingly marking is done. Now, automatic segmentation and
markings are manually corrected by deleting, inserting, or shifting the segmentation
boundaries and substituting the wrong markings. Automatic process is evaluated in
terms of these four parameters.

Keywords Pitch contour · Segmentation · Marking · Manual error correction ·
Voiced region

10.1 Introduction

In phonetics, the use of pitch, loudness, tempo, and rhythm in speech to convey
information about the structure and meaning of an utterance is called prosody. These
aspects of an utterance can span regions larger than a single phonemic segment
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and hence are sometimes called suprasegmental [1]. These prosodic aspects of a
language can convey distinctive semantic and syntactic facts. These can be useful
for different tasks such as mapping prominence and grouping patterns to meaning
differences, understanding the effects of prominence, and grouping on the pronunci-
ation of words, synthesizing prosodically natural-sounding speech etc. [2]. Change
of pitch in intonational phrases can bear different meanings. A high-to-low pitch can
bear declarative meaning, while a low-to-high pitch can bear interrogative meaning.
Speech scientists are interested in annotating the prosodic structure of large numbers
of utterances in order to study these phenomena.

TheToBI annotation system (Tones andbreak) is a popular systemused to annotate
pitch and boundary information [1]. This system attempts to convert the continuous
information in the speech signal present in the form of pitch, duration, loudness,
breaks etc. into a set of categories, whichmay have some interpretation in the context.
A ToBI transcription of an utterance at least consists of a recording of the speech,
its fundamental frequency contour, and symbolic labels for other prosodic events.
The symbolic labels are mainly transcription of tonal events, transcription of words,
transcription of boundaries between words (called break index), and transcription of
additional observations. Manual labeling is always a time-consuming process and
effort had beenmade for automatizing themanual labeling of ToBI transcriptions [3].

We are developing a similar system for capturing prosodic information which
includes syllable boundary marking, pitch contour segmentation and marking, and
break index marking along with phonetic transcription using International Phonetic
Alphabets. The objective is to prepare a database for Assamese language with the
above-mentioned four-level transcriptions. In the manual transcription process, the
transcriber listens to the speech signal and with the help of the waveform, spec-
trogram, pitch contour etc., tries to transcribe all the four levels of transcription.
In [4], we developed a semiautomatic method for marking the syllable boundaries.
In this work, we focus on semiautomatizing the process of pitch contour marking.
In particular, the final objective is to segment the speech signal into some regions
having continuous pitch contours and then mark the nature of the pitch contour in
that region. Figure10.1 describes the process. Figure10.1a shows the speech signal
and Fig. 10.2b shows the pitch contour alongwith themanually marked pitch contour
boundaries (arrows) and markings (LH, HL etc.). In the manual process, the tran-
scriber will listen to the speech and look into the pitch contour, and if a perceivable
pitch change within a voiced segment of speech is noticed, the pitch change will be
marked. In the figure, LHmeans a pitch transition from low-to-high, HLmeans pitch
transition from high-to-low etc. (Different symbols for marking will be discussed in
the subsequent sections). Semiautomatizing this process involves automatizing the
process up to some extent and reducing the human labor.

The task is to segment the speech signal into some regions having a continuous
pitch contour and then mark the regions according to the nature of the pitch contour
in it. The segmentation task is carried out in two steps, first voiced–nonvoiced classi-
fication, then segmentation of voiced regions according to continuous pitch contours.
There is no pitch in case of the unvoiced speech, silence, and background noise; so,
they are first separated from the voiced regions. One voiced region itself can have
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.1 Pitch contour segmentation and marking process. Plot a shows Speech signal and plot
b shows Pitch contour with segmentation boundaries (solid lines) and markings

several pitch contours. There may be discontinuities in the pitch contour in a partic-
ular voiced region. Also there may be significant variation of pitch within a voiced
region which may lead to possibility of more than one pitch contour marking for that
region. Therefore, a voiced region is further segmented into some regions having a
continuous and flat or rising or falling pitch contours. Then the segmented regions
are marked according to the degree of change of pitch contour. If the contour is flat,
then FR is used for marking where F tends for flat and R is the average pitch value.
A rising pitch is marked by LH (low-to-high) or VLH (very low-to-high) or LVH
(low-to-very high) according to the rising slope and position of the pitch contour
edges. Similarly, a falling pitch is marked by HL (high-to-low) or VHL (very high-
to-low) or HVL (high-to-very low). These automatic segmentations and markings
are then corrected manually to get a complete error-free marking. This is done by
deleting, inserting, or shifting the automatically segmentated boundaries followed
by a substitution of pitch contour marking (if necessary).

Thewhole procedure is described in the following sections. Section10.2 describes
voiced region detection. Section10.3 describes segmentation of voiced speech into
small segments. Automatic marking of pitch contour is described in Sect. 10.4.
Manual correction of automatic segmentation and marking procedure is described
in Sect. 10.5. Automatic process evaluation and discussion is done in Sect. 10.6.
Section10.7 summarizes the work and concludes.
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10.2 Detection of Voiced Speech Regions

Voiced speech segment posseses significant glottal activity. Detection of voiced
speech involves detection of the significant glottal activity in the speech. Rest of
the regions include unvoiced speech, silence as well as background noise. Zero fre-
quency filtering (ZFF) of speech is one of the best method to estimate the voiced
epochs [5]. The effect of impulse like excitation of the glottal source is felt in all
frequencies including the zero frequency. ZFF output contains energy around the
zero frequency which is mainly the impulses due to excitation. The ZFFS are robust
to various degradations, since most of the frequency components are attenuated. The
ZFFS can be computed from the speech signal as follows [5]:

• Difference the speech signal s(n)

x(n) = s(n) − s(n − 1) (10.1)

• Compute the output of a cascade of two ideal digital resonators at 0Hz

y(n) = −
4∑

k=1

ak y(n − k) + x(n) (10.2)

where a1 = 4, a2 = −6, a3 = 4, a4 = −1
• Remove the trend i.e.,

ŷ(n) = y(n) − ȳ(n) (10.3)

where ȳ(n) = (1/(2N + 1))
∑N

n=−N y(n) and 2N + 1 corresponds to the average
pitch period computed over a longer segment of speech.

• The trend removed signal ŷ(n) is the ZFFS.

The positive zero crossings of the ZFFS will give the location of epochs [5].
The first-order difference of the ZFFS can be treated as strength of excitation at the
epochs [6]. A procedure for detection of voiced region using ZFF is described in [7].
The key idea is that addition of a small amount of noise to the speech signal does
not affect the zero crossings of the ZF filtered signal in the voiced region, whereas it
leads to zero crossings at random locations in all other regions. The epochs in voiced
speech are produced due to glottal closure which impart the most significant impulse
like excitation to the vocal tract system. These high SNR epochs are robust to noise
and can be located using ZFF with high precision and accuracy even in presence of
degradation. Unvoiced and silence region does not contain any significant excitation
and result in zero crossings located at random instants.These locations can easily get
affected by the addition of even a small amount of noise. Additional spurious epochs
are eliminated using the knowledge of pitch and jitter information The procedure of
detection of voiced speech region is as follows:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.2 Detection of voiced speech regions. Plot a shows Speech signal with detected voiced
region (solid lines) and plot b shows pitch contour with voiced region boundaries (dashed lines)

• Extract the epoch locations of clean speech using ZFF.
• Add 20db of white gaussian noise to the speech signal.
• Extract the epoch locations of noisy speech using ZFF.
• If epoch difference between the locations obtained in the two cases are less than
2ms, then retain it; otherwise, discard the epoch.

• Calculate the instantaneous pitch period using the epoch locations and eliminate
the epoch if its pitch period is more than 15ms.

• Calculate the instantaneous jitter and eliminate the epoch if jitter is more than
1ms.

Figure10.2 shows speech signal along with voiced region detected by the above
method.

10.3 Segmentation of Voiced Speech into Small Segments

Final objective is tomark the regionswith continuous pitch contour. There are several
well-knownmethods available in the literature for determining pitch.Autocorrelation
method is one of the classical methods [8]. Zero frequency filtering-based method
is good for instantaneous pitch determination [9]. Here, we are interested to get
a smooth pitch contour for analysis, so autocorrelation method is used to compute
average pitch using a 20ms frame sizewith 5ms frame shift.Within a voiced segment,
there can be discontinuity in the pitch contour. Whenever there exists a significant
pitch variation in the voiced segment, more than one pitch marking is possible in
the same voiced segment. The discontinuity is calculated by taking difference of the
pitch contour. Difference of the pitch contour will have high value at the point of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.3 Segmentation of voiced speech regions (solid lines) into small segments. Segmentation
is shown in dashed lines with Speech signal in plot (a) and Pitch contour in plot (b)

discontinuity. A threshold is fixed to detect the point of discontinuity and marked
a segment boundary at the discontinuity. Figure10.3 describes segmentation of one
voice segment to several segments. For example, in the first voiced region (solid
line), the pitch contour is discontinuous. This discontinuity is detected and declared
as a pitch contour boundary as shown by the dashed line.

10.4 Pitch Contour Marking

Once the segments are obtained, they are marked with one of the following marking:
HL (high-to-low), VHL (very high-to-low), HVL (high-to-very low), LH (low-to-
high), VLH (very low-to-high), LVH (low-to-very high), FR (F means flat and R is
the average value of the pitch in that segment). One simple way to decide whether a
contour is rising or falling can be to see the difference between average value of first
and last few samples. But sometimes, spurious detection of pitch values especially
at the edges, may lead to incorrect decision. That is why the pitch values are fitted
with a line. Fitting is done using linear regression which estimates the coefficients
(β1, β2) of a polynomial of degree one that fits the values best in a least-squares
sense. The estimated line is

ŷ = β1x + β2 (10.4)

where, x is a vector = (1, 2 . . . , N ) and N is the length of the segment. Now themark-
ing is obtained based on the measure of the height value. The height (ĥ) is calculated
by taking the difference between the first and the last sample in the fitted line.

ĥ = ŷ(1) − ŷ(N ) (10.5)
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Now if the height value is more than 20, then it is decided that the pitch contour
is rising and if it is less than −20, then it is a falling pitch contour. If height is more
than 100 or less than −100, then the pitch contour can have a very high or very low
pitch value at the edge. Which edge will have the high or low value is determined
by finding the closeness of the pitch values at the edges to the average pitch value
(APV) of the speech utterance. If height is in between −20 and 20, the contour is
decided to be flat. For a flat pitch contour, the average pitch value is calculated and
written along with the flat marking. Based on these conditions, the pitch contours
are marked as one of the following: HL, VHL, HVL, LH, VLH, LVH, and FR. The
pseudocode for marking the pitch contour in a given segment based on the conditions
described below.

If ĥ > 20
then
if ĥ > 100
then
if (|ŷ(1) − APV |− |APV − ŷ(N )|) > 0
then mark VHL
else mark HVL

else mark HL
elseif ĥ < −20
then
if ĥ < −100
then
if (|ŷ(1) − APV |− |APV − ŷ(N )|) > 0
then mark VLH
else mark LVH

else mark LH
else mark FR

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10.4 Automatic pitch contour marking. Plot a shows Speech signal and plot b shows its pitch
contour along with automatic segmentation (dashed lines) and markings
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Figure10.4 shows a speech waveform along with automatic pitch contour
markings.

10.5 Manual Error Correction

Automatically segmented and marked speech segments are then manually corrected
by looking at the output of the automatic marking in the wavesurfer. An error can
be in the segmentation boundary or in the pitch contour marking. An error in the
segmentation boundary can be of the following types.

• There should not be any segment boundary, but one is detected. In this case, an
error correction will be to delete the segment boundary.

• There should be a segment boundary, but no segment boundary is detected. In this
case, an error correction will be to insert a segment boundary.

• The segment boundary is not detected at appropriate position. In this case, an error
correction will be to shift the position of the segment boundary.

An error in the pitch contour marking is a wrong marking of a particular segment.
The marking process is dependent on the height value computed from the first and
last samples of the estimated line in the segment. Anything wrong in the detection
of segment boundary may lead to spurious pitch values at the edges which may in
turn lead to wrong computation of the height value. Wrong computation of height
values may result in a wrong pitch contour marking. In this case, an error correction
can be to manually change the marking.

Figure10.5 illustrates the manual correction process. Two different errors are
illustrated in the figure. The automatic segmentation and marking is loaded in the
transcription pane of thewavesurfer alongwith thewaveform and pitch contour pane.

Fig. 10.5 Manual error correction in wavesurfer. Automatic process detects seven segmentation
boundaries and four markings. Fourth boundary is misplaced, hence shifted toward right (shown
by an arrow); and sixth boundary is a spurious one and hence is deleted (shown by the cross mark)
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Table 10.1 Performance
evaluation

DEL (%) INS (%) SFT (%) SUB (%)

9.38 7.18 6.89 18.91

Seven segmentation boundaries and four markings are detected by the automatic
segmentation and marking process. The fourth boundary detected by the automatic
method is to be shifted toward right as shown by the arrow mark. Again the sixth
boundary is a spurious one, hence to be deleted as described by the cross mark. The
last marking should now be corrected as HVL (Table10.1).

10.6 Results and Discussion

100 speech sentences containing around 700 pitch contour segments collected from
30 different speakers are used for the evaluation of automatic segmentation and
marking of pitch contours. Performance is evaluated in terms of percentage ofmanual
error correction.

• DEL: Percentage of deleted segment boundaries in the manual correction process
out of total number of actual boundaries.

• INS: Percentage of inserted segment boundaries in the manual correction process
out of total number of actual boundaries.

• SFT: Percentage of shifted segment boundaries in the manual correction process
out of total number of actual boundaries.

• SUB: Percentage of substituted pitch contour markings in the manual correction
process out of total number of actual pitch markings.

Percentage of substitutedmarking is quite high which is expected because manual
marking is totally a subjective procedure and any wrong pitch value in the segment
boundaries may lead to a wrong automatic marking. It is observed that the significant
amount of work is reduced by introducing the semiautomatic procedure, instead of
doing it fully manually. In a complete manual process, the transcriber has to first
decide about voiced/unvoiced region. Sometimes, one has to zoom-in the waveform
again and again to check if there is periodicity which is a time-consuming process.
But in the semiautomatic process, the voiced/unvoiced decision is made fully auto-
matic with high accuracy. Apart from that writing everything in the complete manual
transcription procedure is a highly time-consuming process compared to inserting,
deleting, or shifting a segment boundary wherever required.
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10.7 Summary and Conclusion

This work describes a semiautomatic procedure for segmentation and marking of
pitch contour useful for prosodic analysis of speech. The procedure is automatic
segmentation and marking followed by manual error correction. Automatic segmen-
tation is carried out using a voiced–nonvoiced classification method followed by
segmentation of continuous pitch contour within voiced regions. Automatic mark-
ing is done by calculating a height value from the line fitted to the pitch contour.
Depending on height value it is decided whether a pitch contour is rising, falling, or
flat. Seven different markings as discussed in Sect. 10.4 are used for pitch contour
marking.Automatic segmentation andmarkings are then correctedmanually.Manual
correction is done by loading the speech files and labels in wavesurfer. A correction
in segmentation is made by either deleting a spurious segment boundary or inserting
a missing segment boundary or shifting the position of a detected segment boundary.
A correction in marking is done by substituting a wrong marking. Performance is
evaluated in terms of these four parameters. It is observed that semiautomatization
have reduced significant amount of manual work. The semiautomatically marked
pitch contours will be used for prosodic analysis of speech required for different
purposes such as speech synthesis, emotion detection etc.
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Chapter 11
Semi-automatic Syllable Labelling
for Assamese Language Using HMM
and Vowel Onset-Offset Points

Biswajit Dev Sarma, Mousmita Sarma and S.R.M. Prasanna

Abstract Syllables play an important role in speech synthesis and recognition.
Prosodic information is embedded into syllable units of speech. Here we present
a method for semi-automatic syllable labelling of Assamese speech utterances using
HiddenMarkovModels (HMMs) and vowel onset-offset points. Semi-automatic syl-
lable labelling means syllable labelling of the speech signal when transcription or the
text corresponding to the speech file is provided. HMMmodels for 15 broad classes
of phone is built. Time label of the transcription is obtained by the forced alignment
procedure using the HMMmodels. A parser is used to convert the word transcription
to syllable transcription using certain syllabification rules. This syllable transcription
and the time label of the phones are used to get the time label of the syllables. Now
the syllable labelling output is refined using the knowledge of vowel onset point and
vowel offset point derived from the speech signal using different signal processing
techniques. This refinement gives improvement in terms of both syllable detection
as well as average deviation in the syllable onset and offset.

Keywords Syllable, Syllabification · Hidden markov model · Vowel onset point ·
Vowel offset point

11.1 Introduction

Syllables are viewed as an important unit of prosody because many phonological
rules and constraints apply within syllables or at syllable boundaries [1]. In addition
to the linguistic significance, syllable boundary detection is very important in speech
synthesis and automatic speech recognition [2]. Most of the Indian languages are
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syllabic in nature. So syllable-based text-to-speech synthesis or speech recognition
(SR) system is suitable for Indian languages. Syllables have better representational
and durational stability relative to the phoneme and therefore considered as the basic
unit formanySR systems in literature [3]. Syllable-like units are proposed as the basic
unit of SR in 1975 [4]. In [5], it is shown that for Indian languages, syllable-like unit
segmentation followed by isolated recognition of segmented syllables in continuous
speech performs well. In text-to-speech synthesis system, different modules such as
a letter-to-phoneme module, a prosody module or a synthesis module uses syllables.
The pronunciation of a given phoneme tends to vary depending on its location within
a syllable. In unit selection approach for speech synthesis, syllable units are labelled
in the speech utterances and stored. At the time of synthesis, suitable syllable units,
depending on the context, are extracted from the database and concatenated. In all
these applications, syllable-marked speech database is required either for creating a
model or for concatenation. This work presents an alternate way of manual syllable
labelling of speech signal when transcription is provided.

Segmentation techniques are mostly based on hidden markov models and uses
phonemes or syllable models [6]. To get the boundaries of the syllables from con-
tinuous speech, a temporal flow model network is used in [7]. Group delay-based
techniques are used in literature for automatic syllable transcription in [3].

In our work, we use HiddenMarkovModel (HMM) to get the syllable boundaries
at first level. Later, these boundaries are refined by the knowledge of certain land-
marks in the vowel region. In case of Indian languages more than 90% of syllables
have Cn V and V Cn structure [8]. Where C denotes consonant, V denotes vowel and
n is referring to number of consonants (n = 0, 1, 2, 3). For a syllable of type V Cn

and Cn V , the onset or offset of the syllable is the onset or offset of the vowel in the
unit. There are suitable techniques available in the literature for accurate detection of
vowel onset and offset [9–11]. By using this knowledge, syllable boundary marking
is obtained more accurately.

The paper is structured as follows. Section11.2 describes the Assamese phoneset
used in the syllabification process. Section11.3 describes about the syllabification
parser for converting word transcription to syllable transcription. HMM-based sylla-
ble labelling is discussed in Sect. 11.4. Refinement of the syllable boundary marking
using vowel landmarks are described in Sect. 11.5. Section11.6 demonstrates the
results and Sect. 11.7 concludes.

11.2 Assamese Phoneset

In [12], a phoneset of Assamese is presented for isolated word recognition task.
However, that phoneset ismade for a limited vocabulary database (around 150words)
and does not contain all phones present in the Assamese language. 23 consonants,
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Table 11.1 Table representing the Assamese script symbol, corresponding IPA symbol and symbol
used in the syllabification parser

I

I I

It is to note that some entries under the Assamese script are blank as there is no symbol defined for
those sounds

8 vowels and 5 diphthongs are used in the task. In continuous speech having large
vocabulary, some additional diphthongs are observed to be presentwhich are required
for the syllabification parser in ourwork. The list of phones used in thiswork is shown
in Table11.1.
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I

II
I

Fig. 11.1 Syllabification parser

11.3 Syllabification Parser

Syllabification parser converts phone-level transcriptions having word boundaries
to a syllable-level transcription as shown in Fig. 11.1. Using the phoneset shown in
Table11.1, a phone-level transcription is made for the speech database. A space is
inserted between the words to retain the word-level information. Now the transcrip-
tion is processed one word at a time to get the syllables present in that word. To
convert one word to syllables, certain general syllabification rules [13] along with
some rules specific to the language are derived and applied. The rules are as follows:

• Each vowel or diphthong will produce a separate nucleus
• If a single consonant is present in the left of the nucleus, it will be a onset of the
right syllable

• If two consonants are present in between two vowels, the first consonant will be
part of coda of previous syllable and the second will be onset of the next syllable
(e.g. gahbar −− > gah bar)

• In the previous case, when the second consonant is a member of the set /r/ /y/, both
the consonants would be a part of onset of the next syllable (e.g., kritrim −− >

kri trim)
• If there are three or more consonants between two consecutive vowels, the first
consonant will be a part of the coda of the previous syllable while the remaining
consonants will be onset of the next syllable. (e.g. jaantrik −− > jaan trik)

• A consonant cluster at the beginning and end of a word will be part of onset and
coda of the first and last syllable, respectively.

11.4 HMM-Based Semi-automatic Syllabification

A hidden markov model-based classifier is developed to classify the broad sound
categories. Three classes are formed for each of nasal, affricate and fricative, i.e. all
sounds belonging to a particular class is merged to form a single class. Stops have
many variations, so six separate classes are prepared for the stop sounds. Diphthongs
are transcribed as a combination of two vowels and are not treated as separate classes;
three classes are formed for the vowels by merging similar vowels into one class.
Approximants are put into three different broad classes. Assamese phones described
in Sect. 11.3 are used to form 14 such classes and Table11.2 shows the phones
corresponding to each class. The phones are merged because the purpose is not to
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Table 11.2 Assamese phones under different classes

Stops k, kh g, gh t, th d, dh p, ph b, bh

Fricatives s, j, x, h

Nasals m, n, ng

Vowels a, u, o aa i, e, ee

Approximants r l y

build a phone recognizer but to get the phone boundaries. These phone boundaries
will in turn be used to get the syllable boundaries for the syllables produced by the
parser. HMM is used for this purpose because viterbi algorithm can give the best
optimal path for a given model to produce a known observation sequence.

Context-independent monophone HMMs are built for each of these classes and
one for the silence. Language information is not used in the system. Three states
are used to model each class. Each state uses 32 mixtures Gaussian mixture model
(GMMs). 9 hours of speech data collected from 35 native Assamese speakers are
used for building the phonemodels. Five iterations of Embedded Baum–Welch train-
ing is carried out for reestimation of model parameters. The open-source HMM tool
kit (HTK) [14] is used for building the phone recognition system. The same system
when built for the 39 phone labels listed in [15] using TIMIT training set (10 utter-
ances of duration 3–5s from each of 462 speakers) and tested on the TIMIT test set
(10 utterances from each of 168 speakers), the performance accuracy of phoneme
recognition is found to be 66.33%.

The transcription with the reduced phoneset is used for forced-alignment using
the HMMmodels to get the phone boundaries. Now a syllable boundary is obtained
from the phone boundary of the first and the last phone of that syllable. A perl script
is used to do this operation.

11.5 Refinement of the Syllabification Output Using Vowel
Onset and Offset Point

The vowel contains the major portion of the syllable unit. For syllables of type CV
and VC, accurate detection of a syllable boundary is dependent on accurate detection
of onset and offset of the vowel unit. For Indian languages, 90% of the syllables are
CV units [8]. For continuous CV utterances, accurate detection of vowel offset will in
turn make accurate detection of the next consonant onset. In one line, we can say that
accurate detection of vowel onset and offset will make overall accurate detection of
syllable onset and offset. There are several signal processingmethods available in the
literature to detect the vowel onset point (VOP) and vowel offset or end point (VEP)
accurately. These techniques can be used to refine the boundaries of the syllable
units. In [10], a VOP detection technique is proposed which is one of the recent
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VOP detection technique. The VOP is detected by combining three evidences—1.
excitation source, 2. sum of spectral peaks and 3. modulation spectrum energy. The
most recent paper on VEP detection proposes two techniques for VEP detection
[11]. First method uses spectral energy computed in the glottal closure region and
the second method uses the combination of three evidences. In our work, the method
that uses the combined evidence is used for VOP and VEP detection as described in
[10, 11].

Evidence from excitation source information is extracted in following sequence
of steps: First the Hilbert envelope (HE) of linear prediction (LP) residual of speech
signal is determined. HE of LP residual is smoothed by convolving the signal with
a Hamming window of size 50 ms. The change of the smoothed signal at the VOP
and VEP present is further enhanced by computing its slope by taking first-order
difference (FOD). The signal is convolvedwith the first-order Gaussian differentiator
(FOGD). The output of the convolution is the evidence using excitation source.

Evidence from spectral peaks energy is obtained using the following sequence of
operations. 20ms block processing is performed in the speech signal with a shift of
10ms. A 256-point DFT is computed for each block and 10 largest peaks are obtained
from the frequency spectrum. The sum of energies of these spectral components is
computed. The change at theVOP andVEP present is further enhanced by computing
its slope by taking the first-order difference (FOD). The enhanced signal is convolved
with FOGD operator. The output of the convolution is the evidence using spectral
peaks energy.

Modulation spectrum represents the slowly varying temporal envelope of speech
signal. VOP and VEP detection using modulation spectrum energy is carried out in
the following sequence of steps. Low-frequency components dominate the temporal
envelope of speech signal. Speech signal is passed through a set of critical bandpass
filters and the components corresponding to 4–16Hz is summedup. The output of this
summation is the modulation spectrum-based VOP/VEP evidence. The modulation
spectrum energy-based evidence is further enhanced by determining its slope using
FOD. This enhanced signal is convolved with FOGD operator. The output of the
convolution is the evidence using modulation spectrum energies.

All three evidences are combined to get final evidence for VOP and VEP. The
positive and negative peaks in the combined evidence signal are marked as the VOPs
and VEPs, respectively.

Figure11.2a shows syllable marking by HMM-based technique described in the
previous section along with actual marking. In case of the C1V unit around 400ms it
is seen that although theC1V unit is spotted, the end point of the unit ismuch deviated
from the actual endpoint. Similarly in case of the V C0 unit around 100ms the end
point of the unit is deviated from the actual endpoint. Endpoint of the C1V and V C0

unit is the endpoint of the vowel in it. Similarly, start point of the V C0 unit is the
onset point of the vowel. Using accurate detection of VOP and VEP, segmentation
accuracy of these two units can be improved. Figure11.2b shows syllable marking
after refinement along with actual marking.
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Fig. 11.2 Syllable labelling of the word ‘edinate’: a HMM-based marking with arrow and manual
marking with circle b Marking after refinement with arrow and manual marking with circle

The refinement procedure is as follows:

• Determine the syllable boundaries using the HMM-based technique described in
the previous section.

• Now, if a syllable is having Cn V structure, detect the VEP of the vowel present
in the unit and if any VEP is found within 20ms of the syllable end point, declare
the detected VEP as the refined syllable end point.

• Similarly, if a syllable is having V Cn structure, detect theVOPof the vowel present
in the unit and if any VOP is found within 20ms of the syllable onset point, declare
the detected VOP as the refined syllable onset point.

11.6 Results and Discussion

50 sentences from the Assamese database which are not part of the training data
are taken and are manually labelled the syllables using wave-surfer. Pitch contour,
spectrogram etc. are used for accurate labelling. Now the same sentences are tested
with the proposed system. The performance is evaluated using the parameters shown
bellow.

DetectionRate (DR): Percentage of syllable onset and offset detectedwithin 40ms
deviation of actual syllable onset and offset.

Average Deviation (AD): Average of the deviations of all the detected syllable
onsets and offsets.

Spurious detection (SD): Syllable Onset or Offset that is detected beyond 40ms
of an actual Onset or Offset.

System performance before and after refinement are shown in Table11.3. It is seen
that using only HMM-based method gives 92.81% detection rate which is improved
to 93.35% after refining with the knowledge of VOP and VEP. In case of average
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Table 11.3 Syllable labelling performance

Method DR (%) AD (ms) SD (%)

HMM 92.81 14 7.19

HMM+VOP/VEP 93.35 12 6.65

deviation,HMMgives around 14ms of average deviation,whereas, the refined output
gives 12ms of average deviation. Thus, after refinement, improvement is observed
in terms of detection rate and average deviation.

11.7 Summary and Conclusion

This work describes a semi-automatic syllable labelling procedure using HMM and
the knowledge of VOP and VEP. A syllabification parser which uses a set of syllab-
ification rules to convert the phone transcriptions to syllable transcription is built.
A 15 class broad phone classifier is trained to get forced aligned boundary of the
phones. Syllable boundaries are obtained from the phone boundaries. These syllable
boundaries are refined using the knowledge of VOP and VEP detected by different
signal processing techniques. Refinement gives 0.54% improvement in the detection
rate and 2ms improvement in average deviation of the syllable onset and offset. As
a part of future work, this syllable labelling procedure can be used in Assamese text-
to-speech synthesis systems as well as in speech recognition systems to incorporate
prosodic knowledge.
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Chapter 12
Block Matching Algorithms for Motion
Estimation: A Performance-Based Study

Hussain Ahmed Choudhury and Monjul Saikia

Abstract Motion estimation (ME) process is the most crucial and time-consuming
part of video compression technique. So many block-based motion estimation tech-
niques were developed to make ME easy and fast. In this paper we have reviewed
almost all the existing BMA from very old Full Search (FS) to recently developed
Reduced Three-Step Logarithmic Search (RTSLS) and Cross Three-Step Logarith-
mic Search (CTSLS), and so on. We have also compared them based on the compu-
tations needed per macroblock and the PSNR value of compensated image. Earlier
Adaptive Rood Pattern Search (ARPS) was found to be most computationally effi-
cient but during the review we have applied the old algorithms along with recently
developed Zero Motion preadjusted RTSLS (ZMRTSLS) and Zero Motion pread-
justed CTSLS (ZMCTSLS) are found to be more computationally efficient than even
ARPS.

Keywords BMA · RTSLS · ZMRTSLS · CTSLS · ZMCTSLS

12.1 Introduction

In the recent years, the video communication became an integral part of communi-
cation channel and most popular medium of entertainment. So we need to process
the videos fast and in better way and for doing that we will have to store them effi-
ciently and encode them properly with the help of hybrid video codec. The process
of encoding requires finding out the difference in position of the moving object from
one frame to another. This requires a great deal of computation and this is similar
to search technique which finds the best match of current block in reference frame.
This process is the most important aspect of video compression called motion esti-
mation. The motion estimation can be done by comparing pixel to pixel values of
two consecutive or so frames. But it requires a great deal of computations and time.
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So we divide the image frames into nonoverlapping blocks called macroblocks and
do block by block matching to get the best match. This process is called as block-
based motion estimation and it reduces the number of computations by many folds.
The motion estimation process gives us the coordinate difference between the posi-
tions between two frames referred as current frame and reference frame. We denote
it as motion vectors (MV).

In this paper we have reviewed almost all the major existing techniques for
motion estimation and compared their performances based on the computations
taken per macroblock and PSNR value of compensated image. In the paper Sect. 12.2
explains the mode of macroblocks (MB), Sect. 12.3 explains different existing BMA,
Sect. 12.4 explains simulation results, Sect. 12.5 explains comparative study results
and followed by conclusion and references.

12.2 Mode of Macroblock

There are certain macroblocks which do not undergo significant amount of motion
and other undergoing very significant motion. Suppose that we have to encode a
macroblock which has no correspondence in past frame then have to encode them
directly with intra-frame coding. Intra frame means there is no past reference. There
are some macroblocks which have correspondence in past frame, can be encoded
with inter-frame coding.

12.3 Existing Block Matching Algorithm

The following are the existing algorithms used in block matching of videos.

12.3.1 Full Search (FS)

It is the earliest and slowest block-based motion estimation technique for motion
estimation [1–3]. But as it checks all positions within a search, it gives us opti-
mal result, i.e., best match with maximum PSNR value for compensated image.
For a search range of five pixels in all directions, we need to compare and check
(2 ∗ 5 + 1)2 = 121 positions for minimum MAD value corresponding to best MV.
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Fig. 12.1 Search pattern of
block-based gradient descent
search algorithm

12.3.2 Block-Based Gradient Descent Search (BBGDS)

BBGDS [4] starts searching nine locations with step size 1 in an area of 3× 3 for
best motion vector (MV). The search pattern follows the steps mentioned below
(Fig. 12.1):

1. With the initial step size 1, BBGDS searches the all nine positions around the
center (0, 0) positions for best match corresponding to minimumMean Absolute
Difference.

2. If the minimum MAD is found to be at center of earlier step, we will stop the
search and the (0, 0) will be our position of best match and (0, 0) becomes the
MV. This is known as halfway stop policy. If we do not find the best match at
center, we will shift the center to the new minimum and will follow the first step
until we find the best match at the center.

12.3.3 Three-Step Search (TSS)

This is the combination of 2DLS and Cross Search (CS) which completes in three
steps [2, 3, 5–9]. The search starts with a step size 4 and searches nine points in
all direction in first step. In the second and third step, this algorithm searches 8 and
8 locations for best match with step sizes 2 and 1, respectively. When the step size
becomes one, the position corresponding to minimum MAD will give the best MV.
So a total of 25 locations are needed to be searched for each macroblock for finding
best-matching MV.
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Fig. 12.2 OSA search
pattern

12.3.4 Orthogonal Search Algorithm (OSA)

This algorithm [10] has combined the properties of Three-Step Search (TSS) and
2-Dimensional Logarithmic Search (2DLS). It starts with search in horizontal direc-
tion and then in vertical direction. If we consider the maximum displacement to be
+8 then the search follows the steps mentioned below: (Fig. 12.2)

1. The search starts with step size equal to the half of the maximum displacement,
i.e., 4. In this step, it searches three points in the horizontal direction including
left and right points at a distance of 4 from center and the center position itself
for minimum MAD. Then we shift the center to the new minimum point.

2. Next we search the points in vertical direction of the new minimum position, i.e.,
one point above and one point below at a distance of 4 for minimum MAD. We
shift the center to the new minimum.

3. Reduce the step size by half, i.e., step size becomes 2. Thenwe follow the first and
second step with step size 2 until step size becomes 1. When step size becomes 1,
we follow the earlier steps and the coordinate of minimumMAD will give us the
best MV.

12.3.5 One at a Time Search (OTS)

As the name suggests it searches the points in horizontal direction for best MV
followed by vertical direction. In each step of vertical or horizontal search one extra
point is need to be checked. This algorithm follows the steps as follows:
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1. In this step, we check three positions for minimumMAD at center and two points
around it in horizontal direction.

2. If the minimum point is the center of previous step, then we start searching 2
points around the center in vertical direction and the minimum MAD position
will be the best MV else follow step 3.

3. Shift the center to the minimum position of the first step and continue search in
the same direction till we find the minimum at center. In each step of horizontal
search, we consider one extra point to search for best match. When we get the
minimum at center we follow step 2.

12.3.6 Reduced Three-Step Logarithmic Search (RTSLS)

This algorithm [11] is the modified version of TSS. It is proposed in the year 2014
which is the newest of all [11]. In the first step, this algorithm computes five locations
for minimum MAD with step size S = 4, including center at the end of ‘+’. In each
step, it reduces the step size by half till it becomes 1. In the rest two steps, it computes
4 points each time with S = 2 and S = 1, respectively. When the step size is 1, the
coordinate position corresponding to minimum MAD will give us best MV (Shown
in Fig. 12.3).

Thus it computes 13 points for finding the best match and it completes in
three steps.

Fig. 12.3 RTSLS search
pattern
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12.3.7 Zero Motion Preadjusted RTSLS (ZMRTSLS)

It is the RTSLS with halfway stop condition. In the first step, RTSLS computes 5
points for minimum MAD with step size S = 4. In this algorithm, one condition
is added to RTSLS to check whether the minimum is at the center of the first step
or not. If it is found that the minimum is at the center, there is no need to search
for minimum MAD in the next steps. This stops the search in the first step and it
is predicted that the block is not moving and give us the MV as (0, 0) with only 5
computations. As before doing many steps, we predict the zero motion of block so
accordingly it is called zero motion preadjusted RTSLS (ZMRTSLS).

12.3.8 Cross Three-Step Logarithmic Search (CTSLS)

This [12] is also the modification of TSS and other form of RTSLS [12]. The dif-
ference between RTSLS and CTSLS is that RTSLS checks the points at the end
of ‘+’ (plus) whereas CTSLS checks points at the end points of ‘X’ (cross). This
search also computes 5 points with S = 4, 4 points with S = 2 and 4 points with
S = 1. So the difference in search pattern in CTSLS than that of RTSLS, effects the
PSNR values of compensated image though the computations needed are same, i.e.,
with 13 checking points we can get the best MV.

12.3.9 Zero Motion Preadjusted CTSLS (ZMCTSLS)

This is also similar with that of ZMRTSLS. The added condition of preadjusted zero
motion to CTSLS makes it computationally more efficient than to CTSLS. It takes
an average of only 5 checking points for finding best match.

12.3.10 Reduced Diamond Search Algorithm (RDS)

This is basically the modification of the Diamond Search Algorithm [13, 14]. It is
computationally more efficient than DS [13]. The search steps are:

1. It starts with the search of 5 points at end of + for best matching block which is
the point of minimum MAD. If the minimum is located at the center, follow step
4 else step 2.

2. Now we check two more new points near the minimum location to form half
diamond shape pattern. Then we calculate MAD at these points and compare for
minimum MAD at those locations.
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3. Shift the center to the new minimum and form new LDSP taking this as center. If
the minimum occurs again at the same position, follow step 4 else keep repeating
this step.

4. We follow SDSP. The position with minimum MAD will be the best MV.

12.4 Simulation Results

In our experiment we have taken the mean absolute difference (MAD) as a measure
of matching criteria. We have applied the techniques by taking macroblock size of
8× 8 and 16× 16. The maximum displacement in search area is taken as+7 and the
search area as (2 × 7 + 1) × (2 × 7 + 1) = 225.

The simulation is performed on different video sequences with different frame
length as listed in Table12.1. The results and outputs are obtained as average no. of
searching points required per macroblock and the PSNR.

In the following Table12.2 we have shown the results obtained by using various
existing block-based ME techniques for average values of PSNR.

12.5 Comparative Study Results

12.5.1 Complexity Point of View

The Average number of computations required by different Block Based Motion
Estimation techniques is shown in Fig. 12.4.

Table 12.1 Video Sequences chosen for analysis

Frame format (Numbers of
frames)

Sequences Video frames

avi (240× 360, 80 frames) Sample video

ras (288× 352, 30 frames) Missa
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Fig. 12.4 Average
computations required by
different techniques (X-axis:
Frame Number, Y-axis:
Computations)

Fig. 12.5 PSNR values per
macroblock of different
techniques (X-axis: Frame
Number, Y-axis: PSNR)

12.5.2 In Case of PSNR Values

We have applied the existing algorithms on different video sequences and the PSNR
values are obtained for them. Following Fig. 12.5 shows the PSNR values obtained
by using different techniques on SampleVideo.avi (Table12.3).
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Table 12.3 Summary table of Comparative study

Algorithm Summary

FS: The FS algorithm searches for the best matching within a large
window [-p:p][-p:p]. So for a displacement of +7, we need to check
almost 225 locations for best match

TSS: This algorithm completes in three steps and takes an average of 25
computations per MB for finding beat match [2, 3, 5–9]. (shown in
Fig. 12.4)

NTSS: It is an improved version of TSS. It takes an average of 17
computations/MB in best case and 33 computations/MB in worst case
[1, 2, 5, 7, 19]. (shown in Fig. 12.4)

4SS: It completes in four steps. The computations/MB of 4SS varies from
17 to 27 [1–3, 7, 8, 15, 20]. (shown in Fig. 12.4)

2DLS: This algorithm takes an average of 13 to 17 computations/MB to find
the best MV [6, 9]

OSA: If we consider a maximum displacement of +7, OSA takes 13
computations/MB [3]

CSA: The computations taken by CSA [16] can be found by using the
formula 5 + 4 ∗ log2S where S is the initial step size. If we choose
S = 4 for a displacement of +7, the computations taken by CSA will
become 13 per MB [3, 6, 7]

OTS: The number of checking points required by the OTS algorithm varies
from 5 to 17 [3]

HXSP: It can be easily derived that the total number of search points per block
will be N(x, y) = 7 + 3 ∗ n + 4 where (x, y) is the final motion vector
found and n is the number of iterations [8]

RTSLS: This takes an average of 13 computations per macroblock for finding
MV [11]. (shown in Fig. 12.4)

ZMRTSLS: This technique reduces the number of comparisons per macroblock to
almost 5 if it finds the least cost at the center of first step. (shown in
Fig. 12.4)

CTSLS: This technique also has the advantage over TSS and NTSS but takes
same 13 checking points to give the best motion vector. (shown in
Fig. 12.4)

ZMCTSLS: This technique reduces the computations required per block in CTSLS
to almost half. (shown in Fig. 12.4)

12.6 Conclusion

From the study results, it is seen that FS has both the highest computational complex-
ity and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) value and guarantees the optimal solution.
But still to make faster search many fast block-based motion estimation techniques
are developed, though they give suboptimal solutions only. From the experimen-
tal results shown in Table12.2, we can say that out of the techniques, RTSLS and
CTSLS take almost half of the computations for findingMVrequired byTSSwhereas
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produce compensated image of similar quality. These algorithms are even computa-
tionally more efficient than NTSS, 4SS, 2DLS, SES [17], and many others. Results
also show that ZMRTSLS and ZMCTSLS are found to be most computationally
efficient even better than Adaptive Rood pattern search (ARPS) [2, 18].
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Chapter 13
Stressed Speech Recognition Using Similarity
Measurement on Inner Product Space

Bhanu Priya and S. Dandapat

Abstract In this paper, similarity measurement on different inner product space
approach is proposed for analysis of stressed speech. The similarity is measured
between neutral speech subspace and stressed speech subspace. Cosine between
neutral speech and stressed speech is taken as similarity measurement parameter. It
is asssumed that, speech and stress components of stressed speech are linearly related
to each other.Cosine betweenneutral and stressed speechmultiples of stressed speech
contains speech information of stressed speech. Complement cosine (1-cosine) mul-
tiples of stressed speech is taken as stress component of stressed speech. Neutral
speech subspace is created by all neutral speech of the training database and stressed
speech subspace contain stressed (angry, sad, lombard, happy) speech. From exper-
iment, it is observed that, stress information of stressed speech is not present in
the complement cosine (1-cosine) times of stressed speech on different inner prod-
uct space. The linear relationship between speech and stress component of stressed
speech exists only for some specific inner product space. All the experiments are
done using nonlinear (TEO-CB-Auto-Env) feature.

Keywords TEO-CB-Auto-Env · Dot product · Unbiased covariance · Cosine ·
Inner product

13.1 Introduction

Speech is produced by articulator movement and airflow from the respiratory system.
Stressed speechmeans speech produced by some alteration of speech production sys-
tem. Therefore, stressed speech is produced by speaker, under some environmental
factor, emotional state, emergency condition, sleep deprivation, multitasking con-
dition, etc. Neutral speech is produced by speaker in stress-free condition. Hansen
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and Patil [1] shown that moment (mean) analysis of fundamental frequency for loud,
angry, and lombard condition speech is different from neutral condition speech.
Phoneme duration changes in stressed speech as compared to neutral speech. Dura-
tion of consonant is an important factor for perceiving speaker’s information [1].

Speech recognition performance reduces due to the presence of stress component
in speech.Number ofworks are done for separation of stress component from stressed
speech. Cepstral domain talker stress compensation is used to remove the stress from
stressed speech in cepstral domain [2]. In sinusoidalmodel-based analysis, sinusoidal
model is used tomodel the variation in speech properties under stressed condition [3].
Ramamohan and Dandapat [3] shown that amplitude, frequency, and phase features
of sinusoidal model can be used as features for stressed speech recognition. Concen-
tration of energy within subband on logarithmic scale [4] and euclidean distance [5]
is also chosen as stress classification parameters. In an other work, orthogonal pro-
jection technique is used to remove the stress component from stressed speech [6–9].
Shukla et al. [8] assumed that the speech and the stressed subspaces are orthogonal
to each other when dot product is used as inner product [8]. MFCC is taken as the
feature vector. Stressed speech is orthogonally projected onto some specific individ-
ual basis vector (basis corresponding to minimum norm of orthogonal complement
component of stressed speech) of neutral subspace [8].

In this work, cosine angle between neutral speech and stressed speech is used as
similarity measurement parameter. The basis vectors for neutral speech subspace are
created by k-mean clustering [10, 11]. It is assumed that, speech and stress com-
ponents of stressed speech are linearly related. Cosine between neutral and stressed
speech is taken as coefficient of linear combination between speech and stress com-
ponent of stressed speech. Also, this linearity is tested on different inner product
space [12]. Experimentally, it is found that, this linearity between speech and stress
component of stressed speech does not hold for all inner product spaces. All the
analyses in this paper are done using speech recognition.

Speech signal is parameterized into TEO-CB-Auto-Env feature [13–15]. TEO-
CB-Auto-Env feature is nonlinear. This feature, based on human speech production
process is modeled by air flow pattern in the vocal tract. Teager et al. [13] emphasized
that, while the vocal tract articulators do move to configure the vocal tract shape,
resulting airflow property excites those models which a listener will perceive as
a particular phoneme. Teager energy depends on both amplitude and oscillation
frequency. Thus in case of stressed speech, this energymeasure is capable tomeasure
instantaneous changes in formant frequency.

This paper is organized as follows: Methods of similarity measurement between
speech and stressed subspace is described in Sect. 13.2. Section13.3 contains the
method of extraction of nonlinear (TEO-CB-Auto-Env) feature and experimental
setup. In Sect. 13.4 stressed speech recognition using similarity measurement on
different inner product space is analyzed. Finally, conclusionof this paper is presented
in Sect. 13.5.
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13.2 Method of Similarity Measurement Between Speech
and Stressed Subspace

Stressed speech is produced by any alteration of speech production system. This
alteration induced additional stress component in speech produced under neutral
condition. It is assumed that, additional stress component is linearly related to the
neutral speech as shown in Eqs. (13.1) and (13.2);

w = wne + wst (13.1)

wne = αw (13.2)

where, w is the stressed speech vector. wne and wst represent the speech and stress
component of stressed speech vector, respectively. Coefficient of linear combination
is represented by α. Method of determining the value of coefficient is described
in subsection A. In subsection B, various inner products used for cosine similarity
measurement are discussed.

13.2.1 Procedure of Determining the Coefficient
of Linear Combination

The neutral speech subspace for all the words in the vocabulary of neutral speech
training database is created. The basis vectors for all the neutral speech subspace are
created by k-mean clustering. In this way, neutral speech subspace for every word in
the vocabulary of neutral speech training database is crated as given in Eq. (13.3);

Ui =
{

ui
j

}
1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ i ≤ m (13.3)

where m and k denote total number of words in the vocabulary of neutral speech
training database and total number of basis vectors used to span the neutral speech
subspace. ui

j represents the basis vector used to span the neutral speech subspace Ui .
After that cosine between stressed speech vector and basis vectors of all the neutral
speech subspaces is calculated as given in Eq. (13.4);

cos θ i
j = <ui

j , w>

‖ui
j‖‖w‖ (13.4)

θ i
j is the angle between stressed speech vector w and basis vector ui

j . The matrix Ai

contains the cosine between the stressed speech vector (belongs to stressed speech
word containing total T number of frames) and basis vectors of neutral speech
subspace Ui as given in Eq. (13.5);
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Ai =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

cos θ i
11 cos θ i

12 . . . cos θ i
1 j

cos θ i
21 cos θ i

22 . . . cos θ i
2 j

...

cos θ i
T 1 cos θ i

T 2 . . . cos θ i
T j

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

1 ≤ i ≤ m (13.5)

Each element of vector bi contains the average value of cosine between stressed
speech vector and basis vectors of neutral speech subspace Ui (which is the summa-
tion of each row of Ai ) as given in Eq. (13.6);

bi =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ci
1

ci
2

...

ci
T

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

1 ≤ i ≤ m (13.6)

where, ci
1, ci

2,…, ci
T is the average value of cosine between stressed speech vector

corresponds to first, second, and last frame (T) of stressed speechword and basis vec-
tors of neutral speech subspace Ui . The neutral speech subspace, similar to stressed
speech subspace under cosine similarity is determined as,

i ′ = argmax
i

[
ci
1 + ci

2 + · · · + ci
T

]
(13.7)

In this way similar neutral speech subspace Ui ′ is determined for stressed speech
word. For any stressed speech vector, coefficient of linear combination (α = αt for
speech frame at time instant t) between speech and stress component of stressed
speech is taken as maximum value of cosine among all the cosines between stressed
speech vector and basis vectors of neutral speech subspace Ui ′ as,

j ′ = argmax
j

[
cos θ i ′

t1 cos θ i ′
t2 . . . cos θ i ′

t j

]
(13.8)

αt = cos θ i ′
t j ′ (13.9)

13.2.2 Overview of Inner Products Used
for Orthogonal Projection

In this work, two types of inner product are tested which satisfy all conditions of
inner product space. These are as follows (Fig. 13.1):
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Fig. 13.1 Similarity measurement between neutral and stressed speech

• Dot product: The dot product or scalar product as inner product is an algebraic
operation between two equal length vector, i.e.,

<u, w> =
k∑

j=1

u j w j (13.10)

where k is the length of feature vector. Dot product corresponds to euclidean norm.
Algebraically, it is the sum of product of corresponding element of each vector.
Geometrically, it is the product of norms of the two vectors and the cosine of angle
between them.

• Unbiased covariance: unbiased covariance can be visualized as mean subtracted
normalized dot product

<u, w> = 1

k − 1

k∑

j=1

(u j − μu)(w j − μw) (13.11)

where j varies from 1 to is the length of vector k.
μu andμw are themean values of vectors u and w, respectively. Since the unbiased
covariance between two vectors gives information about linearity between them,
therefore this inner product measures the similarity between neutral subspace and
stressed subspace.

13.3 Experimental Setup and Extraction Process
of Nonlinear Feature

All the analyses, in this work are done by continuous speech recognition. It is impor-
tant to parameterize stressed speech signal which is robust under stressed condition.
In other words, it can be said that the feature which has minimum variation in prop-
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Table 13.1 Content of the database

Vocabulary of the database

Angoothi Darwaaja Shakaahaari Puraana Namaste

Sahaayata Saamaajik Bataya Parivartan Dikhaayi

Kahaani Maataji Jaankari Banaaya Jaayega

Bhaavana Kitane Parampara Ghatanaa Videshi

Laagataar Tumhaaari Saamachar Janvari Majduri

Pareshaan Saathiyo Mariyaada Nivedan Nikaalkar

Mahaaraaja Dakghar Ticket – –

erties occured between stressed and neutral condition. In this work, speech signal is
parameterized into nonlinear (TEO-CB-Auto-Env) features. Subsection A contains
description of experimental setup used for implementation. Subsection B described
the process of extraction of nonlinear feature (Table13.1).

13.3.1 Experimental Setup

In this work, basically the effect of stress over neutral speech is analyzed. Therefore,
single word extracted from sentence spoken under stressed condition is sufficient
to analyze the effect of stress over neutral speech. Four types of stressed condition
are tested, namely: angry, sad, lombard, and happy, to analyze the effect of stress
over neutral speech. Database contains 33 different keywords of hindi language.
15 speakers (5 females and 10 males) were used to generate the database in all
stressed condition including neutral state. Neutral speech is collected when speaker
is not under any emotional state. Recording is done in sound proof recording room.
Stressed speech is produced by speaker under full blow of stress condition. Training
database contains 495 words of neutral speech. Test database contains neutral speech
and speech under stress (angry, sad, lombard, and happy) condition. Ratio of number
of words in training and testing database is taken as 1/3.

Speech signal is sampled at sampling frequency 8000Hz. Small segmentation
(also called framing) of speech signal is done using Hanning window with frame
size 20 and 10ms overlapping of frame. Each frame is parameterized into 39 length
feature vector. Speech recognizer is developed using Hidden Markov Model Toolkit
(HTK). Neutral speech word in the vocabulary of training database is modelled as
left–right or Bakis Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with no skip of any state. For
every word, HMM has 10 states. The observation vector in each state of HMM is
modeled by three Gaussian densities. Features extracted from software MATLAB
are converted into HTK format. This HTK format features of speech are used in HTK
to develop the HMMmodel. HMMmodel is trained by neutral speech and tested by
speech under stressed as well as neutral condition.
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13.3.2 Extraction Process of Nonlinear
(TEO-CB-Auto-Env) Features

Nonlinear feature is derived on the assumption that speech production model is
nonlinear. That is, air propagates within the vocal tract in nonlinear (combination
of amplitude and frequency modulated wave) fashion. The extraction process of
TEO-CB-Auto-Env feature is as follows.

The entire audible frequency range is divided into fixed number (length of feature
vector) of critical band. In thiswork length of feature vector is taken as 39. The speech
signal is filtered through a band-pass Gabor filterbank. This filterbank contains 39
band-pass Gabor filters. Gaussian modulated cosine pulse is taken as Gabor filter.
The RMS bandwidth of each band-pass Gabor filter is individual critical band. In this
way the bandwidth of all band-pass Gabor filters in filterbank cover entire audible
frequency range. The impulse response hk(n) of the kth band-pass Gabor filter in
Gabor filterbank is defined as,

hk(n) = e
−σkπn2

0.664 cos(ωkn) (13.12)

whereωk is the center frequency andσk isRMSbandwidth of the kth band-passGabor
filter. The speech signal is filtered through Gabor filterbank in time domain as,

xk(n) = s(n) ∗ hk(n) 1 ≤ k ≤ 39 (13.13)

where ∗ represents the convolution operator and s(n) is input speech signal sample.
hk(n) and xk(n) are the impulse response and filtered speech signal sample from the
kth Gabor band-pass filter, respectively. Now there is 39 Gabor band-pass filtered
speech signal. Teager Energy Operator (TEO) is applied to each Gabor band-pass
filtered speech as given in Eq. (13.13),

Ψ (xk(n)) = x2k (n) − xk(n − 1)xk(n + 1) 1 ≤ k ≤ 39 (13.14)

This TEO operated band-pass Gabor filtered speech signal reflects the nonlinear
energy flow within the vocal tract of resonant frequency corresponding to center fre-
quencyofGaborfilter. EveryGabor band-passfiltered speech signal is segmented into
small durations (framing). For every frame normalized autocorrelation is calculated.
After that, area under each autocorrelation envelop from zero tomaximum lag (due to
symmetricity of autocorrelation function) is calculated. Normalized autocorrelation
envelop area for every frame is further normalized by frame length/2. Normalized
autocorrelation envelop area corresponding to first Gabor band-pass filter is the first
element of nonlinear feature vector. Similarly, normalized autocorrelation envelop
area corresponding to second Gabor band-pass filter is the second element of non-
linear feature vector, and so on. In this manner, 39 nonlinear features are obtained
for each time frame (one for each frequency band).
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Table 13.2 Speech
recognition (in %) using
nonlinear features

Stress class Recognition (in %)

Neutral 100

Angry 48

Sad 56

Lombard 50.67

Happy 52

Average 61.334

13.4 Result Analysis

In this section, speech recognition under stressed condition is analyzed. Speech
recognition using nonlinear feature (without any stress compensation) is summarized
in Table 13.2. From this table, it is observed that, in neutral condition recognition per-
formance goes to 100%. For angry, sad, lombard, happy stress class speech, speech
recognizer performance became 48, 56, 50.67, and 52% respectively. Therefore, it
can be said that, nonlinear (TEO-CB-Auto-Env) feature can extract the speech infor-
mation from speech signal. So that, recognition performance of classifier reaches
upto 100% under neutral stressed condition. Also for stressed condition speech,
nonlinear (TEO-CB-Auto-Env) feature is able to extract the speech information. On
an average speech recognizer has 61.334% recognition performance.

Now, speech recognition using cosine multiples of stressed speech is analyzed.
This stress compensation technique is based on assumption of linear relationship
between speech and stressed components of stressed speech. Speech component of
stressed speech is presented in the cosine times of stressed speech vector. Recognition
performance using cosinemultiples of stressed speech on different inner product (dot
product and unbiased covariance) spaces is summarized in pargraph in Fig. 13.2.
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Fig. 13.2 Speech recognition using similarity measurement
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• When inner product is used as dot product, speech recognition increases in lombard
and happy stressed condition by 2% (50.67–52.67%) and 0.67% (52–52.67%),
respectively. In sad stressed condition, percentage of speech recognition remains
same 56%. There is a slight reduction in performance of speech recognizer under
angry stress class by 2.67% (48–45.33%).

• For unbiased covariance as inner product, recognition performance reduces for all
stress class speech. In angry stress class speech, speech recognition reduces by
44.67% (48–3.33%). For sad stress class speech recognition percentage became
very lowby50.67 (56–5.33%).Also in lombard andhappy stress condition speech,
recognition percentage reduces by large amount 42% (50.67–8.67%) and 45.33%
(52–6.67%), respectively.

Performance of speech recognizer increases (lombard and happy stress class),
remains same (sad stress class), and slightly reduces (angry stress class) when inner
product is used as dot product. Whereas, for unbiased covariance used as inner prod-
uct, recognition performance reduces by large amount in all stress condition. This
means that, cosine multiples of stressed speech does not contain speech information
of stressed speech for all inner product spaces. The coefficient of linear combina-
tion (cosine between stressed speech and basis vector of neutral speech subspace) is
varied as inner product space changes. When dot product is used as inner product,
coefficient of linear combination (α) is able to extract the feature of speech properties
from stressed speech. Whereas, the coefficient of linear combination (α) determined
for inner product space (dot product), is not able to separate the speech component
of stressed speech. In this case, cosine (between stressed speech and basis vector of
neutral speech subspace), multiples of stressed speech does not contain speech infor-
mation of stressed speech. Therefore, it can be concluded that, linear relationship
between speech and stressed component of stressed speech exists for some specific
inner product space, not for all inner product space.

13.5 Conclusion

The work presented in this paper is based on cosine similarity measurement between
neutral speech subspace and stressed speech subspace. This cosine similarity mea-
surement is tested on different inner product space. It is concluded from experiment
that the speech and stressed components of stressed speech are not linearly related
with respect to all inner product spaces. This linear relation between speech and
stressed components of stressed speech holds for some specific inner product space.
Also, it is shown that, nonlinear (TEO-CB-Auto-Env) feature is able to capture the
speech information from speech signal, so that speech recognition percentage reaches
upto 100%.
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Chapter 14
An Analysis of Indoor Power Line Network
as a Communication Medium Using ABCD
Matrices Effect of Loads on the Transfer
Function of Power Line

Banty Tiru, Rubi Baishya and Utpal Sarma

Abstract Power line communication is a technique that uses the available power
lines as a communication media. In this paper, the power line is considered as a
two-wire transmission line and modeled using the transmission, chain, or ABCD
matrices. The line is simulated for different conditions commonly found in practical
networks and the salient features discussed in detail. It is found that channel shows a
deterministic behavior if the complete network is known a priori. However, in prac-
tical cases, discrepancies occur due to unavailability of complete information of the
channel. This leads to decreased correlation or/and variable attenuation between the
theoretical and experimental readings. The effects of these shortcomings on the effi-
ciencies of discretemultitone system commonly used for power line communications
are discussed.

Keywords Power line communication ·Transmissionmatrices ·Transmission line ·
Correlation · Attenuation

14.1 Introduction

Power Line Communication (PLC) is a technique that uses the available power line
as a communication media for various purposes. Recently, the possibility to incor-
porate it with wireless and other wired systems like Ethernet and Multimedia over
Co-Ax (MoCA) forming a heterogeneous/hybrid communication system has been
studied [1]. For this, it is necessary that all the components of the system be mod-
eled with maximum reliability. Modeling of wireless and other wired channels are
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quite matured than their power line counterpart. This is because the channels are
deterministic and nearly time invariant. However, power lines are characterized by
time-variant channel conditions that offer a harsh media for data transfer [2, 3].
Researchers have tried to model the power line using different methodologies. In the
top-down approach, the model parameters are estimated after the measurement of
the actual transfer function. In the bottom-up approach, the same is obtained theo-
retically. The power line environment can be analyzed in the time domain (multipath
dependent echomodel) [4] or frequency domain using transmission [5] and scattering
matrices [6].

Transmission matrices provide a simple and straightforward method for simula-
tion of complex networks compared to its time domain counterpart. Here, the power
line can be considered as a two- or three-wire transmission lines (TL) depending
on the absence or presence of the ground conductor (as in multiconductor theory or
MTL [7]). TL models have been used extensively to study a number of variabilities
in the transmission path of a power line channel [5, 8]. Increase of cable lengths
and number of bridge taps increases the attenuation of the signal [5]. Decreasing the
distributed inductance and capacitance decreases the number of ripples and signal
attenuation in the transfer function keeping the position of the notches fixed [8].
However, in practical situations, the power line is also loaded with loads which have
different characteristics. It would therefore be worthwhile to study this effect in the
transfer characteristics. As such in this paper, we study the effect of loads that are
capacitive, inductive, or complex in nature on the transfer function using the TL
theory. As the grounding practices in India are not well defined up to the extent
required by the MTL theory, the third return ground conductor is not considered and
the power line is assumed to consist of only the phase and the neutral lines in a casing
capping enclosure. The study is also limited to the magnitude of the transfer function
(TR) only and the phase response is taken to be ideal as given by the model. Here
the bottom-up methodology is used and the power line is modeled using transmis-
sion matrices which are very suitable for cascaded networks. In Sects. 14.2 and 14.3,
an introduction of the transmission matrices with applicability to channel modeling
and the methodology extended to power lines is given. In Sect. 14.4, the power line
is loaded with different loads and the characteristics studied in detail. Section14.5
compares the theoretical and experimental values and Sect. 14.6 tests the efficiency
of the methodology for channel simulation when applied for practical system namely
a discrete multitone transceiver (DMT) commonly used for PLC.

14.2 The Transmission, Chain, or ABCD Matrices

The transmission, chain, orABCDmatrix of any two port device (Fig. 14.1) is defined
in terms of the input voltage (v1), input current (i1), output voltage (v2), and output
current (i2) and is given by

v1
i1

=
[

A B
C D

]
v2
i2

(14.1)
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Fig. 14.1 The ABCD matrix
of a two-port network

where,

A = v1
v2

∣
∣
∣

i2=0
B = v1

−i2

∣
∣
∣

v2=0
C = i1

v2

∣
∣
∣

i2=0
D = i1

−i2

∣
∣
∣

v2=0

The overall transmission matrix of a complex network is equal to the product of
the matrices of the cascaded portions. Knowledge of the ABCDmatrices enables the
TR of complex networks to be obtained and is given by [10]

H( f ) = ZL

AZL + B + C ZS ZL + DZS
(14.2)

Here, ZS and ZL are the source and load impedances of the network. The ABCD
matrices of sections of a TL are given in Table14.1. Here, Z0 and γ are the char-

Table 14.1 ABCD Matrices of sections of transmission line [9]
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acteristics impedance and propagation constants of the line, respectively. Zin is the
input impedance of the bridged taps loaded with load Zbr through a length lbr .

14.3 Power Line Modeling of the Test Channels

The network where the simulation is done consists of a section of power line ‘AB’ of
length l(= 37.1m) with a bridged tap ‘CD’ of length lbr placed at a distance l1 from
‘A’ (Fig. 14.2). ‘A’ acts as an inlet plug for a transmitter sending signal to a receiver
at ‘B’. Both are assumed to be connected to the plugs via couplers constituted of the
capacitors and transformers (c1, T1) and (c2, T2). In actual PLC system, the couplers
act as high-pass filters that prevent the 50/60Hz, 230V high voltage from harming
the connected equipments. For simulation, a number of steps are taken. First, the
primary line constants namely the resistance per unit length (R), inductance per unit
length (L), capacitance per unit length (C), and conductance per unit length (G) of
the wires used for practical household wiring [9] are found out using Eq.14.3.

R = 1

π

√
π f μc

σc
�/m; L = μ

π
a cosh

(
D

2a

)

H/m;

C = πε

a cosh
( D
2a

) F/m; G = πσdiel

a cosh
( D
2a

)mho/m (14.3)

Here, a is the radius of the conductor of a single wire, D is the distance between the
phase and neutral lines, μc and σcond are the permeability and conductivity of the
conductingmedium, respectively, andσdiel, ε, andμ are the conductivity, permittivity,
and permeability of the dielectric material between the conductors.

Next, to account for the decrease of effective area of current flow arising because
of the multistranded nature of power lines, R is replaced by the corrected value
Rcorrected = R/X R ; where the ratio of the effective area to the total area is given
by [10].

X R =
cos−1

[
r−δ

r

]
r2 − (r − δ)

√
r2 − (r − δ)2

2rδ
(14.4)

Fig. 14.2 The power line network with communication system
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Here, δ is the skin depth of the conductor. C and G are also changed to Ctotal and
Gtotal , respectively, as the communication signals are not only coupled between the
phase and neutral lines, but also from the live cable to the earth cable and then to the
neutral cable [11].

Ctotal = C + C

2
; Gtotal = G.

Ctotal

C
(14.5)

The characteristics impedance and the propagation constants of the wires are eval-
uated using Z0 = √

(R + jwL)/(G + jwC) and γ = √
(R + jwL)(G + jwC),

respectively. It is found that L = 0.69µH/m, G = 0.018µmho/m, C = 38p f , and
Z0 = 135� for the wire used. Finally, the TR of ‘AB’ is found out using Eq.14.2
from the product of theABCDmatrices of the cascaded sections as given in Sect. 14.4
for different conditions using Zs and ZL both equal to 50�.

14.4 Analysis of Transfer Function of Power Line Channels

14.4.1 Open and Short Circuits

First, the branch CD is assumed to be open or short circuited. The TR shows deep
notches dependent on the length of lbr (Table14.2 and Fig. 14.3a). When an electro-
magnetic wave reaches an open circuit (or a short circuit), the signal is completely
reflected with a voltage maximum or current minimum (or voltage minimum or cur-
rent maximum) at the end. The reflected voltage will be in phase (or opposite phase)
with the incident signal. Notches are found when the path difference between the
direct (A → C → B) and the reflected signal (A → C → D → C → B) reaching
the load is such that the phase difference completely nullify each other. For very
small lengths of the open circuit, the path difference is very small and the minimum
condition of notch formation is not satisfied. A change in l1 or l keeps the position
of the notches unchanged but the attenuation varies from a maximum to a minimum.
Figure14.3b shows the attenuation of a notch at 10.7MHz for lbr = 4.55m when l1
or l is varied through 30m. The corresponding TR is shown in Fig. 14.3c. Ripples
occur because the 135� is weakly resonant when terminated by a load of 50�.

14.4.2 Capacitive and Inductive Loads

Next, CD is loaded by a capacitive load Cload . For large values (Table14.3, 1–3),
the impedance is very small and the TR’s are characteristics of short circuits. The
additional notch occurs at the frequency of resonance ( fres) of the series LCR
circuit constituted by the net inductance (Lnet ), capacitance (Cnet ), and resis-
tance (Rnet ) of the wire as seen at the input of the branched circuit and given by
fres = 1/2π

√
Lnet Cnet . For small values (Table14.3, 4–6), the circuit acts like open
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Table 14.2 Position of notch for different lengths of line for an open circuit (1–10) and short circuit
(11–16) with l1 = 6.35m, l2 = 30.75m, l(= l1 + l2) = 37.1m

Fig. 14.3 TR of open and short circuits. a TR for open and short circuit for lbr = 10.55m. b TR
at 10.7MHz for lbr = 4.55m, for variables l1 and l. c TR for lbr = 4.55m showing maximum and
minimum attenuation
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Table 14.3 Position of the notch with capacitors and inductance as loads with lbr = 5.55m

circuit as expected. For inductive loads Lload , the impedance is high and the TR’s are
characteristics of open circuits. Theminimum value of Lnet is however limited by the
primary line constant L and the circuit acts always like an open circuit (Table14.3,
7–11) for various values of Lload .

14.4.3 Complex Loads

Impedance of practical loads may act as a series or parallel LCR circuits. Series
LCR circuits give an impedance (ZLCR) minima or admittance YLCR maxima at
resonance. When the tapped bridge is loaded by a series LCR circuit, the positions of
the notches are not only dependent on lbr , but also on the resonant frequency fres and
the Q value of the circuit. Figure14.4 gives an example of the effect of series LCR
circuit connected as a load on the bridge CD of length 8.55m. In Fig. 14.4a, YLCR is
plotted as a function of frequency for different values of fres and Q. It must be noted
that notches are found where the input admittance Yin = 1/Zin of the bridged tap is a
maximum so as to offer an easy way for the signal. For low resonant frequency fres1

and high Q, Yin is same like that found for open circuits (Fig. 14.4b). This is because
at off resonance, the impedance is very high and so the circuit acts like an open
circuit. For high values like fres2 and medium Q, the values are shifted from those
for open circuits (Fig. 14.4c). When Q is small as in Fig. 14.4d, the attenuation of
the notches nearly disappear as the bridge tap offers uniform impedance over entire
bandwidth.
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Fig. 14.4 a Absolute value
of YLCR of series resonant
circuit with different
resonant frequencies fres1,
fres2, and fres3, quality
factor Q and b, c, d Absolute
value of Yin at the input of
the branched tap for open
circuits for fres1, fres2, and
fres3, respectively

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Parallel LCR circuits give impedance maxima or current minima at resonance.
For low resonant frequency fres1 and high Q, Yin is same like that found for short
circuits (Fig. 14.5b). For high fres2 and mediumQ, the notches are shifted from those
for open circuits (Fig. 14.5c). When Q is small as in Fig. 14.5d, the attenuation of the
notches decreases as the bridge tap offers uniform impedance over entire bandwidth.

Fig. 14.5 a Absolute value
of ZLCR of parallel resonant
circuit with different
resonant frequencies fres1,
fres2, and fres3, quality
factor Q and b, c, d Absolute
value of Yin at the input of
the branched tap for short
circuits for fres1, fres2, and
fres3, respectively

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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14.5 Comparison with Experimental Circuit

The modeling of power line channels is tested experimentally using a signal gener-
ator as a transmitter in plug A and a Digital Storage Oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS
2,022, 200MHz, 2GS/s) as receiver at Plug B (Fig. 14.2). The couplers have cutoff
frequencies of 1kHz each. An arrangement is also made to connect/ disconnect the
test network from the 230V, 50Hz main line with the help of the power line inlet
plug (PLI). In the PLI-OFF condition, the test network is disconnected from the main
line of the building and the configuration of the network is completely specified in
terms of known parameters. In the PLI-ON condition, the network is connected to
the main line and the configuration is not known completely due to unknown loads
via the distribution box. Figure14.6 shows the TR as predicted theoretically and
that obtained experimentally for open circuits and capacitive load. It is seen that
for PLI-OFF state, there is 82–93% correlation between the simulated and practical
TR. However, in the PLI-ON state the correlation decreases as expected. It is also
observed that the practical TR has more attenuation than the theoretical one. This
is more so in the PLI-ON state. The model is tested experimentally for a maximum
frequency of 10MHz.

14.6 Effect of Correlation and Attenuation
on System Simulation

Discrepancies of the experimental TR from that predicted by theory are based on
two variables: correlation factor and attenuation. Correlation is a measurement of
the similarity between two sequences having a value between +1 and −1. A value
of 1 depicts positive correlation and a −1 depicts negative correlation. Attenuation
is the decrease of the measured values from those predicted. Simulation shows that a

Fig. 14.6 Comparison between theoretical and experimental transfer function for a open circuit
and b Cload = 0.1µF and lbr = 2.55m
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Fig. 14.7 Effect of correlation due to variations in L and C and attenuation due to variations in R
on the a transfer function and b data rate of a DMT system

change in L and C leads to lack of correlation between the obtained TR (Fig. 14.7a).
Similarly, change in R leads to variable attenuation. Thus the decreased correlation
and increased attenuation in the experimental results may be accounted due to the
error in themeasurements in line parameters. The effects of these errors are studied on
the efficiency of a DMT system in a simulated channel. It is found that the efficiency
is more dependent on the attenuation than on the correlation (Fig. 14.7b). However,
inclusion of additional notches than that predicted due to gross deviations of the
parameters is expected to give drastic changes in the results of interest.

14.7 Conclusion

In this work, the power line network is modeled using the transmission matrix and
the salient features studied in detail for different loaded conditions. The results are
tested experimentally in a casing-capping wiring technique commonly used in India.
Though this provides a most unideal condition with variable distances between the
twowires, there is a high correlation between the theoretical and the practical transfer
function. Increased attenuation of the later may be due to error in the measurement
of resistance per unit length or improper wiring. However at certain frequencies, the
experimental values are same to the modeled for different conditions (like that at
9MHz in Fig. 14.6) which has to be studied in detail in future work. As the model
requires the initial knowledge of the specifications of the wires used for practical
wiring, it necessitates the values to be obtained with minimum error. Error in the
measurements propagates to the variations of the simulated transfer function. Dis-
crepancies between simulated and observed values lead to variation of predicted effi-
ciencies of communication system tested. In the simulation of actual system, these
discrepancies must be kept in mind and suitable steps must be taken into account for
these errors.
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Chapter 15
Online and Offline Handwriting Recognition
of Assamese Language—A Preliminary Idea

Keshab Nath and Subhash Basishtha

Abstract Recognition of Online handwriting and machine-printed text is very hard
and complex task. In this paper we are discussing some novel approaches for online
handwriting and machine-printed text recognition in Assamese language. Assamese
language is somuch cursive unlikeEnglish and someother languages. So to recognize
such cursive handwriting we have to follow several steps. In the twenty-first century
everything is globalized, so Assamese language needs also to be, so that people can
communicate or exchange their idea using Assamese language too. E.g., Sending
email/SMS in Assamese, searching Assamese books content via search engine, writ-
ing diary using Assamese, etc. So keep in mind these things here in this paper we
are discussing some approaches to succeed in the above-mentioned task. Here first
we are discussing about the structure of Assamese language, then we discuss some
idea for recognition of Online and Offline handwriting.

Keywords Online · Offline · Line segmentation · Word segmentation · HMM ·
SVM

15.1 Introduction

Assamese language structure is closely related to Bangla and Oriya.It is mostly used
by the people of Eastern India (Assam).

Significant research work is done on optical character recognition (OCR) in the
past few years both for online and offline. But very few research works are done for
recognition of handwriting character on Indian script and for Assamese language it
is almost negligible. Recognition of handwritten character is not an easy task due to
enormous variabilities in people handwriting styles. So if it is possible to develop
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a suitable technology for both online and offline handwriting recognition in Indian
script, then it will be quite helpful in various applications in the Indian scenario.

Automatic handwriting recognition has been divided in two categories: namely
Online and Offline.

Online: Online handwriting is dynamic handwriting, i.e., we may say this data
are live data which require immediate interaction with user. Online handwritings
are taken on digital device like digicom, Gnote, Wacom by using a special pen.
Online handwriting is a collection of sequential strokes, which means an online
handwritten data may contain one or more than one strokes. Strokes are basically
(x, y) coordinates of the pen data.

Offline: Offline handwriting recognition is static handwriting, i.e., this approach
does not require immediate interaction with users. So from a scanned image or
document or printed text, recognition is done.

15.1.1 Characteristics of Assamese Script

Assamese script consists of 11 vowels and 41 consonants. Figures15.1 and 15.2
show Assamese vowels and consonants, respectively. Like most of the Indian Script
Assamese script is also very much cursive. It is written from left to right. But
Assamese character set does not have small and capital concepts.

Though the total character symbol is 51, Assamese script has a huge number
of composite characters, which makes it difficult to automatic recognition. Further-
more, Assamese script is too much cursive. Figure15.3 shows some basic Assamese
composite characters.

Fig. 15.1 Assamese vowels

Fig. 15.2 Assamese
consonants
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Fig. 15.3 Assamese
composite characters

15.2 Recognition Phases of Online Handwriting

Online handwriting is considered as the most convenient way of communication.
There are a number of techniques [1, 2] available for online handwriting recognition.
However the most used technique includes basically four phases, they are:

• Data Collection
• Preprocessing
• Feature Extraction
• Recognition

15.2.1 Data Collection

Data collection [3] is the initial stage of online handwriting recognition. In this stage
handwritten samples are collected by using electronic tablets or digitizers which
capture the sequences of consecutive points on the x-y plan. A special pen is used
for writing on these devices. Figure15.4 shows some collected Assamese word data.
Most of the digital pen includes two actions namely pen down and pen up.

15.2.2 Preprocessing

The data collected by the digital pad need to be preprocessed [4] before recognition
for better accuracy. Because at the time of user input through digicom or digitizer

Fig. 15.4 Data collection
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tablets some unnecessary coordinates may be present which will be of no use toward
recognition process. This may occur due to several reasons like limitations of the
digital device or fault of the writer, which leads to decrease the recognition accuracy.
Some examples of such distortions are variable size, random distance from each
neighboring points, curvy handwriting, missing points due to fast handwriting of the
writer. These noises which are found in the input data are removed in this phase.
The preprocessing phase of online handwriting recognition includes commonly five
steps, [4, 5] namely:

• Normalization of size
• Centering of the text
• Smoothing the points
• Duplicate Point Removal
• Equidistance Resampling of points

Size normalization is required to ensure that each character has the same height.
The input stroke varies in size and depends upon how the writer moves the pen on
the writing pad at the time of writing. So the handwriting sample may be of different
size. This phase is necessary to rescale the sample data collected by the digitizer.
In the centering step, the sample data text is reallocated at a constant from the origin
of the x-y plane.

Smoothing of the collected stroke is necessary for the removal of the unwanted
coordinate points which is also known as noise. This unwanted points are needed
to be removed from the handwriting sample in order achieve higher recognition
accuracy. Here we replace each point x(i) by calculating the average of its preceding
and succeeding points. Equation15.1 shows the smoothing operation.

x(i) = (x(i − 1)+ x(i)+ x(i + 1))

3
. (15.1)

Here x(i) is the i th point of input data, x(i− 1) is its preceding point and x(i+ 1)
is the succeeding point. Figure15.5 shows an example of smoothing.

After the smoothing phase some points are generated having the same value;
which are of no use. So these points need to be removed from the captured ink.
Every writer writes in different speed. Different writer has different writing style,
some may be fast some may be slow; due to this reason each collected sample may

Fig. 15.5 Examples of smoothing. a Before. b After
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contain different no. of points. That is why we need to obtain a constant number of
points in hand writing samples. That is why we need to do resampling of point. This
step is done to obtain a constant number of points in handwritten data.

15.2.3 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction [1, 4] is considered to be the most important phase of handwriting
recognition process. A feature is the special characteristic of a thing which can
distinguish it from others clearly. So selection of good and significant feature is very
much necessary to build a better recognizer. We should be very careful of selecting
the features of online data samples as based on this classifier will distinguish the
character classes. However, there is no hard and fast rule for selecting features.
A standard method for vertical position of a point, curvature, pen up/pen down,
direction of the writing, aspect, slope are the various features extracted in [4]. The
main aspect of handwriting recognition process is based on the good feature set
selection, reasonably invariant with respect to shape variations due to various writing
styles [6].

15.3 Offline Handwriting Recognition

The main task in offline handwriting recognition is word recognition and character
recognition. We need to perform some necessary preliminary steps to recognize
Assamese handwriting.

• Preprocessing
• Segmentation
• Representation
• Training and recognition

15.3.1 Preprocessing

For recognition purpose it is necessary to perform some preprocessing operation on
several scanned documents. Preprocessing basically involved the following opera-
tions such as: Thresholding, gray scale image to binary image, removal of noise
present in the document, segmentation of each line from the document, separation of
individual word from text line, character segmentation, and separation of individual
character.
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15.3.2 Thresholding

In order to increase the processing speed and to reduce storage space thresholding is
done on color image. The importance of thresholding is to separate areas from each
other (extract the foreground (ink) from the background) by using the information
present on a histogram of an image. The histogram of a gray scale image gives two
peak values—high and low, high peak values represent the white background and
smaller peak values represent foreground.

15.3.3 Noise Removal

The noise present in typed or machine printed document are generally created by
those instrument itself throughwhich documents are created (optical scanner,Writing
instrument, etc.) and it may cause disconnected line segmentation, gaps in between
line, etc. There are several noise removal techniques available and they are catego-
rized as [7].

15.3.4 Line Segmentation

For segmentation purpose there are several approaches available for line [7], word,
and character segmentation. Applying horizontal projection method we can compute
corresponding horizontal histogram (Fig. 15.6 shows the horizontal histogram) of an
image, based on the peak/low points of the histogram, each and every row of a docu-
ment image can be separate individually. Figure15.7 represents the line segmentation
on a printed document. This similar operation is more difficult in case of handwritten
document (Fig. 15.8 represents the horizontal histogram for handwritten document),
because deviation may be present in lines and two lines may be close or overlap.

So to overcome this problem, one method [8] suggested an efficient technique.
According to this method, while writing something most of the people follow an

Fig. 15.6 Horizontal
histogram on printed
document
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Fig. 15.7 Line segmentation
on printed document

Fig. 15.8 Horizontal
histogram for handwritten
lines

imaginary line and upon which each word of the line resides. Based on local min-
ima point from each and every component, this imaginary line is measured and
using clustering technique all minima are grouped together to recognize the different
handwriting lines.

15.3.5 Word and Character Segmentation

Word segmentation method [7, 9, 10] assume that the gaps between the word is
always larger than the gaps between the characters. So if we perform vertical pro-
jection to compute corresponding vertical histogram (Fig. 15.9 shows the vertical
histogram for a text line) and depending on the threshold distance (D) between two
consecutive zero break of the histogram we can determine the words [11]. In case of
character segmentation there are several techniques proposed, one of themethod [12]
gives an idea about headline or matra detection presented in Assamese or Bangla
script. Figure15.10 represents the head line or matra present in Assamese script.
Once we have detected the headline than we can erase the head line and performing
vertical projection we may separate character. Figure15.11 gives the complete idea
about character segmentation.

Fig. 15.9 Word
segmentation

Fig. 15.10 Headline
detection
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Fig. 15.11 Segmentation process

But sometimes head line detection is not so easy task specially when writing
styles with leading and trailing ligatures. For this reason normalization of subsequent
features value gets affected. To overcome this problem simple heuristics is used to
detect headline first and after that feature is computed [6].

15.4 Recognition (Online and Offline)

Recognition process is the major phase of any character recognition system, where
character recognition systemuses themethodologies to assign someunknown sample
into a previously defined class. Some of best-known methods are briefly described
below.

15.4.1 Neural Network

In neural networks (NN) [13, 14] all interconnected “neural” processors are con-
nected parallely and due to this computing architecture it has a higher performance
rate compared to the other approaches. Neural network can adapt the data changes
easily and the various properties of the input signal.

Neural network has some limitation. The data or parameters used in NN must
all be defined at the beginning. If at the time of processing there is extra additional
data which is not present at the beginning time, then it becomes impossible to do,
developers need to start again the whole process. This nature makes NN not suitable
for those system where data are collected in time series.
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15.4.1.1 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful classifier with good generalization
performance compared to NN also. SVM has been broadly used in recent years,
almost for all pattern recognition system. SVM considers [15] experimental data as
well as structural behavior to produce high generalization performance. In [16] a
recognition technique based on SVM has been discussed.

Apart from using single classifiers for recognition, combination of two or three
classifiers, i.e., hybrid classifiers are also used for highperformance and accuracy.The
hybrid HMM-MLP approach is the combination of Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and multilayer perceptron classifier.

15.5 Future Works

In this paper we have discussed the basic phases and approaches of online and
offline handwriting recognition and how it could be implemented in Assamese script.
However each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. According to the
best of our knowledge we believe that this paper will be the first attempt toward
automatic recognition of online and offline handwriting recognition in Assamese
language. In future we will try to develop one convenient recognition system in
Assamese Script.
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Chapter 16
Speaker Verification for Variable Duration
Segments and the Effect of Session Variability

Rohan Kumar Das and S.R.M. Prasanna

Abstract With the current advancements achieved in the area of speaker verification,
a significant performance is obtained under sufficient data conditions.Whereas when
there comes a constraint in the amount of speech data, it reflects directly on the
performance. This paper presents initial speaker verification studies under variable
duration test segments over a standard canned database and, then, studies for variable
duration test segments over a database collected from a practical speaker verification
system. The latter case helps to explore session variability issues and its impact on
speaker verification. This information is used for remodeling of the enrolled speaker
models, which in turn improves the system performance significantly.

Keywords Speaker verification · Duration · Session variability

16.1 Introduction

Speaker recognition is the task of recognizing a person from his/her speech. Broadly,
it can be classified as speaker verification (SV), which is the task of verifying a
person’s identity claim and speaker identification (SI), which is the task to identity
which test speech belongs to which speaker. The basic difference between the two is,
in verification there is always a claimassociatedwith the test speech.Basedon content
of speech data, SV can be classified as text-dependent and text-independent SV [1].
In text-dependent SV the same text is used during training and testing sessions.
Whereas in text-independent there is no such constraint on what is to be spoken by
the speakers. Thismade to have just a fewseconds offixedphrase as data requirements
in the former case, whereas the latter requires sufficient amount of data for better
verification accuracy. But when there is some constraint kept on amount of speech
data for text-independent system, the performance degrades drastically. This paper
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focuses on text-independent SV studies for variable duration test segments and the
significance of session variability for such a practical deployable system.

In recent times, the i-vector [2]-based SV system has outperformed other existing
SV systems, which has made this as the state-of-the-art system for text-independent
SV. Studies [3, 4] have shown that the performance for short utterances fails poorly
as the test data is reduced below 10 s. Most studies on variable duration test seg-
ments have been reported mainly over some canned database. In case of some prac-
tical deployed system these studies are not much explored. Session variability has
greater impact on speaker recognition, for which in i-vector-based SV system chan-
nel/session compensation is done on top of the i-vectors to get improved perfor-
mance. However, for a practical deployable system this session variability can help
in improved modeling, as the data from the speakers are collected over a period of
time.

This paper concentrates to study the effect of amount of test data on system
performance, when it is varied from sufficient data conditions to very small duration
segments. The initial studies are done on NIST speaker recognition evaluation (SRE)
2003 database [5] to see its basic trend. Similar studies are then made on a database
collected from a deployed SV system with attendance as an application. Session
variability issues on the data obtained from practical deployable system are explored
and then remodeling of the enrolled speakers on the practical system are made by
pooling some of the data given by them during few testing. This gave a significant
improvement on later testing cases while retrained models were used.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 16.2 describes the development
of i-vector-based SV along with channel/session compensation techniques used for
text-independent SV. Section16.3 includes SV studies done for variable duration
test segments over standard canned database and over a database collected from
practical deployed system. InSect. 16.4, theSVexperiments to understand the session
variability issues are explored and this information is used for improving the practical
system performance. Finally, Sect. 16.5 presents a brief conclusion.

16.2 Development of i-vector-Based SV System

The i-vector-based SV system is a contribution of factor analysis, where each
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [6] supervector of a particular utterance is trans-
formed into a low ranked compact representation called identity vector (i-vector)
using the Total-variability matrix (T-matrix), which covers all the variabilities. In
this type of SV system both the train and test data undergo similar kinds of process-
ing as shown in Fig. 16.1. Every utterance is processed by considering them as a
block of 20 with 10 ms as shift. 13-dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficient
(MFCC) features including their first- and second-order derivatives are taken and
making it as a 39-dimensional feature vector, the features are extracted for the entire
train and test data. Energy-based voice activity detection (VAD) is done and only
frames with sufficient energy are considered as frames of interest. These features are
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Fig. 16.1 Block diagram of i-vector-based speaker verification system [8]

then fit to zero mean unit variance. These normalized features are then used to extract
the zeroth and first-order statistics, collectively called sufficient statistics using the
universal background model (UBM). The UBM represents an average speaker infor-
mation and is trained by development data of several hours which is not a part of
train or test data. The T-matrix which covers all the variabilities is too learned with
the development data. The i-vectors for each of the GMM supervectors are extracted
by using their sufficient statistics and T-matrix. This low-dimensional i-vector rep-
resents each of the utterances in a robust manner, but channel/session compensation
is needed on top of it to nullify the channel/session variabilities. In order to perform
this linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] and within class covariance normaliza-
tion (WCCN) [7] are performed, which further reduces the dimension of the i-vectors
and make it a more compact robust representation. Finally, a cosine kernel classifier
between the train and the test i-vectors is used to take a decision to accept or reject
a claim based on some predetermined threshold. Given a model and a test i-vector
î vmodel and î vtest, respectively, the verification for the claim is made by cosine kernel
score computation between the two i-vectors as,

< î vmodel, î vtest >

‖î vmodel‖ ‖î vtest‖
≶ γ (Threshold) (16.1)

16.3 SV Studies: Variable Duration Test Segments

The i-vector-based SV system is developed using NIST SRE 2003 database as
described in Sect. 16.2. Switchboard Corpus II cellular data is used as develop-
ment data to train the UBM and T-matrix. A gender-independent UBM of 1024
Gaussian mixtures and T-matrix of size 400 columns are built. To compensate the
channel/session variabilities the LDA matrix of 150 dimension is trained and full-
dimensional WCCN matrix is taken. The system performance on the standard NIST
SRE database is evaluated for variable duration of test segments considering from
the full utterance upto duration of 2 s. Table16.1 refers to the results of the system
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Table 16.1 Results of i-vector-based SV system on NIST 2003 dataset for variable duration test
segments

Test utterance
duration (s)

Without compensation With compensation

EER (%) DCF EER (%) DCF

Full 4.74 0.0858 2.4 0.0474

20 5.51 0.1021 3.38 0.0606

15 6.41 0.1188 4.33 0.0813

10 8.85 0.1620 5.81 0.1090

5 13.91 0.2631 10.52 0.1977

3 19.82 0.3662 16.94 0.3100

2 25.38 0.4784 22.31 0.4128

performance in terms of equal error rate (EER) and decision cost function (DCF) for
different durations of test segments. It is observed clearly that as the duration of the
test segments is reduced, the performance falls drastically. Also, the performance
improves when channel/session compensation is made on top of i-vectors. Studies
with short utterances (<10 sec) are explored in the paper [4].

The results obtained for variable duration test segments infers that for an SV
system to work properly sufficient amount of speech data are required, without
whichperformance falls poorly. Figure16.2 shows the score distributions for different
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Fig. 16.2 Score distribution for different durations of test data, a for 10 s test data, b for 5 s test
data, c for 3 s test data, d for 2 s test data
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Table 16.2 Performance of SV system for different durations of the test data for student
attendance system

Duration
(s)

EER with compensation
(%)

EER with compensation
and T-Norm (%)

Avg. no. of speech frames

Full 8.88 7.90 2800

40 9.8 8.56 1800

30 10.97 8.2 1200

20 12.18 9.2 700

10 13.08 11.60 350

durations of test segments, particularly for 10 s or less. The distribution of genuine
and impostor scores are much more separable for 10 s test data case, whereas the test
segment duration is reduced and the genuine and impostor scores tend to overlap
more which leads to poor system performance. This also shows the way in which the
threshold between the genuine and impostor score separation decreases, while reduc-
ing the amount of test data. This information is helpful for developing a practical
SV-based deployable system.

A student attendance system [8] is developed over telephone network over which
students regularlymark their attendance whenever they have classes. The initial stud-
ies mentioned above were useful for practical implementation of the system. The
system performance is evaluated for the database collected through the attendance
system for variable duration test segments. Table16.2 shows the performance of the
attendance system for different durations of test segments. As earlier results showed,
better performance is achieved after channel/session compensation, therefore results
for after compensation are only taken as interest. Cases with very short utterances
(less than 10 s) are not considered while making the study over this database. This
is because the initial studies made over NIST SRE 2003 data showed system per-
formance falls badly, while duration of test segment goes below 10 s. The results
show similar trend in downfall in performance as with the former study with NIST
SRE 2003 dataset. Also when test normalization (T-norm) [9] is applied after chan-
nel/session compensation, shows visible improvement in performance. Table16.2
also refers average number of speech frames for different duration test segments.

16.4 Session Variability: Effect and Remodeling

Session variability has lot of impacts on SV performance. This is much more impor-
tant in case of a practical system,where there is regular testing froma group of people.
The student attendance system is used regularly by students to mark their attendance.
The test data collected over a period of semester is taken to study the effects of session
variability issues. Figure16.3 shows the score distribution obtained from the students
over a period of 10days. The figure clearly illustrates that the scores do not come
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Fig. 16.3 Day-wise score distribution plots for 10days. a Histogram plot for scores-day1. b His-
togram plot for scores-day2. c Histogram plot for scores-day3. d Histogram plot for scores-day4.
e Histogram plot for scores-day5. f Histogram plot for scores-day6. g Histogram plot for scores-
day7. h Histogram plot for scores-day8. i Histogram plot for scores-day9. j Histogram plot for
scores-day10

in a similar way for all days due to various conditions such as environmental noise
present in the background, health issue of the speaker, and many such variabilities.
This makes the system performance also to change everyday. A threshold is fixed by
doing some offline studies to accept/reject a claim whenever a student mark his/her
attendance. The success rate of the claims made to mark attendances for 10days as
mentioned in Table16.3, which shows that the performance has variation for each of
the days.

The student attendance data was collected for a period of a semester for a course.
As the students used to test regularly a large database was available for each of the
speakers. For better modeling the speaker with more amount of data as well as data
collected in different sessions, all the speakers were retrained by adding test trial
data over a month and performance analysis was made with three different days
of testing data against both old model as well as the new retrained models of the
speakers. Table16.4 shows the performance comparison of three different testing
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Table 16.3 Performance over a period of 10days

Testing trial Success rate (%) Testing trial Success rate (%)

Day 1 90.68 Day 6 82.59

Day 2 84.88 Day 7 89.53

Day 3 86.05 Day 8 90.70

Day 4 80.23 Day 9 82.59

Day 5 82.59 Day 10 84.88

Table 16.4 Attendance system performance comparison against retrained model

Testing trial Success rate-old model (%) Success rate-retrained model (%)

Test 1 75 88.33

Test 2 71 93.54

Test 3 80.4 93.49
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Fig. 16.4 Score analysis against retrained models. a Histogram plot for scores-old model ver-
sus retrained model-test 1. b Histogram plot for scores-old model versus retrained model-test 2.
c Histogram plot for scores-old model versus retrained model-test 3
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days for both old and retrained models. A significant improvement in performance
is achieved for each of the three cases. The performance shoots up by at least 10%
when the speaker models were retrained with some of the test trails collected over a
period of time. Figure16.4 shows how remodeling helps to boost the scores of the
speakers with a significant margin, which in turn increases the success rate. This is
due to the addition of some of the test data trails from different sessions that help in
better modeling the speakers as it has speaker information for a period of time. This
is helpful for a practical system deployment point of view, where multi-session data
of the speakers can be used for better modeling and for improving the future system
performance.

16.5 Conclusion

SV under variable durations, especially for low data case is a challenging task for the
SV community. This paper presents a study of SV for variable duration test segments
for a standard database and for a database collected from practically working SV
system. It signifies the session variability importance in SV and how it can be used for
a practical deployable system to achieve improved system performance. A significant
improvement in performance is achieved when data collected over different sessions
are used to retrain the speaker models over a period of time in a practical deployable
system.
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Chapter 17
Two-Dimensional Processing of Multichannel
ECG Signals for Efficient Exploitation
of Inter and Intra-Channel Correlation

Anurag Singh and S. Dandapat

Abstract Electrocardiogram signals acquired through different channels from the
body surface are termed asMultichannel ECG (MECG) signals. They are obtained by
projecting the same heart potential in different directions and hence share common
information with each other. In this work a new two-dimensional (2-D) approach
is proposed for MECG signal processing in order to exploit the correlated structure
between the channels efficiently. Different channel data are arranged in a 2-D form
giving theman image type arrangement and then2-Ddiscrete cosine transform (DCT)
is applied in a blockwise manner over the whole data. The 2-D processing of MECG
data ensures the efficient utilizationof both inter-lead correlation (across the columns)
and intra-lead correlation (across the rows). Since neighboring ECG samples across
the channels are more correlated due to slowly varying nature of ECGs, blockwise
processing of MECG data gives an effective way to exploit this. To quantify the
performance of the proposed algorithm, it is evaluated on a compression platform.
Each block after DCT transformation is undergone through a uniform scale zero-
zone quantizer and entropy encoder to get the compressed bit streams. Performance
metrics used are the compression ratio (CR), and widely used distortion measure,
root mean square difference (PRD).

Keywords Multichannel ECG (MECG) · Discrete cosine transform (DCT) ·
Uniform scalar dead zone quantizer (USDZQ) · CR · PRD
17.1 Introduction

Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal furnishes detailed diagnostic information about the
human heart. It is used by cardiologists as a noninvasive diagnostic tool for detect-
ing various cardiac diseases. The ECG data acquisition is carried out through 12
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standard channels: Lead-I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and V6,
termed as multichannel ECG (MECG) and is the worldwide standardized. As the
12 channels/leads capture ECG signals from various regions of the heart, so differ-
ent disease characteristics appear in either of these 12 leads and this makes MECG
more clinically important than single lead ECG. Exploring higher lead systems, e.g.,
64-leads or 128-leads [1] to extract more details about cardiac information is emerg-
ing as a potential research field. However, in real time, dealingwithmultiple channels
by processing each channel individually is a computationally intensive task and also
not an optimal way since MECGs are not independent and share common informa-
tion. Hence, there is a need for efficient MECG processing techniques which can
process MECGs jointly utilizing their common information effectively. Long-term
ECG recording is very common while diagnosing the pathology of a patient. These
long-term recordings and ever-increasing use of modern ECG monitoring devices
lead to vast amount of raw digitized ECG data which becomes even higher in case
of MECG recording. This poses a serious challenge in processing and storage of
MECG signals, especially in resource constraint scenarios, e.g., for modern portable
ECG monitoring devices. So effective processing of MECG signals becomes very
important, which can compress theMECG data and give them a concise and compact
representation. This can be done by exploiting the inter- and intra-channel correlation
structure of MECGs efficiently. This helps in cutting down the redundant informa-
tion present across the channels and compress the MECG signals for their practical
and real-time processing. In this work, a two-dimensional (2-D) processing is pro-
posed for 2-D arranged MECG data for better utilization of the inherent correlation
structure. ECG signals can be compressed either in time domain taking directly the
time-domain samples or in transform domain, where ECG signal is given some other
time-frequency representation. Transform domain techniques proved more effective
and efficient way of compressing ECG signal, since redundancy removal becomes
easy in transform domains.

Single channelECGdata compression techniques havebeen thoroughly researched
so far but limited research is available for multichannel ECG data compression. In
MECG signal compression techniques, the inherent correlation existing across the
different channels is the main source of redundancies apart from inter-beat and intra-
beat redundancies. Many authors have attempted to exploit it either in time domain
[2–4] or in any other transform domain [5–7]. Cohen and Zigel [3] proposed a
long-term prediction algorithm for MECG compression. Image-based compression
algorithms have also been generalized forMECG signal compression. One such type
of algorithm is based on vector quantization [4] which is used for both single lead
ECG and MECG compression. Transform-based MECG compression algorithm is
mainly based on KL transform, discrete cosine transform (DCT) [5], and wavelets
[6, 8]. Recent advancements in the field of ECG compression include the techniques
based on compressive sensing (CS) and sparse representation of ECG signals, either
in fixed orthogonal basis (wavelet, DCT, etc.) or in some other nonorthogonal bases
(learned bases/dictionaries) [9–12]. In ECG signals, a fair amount of sparseness exist
in time-domain [9] which get enhanced many folds in some transform domains (e.g.,
wavelet domain). This sparseness is exploited for data reduction using CS-based
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approaches. But these techniques are mainly dedicated for single channel ECGs and
do not suggest for MECG processing.

In this paper, a 2-D processing of 2-D arranged MECG data is proposed to better
exploit the inter as well as intra-lead correlation (exist across the columns and rows
of 2-D arranged MECG data). For this an image-compression-based approach is
followed which processes MECG data blockwise and decorrelates them using 2-
D DCT. DCT is an orthogonal transformation which is well known for its energy
compaction properties, helps here in better removing the redundancies across the
blocks, and gives MECGs a concise representation.

17.2 Methodology

The proposed methodology can be described in mainly three stages: Preprocess-
ing stage, orthogonal transformation and quantization, and entropy encoding stage.
Figure17.1 shows a flow of the proposed method. Each stage is discussed in detail
in the following subsections.

17.2.1 Preprocessing

In the preprocessing stage, the baseline wander present in the ECG signal is removed
using a lowpass finite impulse response filter of cutoff frequency 0.5Hz [13]. Further,
ECG signals are amplitude normalized and mean removed. Here, all 12-leads are not
processed and only 8 channels have been processed further after removing redundant
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channels in the preprocessing stage since the rest of the 4 channels are supplementary,
which can be derived from these 8 fundamental channels. As additional part of the
preprocessing stage, channel reordering is done to keep the most correlated channels
together to efficiently exploit their correlation. Since precordial leads capture the
electrical heart vector amplitude from different narrow angles, it is more likely that
they are highly correlated [5]. So we have arranged the sample points of 8 channel
MECG inmatrix form keeping channels along the rows and number of samples along
the columns in following order: V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, V6, lead I, lead II. So we having
an L × N matrix to process with, here N and L are the number of sample points
taken from each channel and number of channels (=8) respectively.

17.2.2 Orthogonal Transformation

The 2-D arrangedMECG data matrix is divided into blocks with M samples and 2-D
DCT is applied on each 8× M size block in order to decorrelate the block samples.
DCT of an N-dimensional 1-D signal is given as:

C(k) =
√

αk

N

N−1∑

n=0

x(n)cos
(2n + 1)kπ

2N
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (17.1)

where C(k) is the DCT coefficient, αk = 1 for k = 1 and αk = 1 elsewhere.
The above defined 1-D DCT can be applied first on rows and then on columns of
each block to get its fast 2-D implementation. The block-by-block processing of
2-D arranged MECG samples seems intuitive as a block may have higher correlated
samples compared to whole data matrix due to slowly varying nature of ECG in
each lead. After transformation we get the same number of DCT-coefficients as the
block size arranged in a zig-zag manner based on their clinical information content
starting from low frequency toward high frequency. These DCT-coefficients are then
scanned in zig-zag manner and one-dimensional vectors are formed corresponding
to each block in which the coefficients are arranged in increasing order of frequency.

17.2.3 Block Thresholding

DCT squeezes the entire energy of a block into a few of the coefficients and produces
many of the resulting transformed coefficients of very low amplitudes, which are
insignificant for further processing. These coefficients can be truncated using any
suitable thresholding technique. For threshold calculation for each block, the maxi-
mumcoefficient fromeach block is calculated and a fraction of this is put as threshold.
Coefficients above the threshold value are kept only, zeroing others as given below:
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αi =
{
0, |αi | < p × |αmax|
αi , |αi | ≤ p × |αmax| (17.2)

The fraction varies from 5 to 20% of the peak value.

17.2.4 Quantization and Encoding

The thresholded coefficients are quantized by a uniform scalar dead zone quantizer
(USDZQ) [14]. This is a special type of quantizer made from the modification of a
mid-tread quantizer, in which a dead-zone is created across zero. The dead-zone is
created across zero for further zeroing the high frequency noisy components. Coeffi-
cients outside the dead-zone are quantized uniformly without losing any significant
clinical information. The introduction of the zero zone concept in themid-tread quan-
tizer is proved to be advantageous as it leads to noise elimination across zero and
also improves signal quality and compression efficiency. The quantized coefficients
are then entropy encoded by Huffman encoding strategy.

17.3 Results and Discussion

All experiments are conducted taking 4096 samples from each channel and thus
making a data matrix of dimension 8×4000. Datasets are taken from CSE-multilead
library database [15]. The whole data matrix is processed blockwise. The idea of
blockwise processing is motivated from JPEG image encoding technique, which
helps here in exploiting both the inter-channel correlation (across the column) and
intra-channel correlation (across the rows) between the neighboring ECG samples
efficiently using 2-D DCT. The slowly varying nature of ECG signal in all leads
contribute toward intra-channel correlation and simultaneous recording of the same
heart activities through different channels contribute towards inter-channel correla-
tion. Unlike conventional square block size used in image processing applications,
here we chose a rectangular block of size 8× M to process theMECG data. Different
values of M was chosen for experiments starting with M = 8–64 in power of 2 and it
was found that block size of 8× 32 gave overall optimum performance. Correlation
structure between the ECG samples of different leads varies with different block
sizes and that is the reason behind varying performances with different block sizes.
To avoid any clinical loss while quantization, a specific quantizer is used here called
USDZQ. It is well known for minimizing quantization error when its parameters
are chosen judiciously. It has a specific dead zone created around zero which helps
in eliminating noise and improving compression efficiency. All its specifications are
chosen as suggested in [14]. Performance evaluation of the algorithm is done in terms
of compression ratio (CR) and percentage root mean square difference (PRD) [16].
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Fig. 17.2 Original ECG signal taken from Lead V3 and its corresponding reconstruction at
CR = 6.93. Data-set M01_014 taken from CSE multilead library

Figure17.2 depicts the plot of original signal from Lead V3 and its corresponding
reconstruction at CR = 6.93 using a block size of 8 × 32. All the clinical features
of the ECG signals are preserved as verified by the reconstructed plot except a
couple of points (black circled) where a slight alteration from the original signal is
noticed. Distortion incurred during reconstruction is calculated in terms of widely
used distortion measure PRD. Although it is not relevant from diagnostic point of
view it helps in easy performance comparison with existing techniques. PRD values
for different CRwith 8×8 block size is depicted in Table17.1 for data-set M01_024.
It is noticeable that for pre-cordial leads (V1–V6), PRD value is lower compared

Table 17.1 PRD values for different leads for different CR values with 8×8 block size for data-set
M01_024 taken from CSE Multilead library

Leads CR = 5.07 CR = 5.07 CR = 6.04 CR = 6.58 CR = 7.08

V1 4.7136 4.8454 5.6239 6.5754 8.3005

V2 3.6364 3.7966 5.0843 5.9942 7.2245

V3 2.9736 3.4887 4.4517 5.0342 6.0347

V4 3.5264 3.9545 5.2246 6.3104 7.5899

V5 6.7100 7.8607 10.7068 13.1850 16.7586

V6 4.7215 5.3882 6.8894 8.6186 10.3809

Lead I 4.4473 4.8397 6.1996 7.2360 8.5536

Lead II 6.0259 6.5599 7.6425 9.1241 10.3926
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to limb leads (Lead I and Lead II). This is because the former is generally less
noisy compared to limb leads, which captures noise easily while acquisition. For
noisy channels, the proposed algorithm reduces the noise level while reconstruction
and so the PRD value increases as in the case of lead V5 (see Table17.1). With
increase in CR value the PRD value also increases with little distortion introduced in
the reconstructed signal using fixed number of quantization bits (8 bits used here).
Algorithm performance with different number of bits is shown in Fig. 17.3, which
clearly shows performance improvement (low PRD) with increasing number of bits.
So for any application, a tradeoff is required betweenmaximumachievable CR, PRD,
and quantization bits used.

A performance comparison of proposed technique is also done with recently
reported MECG compression techniques. Of these, one is proposed by Sharma et al.
[13] which is based on multiscale principal component analysis (MSPCA) and the
second is based on distributed compressive sensing (DCS) proposed by Polania et al.
[11] for single channel ECG, but here we implemented it for MECG for comparison
purpose. Table17.2 shows a lead-by-lead distortion comparison obtained through
our technique and distortion reported in the existing techniques for dataset M01_014
at almost the same reported CR = 5.98. It is evident that the proposed method
outperforms the reported techniques with low PRD values at the same CR. Even at
higher CR = 6.93, we are getting better PRD values than the reported ones. Our
algorithm also performs well for all leads in comparison to a recent reported image
and volumetric coding-basedMEEG compression algorithm [17] where the reported
PRD (=9.97) is higher compared to our results at almost the same CR = 6.12.
Although the CR achieved in our algorithm is not very high compared to state-of-
art single channel CR (which might be possible due to lack of correlation in MECG
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Fig. 17.3 Distortion variation in each fundamental lead with respect to quantization bits
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Table 17.2 Performance comparison table

Reported
techniques

Lead wise distortion (PRD) CR

Lead I Lead II V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6

Sharma et al. [13] 9.82 11.74 14.08 10.33 7.63 6.82 18.76 20.74 5.98

Polania et al. [11] 16.92 11.21 7.78 8.20 8.41 7.36 23.78 23.74 5.97

Proposed 6.0 5.85 6.08 5.55 5.12 4.98 6.59 8.40 5.97

7.58 8.12 8.51 7.75 7.52 6.73 8.32 11.92 6.93

compared to single lead ECG), yet the proposedmethod suggests a newway to jointly
process and compress MECG data. The results can be improved further employing
better block thresholding strategies. Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) may also be
used for improved performance over DCT as it is known for its superior performance
over DCT in case of JPEG2000 image encoding.

17.4 Conclusion

The work presented in this paper proposes a new way to exploit all the possible types
of correlation structures present in multichannel ECG (MECG) signals. To achieve
this, algorithm suggested a two-dimensional processing of MECG data arranged in a
2-D matrix so that the inter-channel correlation (exist across the columns) and intra-
channel correlation (exist across the rows) could be exploited jointly using 2-DDCT.
The significant DCT coefficients are quantized using a specific quantizer called uni-
form scalar zero zone quantizer which helps in minimizing the quantization error and
suits for all type of ECG morphologies. The joint compression of MECG signals by
the proposed algorithm may help in meeting high memory requirements for MECGs
and felicitating their processing in resource constraint applications.
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Chapter 18
DCT-Based Linear Regression Approach
for 12-Lead ECG Synthesis

Jiss J. Nallikuzhy and S. Dandapat

Abstract Synthesis of standard 12-lead electrocardiogram from reduced lead set
without losing significant diagnostic information is a major challenge. In this work,
we propose a patient specific method for synthesizing 12-lead electrocardiogram
from reduced lead set by applying linear regression over the DCT domain. The
proposed method is evaluated by standard distortion measures such as correlation
coefficient, root mean square error, and wavelet energy-based diagnostic distortion.
The results shows improvement from the existing systems without loss of significant
diagnostic information.

Keywords Derived 12-lead ECG systems · Electrocardiogram (ECG) synthesis ·
Electrocardiography · Reduced lead sets

18.1 Introduction

Various cardiac arrhythmias can be detected by observing the commonly used nonin-
vasive test known as electrocardiogram (ECG). A standard 12-lead ECG requires 10
electrodes to be positioned in various parts of the body for a continuous monitoring,
which usually extends for several hours. This create inconvenience for the patient
and the possibility of losing information due to detachment of electrodes being high.
This generates a necessity for acquiring standard 12-lead ECG from less number of
electrodes. Systems that synthesize standard 12-lead ECG from reduced number of
leads are known as derived ECG systems.
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Various systemswith reduced leads are developed for generating standard 12-lead
ECG. Dower, in 1968, introduced a derived 12-lead ECG system [3]. He used the
orthogonal lead system developed by Frank for synthesizing the 12-lead ECG [4]
using a linear transform. J.A Scherer and J.M. Nicklas developed a system for syn-
thesizing the 12-lead ECG from a 3-lead semi-orthogonal subset using linear trans-
formation arrays [10]. This work was based on their study where standard ECG are
redundant and smaller subsets of electrodes can be used for constructing the 12-leads
[10]. Reconstruction of 12-lead ECG from reduced lead sets was published by
S.P. Nelwan et al. [9]. They used linear regression for obtaining the derived leads
from a subset of the set of leads (I, II, V1-V6) with lead I, II and at least one pre-
cordial leads always selected [9]. The idea of deriving standard 12-lead ECG from
four standard leads using information redundancy in 12-lead system was proposed
by Wei [12] in 2002 based on Frank torso model. Sum-Che Man et al. published the
reconstruction of standard 12-lead ECG from Mason-Likar electrode configuration
in 2008 [7]. A novel neural-network model for deriving standard 12-lead ECG from
three-lead ECG was proposed by Atoui et al. in 2010 [1]. 12-lead ECG reconstruc-
tion from sparse electrodes using Independent component Analysis was published
by Tsouri and Ostertag in 2014 [11]. Most of these works consist of a linear trans-
formation or more complex transforms such as the neural network. The results are
evaluated by subjective measures, which may be less accurate in the case of ECG
signal since the information content has diagnostic importance.

This study aims to extract the relationship between reduced leads and standard
leads by regressing over theDCTcoefficients between the two.The paper is organized
as follows. Section18.2 describes the methodology used for this study. Section18.3
explains the observed results and Sect. 18.4 concludes the work.

18.2 Method

18.2.1 Preprocessing

ECG signal is preprocessed before conducting the experiment. Baseline wandering
is removed by passing the signal through a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency
of 0.7Hz and then subtracting this signal from original signal. This is followed by
mean removal and amplitude normalization. The signal is then divided into two parts
for training and testing. Period normalization is applied to each ECG cycle after
separating it out from the training and testing signal.
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18.2.2 Proposed Method

The proposed method consists of transforming the signal into DCT domain and then
applying linear regression over these coefficients. The DCT is given by Eq.18.1 as

X (k) =
(
2

N

) 1
2

N−1∑

n=0

x(n).w(n).cos

[
πk

2N
(2n + 1)

]

, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

(18.1)

where w(n) = 1/
√
2 for n = 0 and is equal to 1, otherwise. The DCT transforms the

time domain signal into a scale where the high energy, low frequency components
of the signal are located at the beginning of the scale and low energy, high frequency
components of the signal toward the end of the scale. This property can be utilized to
capture a better linear relationship between predictor leads and response lead. DCT
is calculated for each period normalized cycle of ECG signal. The resulting DCT
coefficients is then arranged serially for a particular lead.

Linear regression is applied over the DCT coefficients according to Eq.18.2 as

V dVi = b0 + b1.V dLead I + b2.V dLead I I + b3.V dV2 . (18.2)

where b0, b1, b2 and b3 are the regression coefficients and V dVi is the target lead
which can be any one of the precordial leads V dV1 , V dV3 , V dV4 , V dV5 and V dV6 .
Regression coefficients are calculated by minimizing the squared error between pre-
dictor and response leads using gradient descent algorithm. The limb lead, Lead III
and augmented limb leads aV R, aV L and aV F can be easily synthesized by linearly
combining the leads Lead I and Lead II [6]. In this work, a subset of standard 12-lead,
which contains Lead I, Lead II and V2 are selected for predicting the response lead.

18.2.3 Training and Testing

In the training phase, DCT coefficients of Lead I, Lead II, and V2 along with the
response lead Vi is regressed as per Eq.18.2 to find the regression coefficients. This
regression coefficients is used to predict the response lead in the testing phase. The
resulting ECG cycle is denormalized to obtain the actual period. The process is
repeated for all cycles and is combined together to obtain the complete ECG signal.
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18.2.4 Performance Evaluation

The performance of proposed model is evaluated by comparing the original leads
with the response leads. Standard performance evaluation methods like correlation
coefficient, root mean square error, and wavelet energy-based diagnostic distortion
measure [8] are used to evaluate the performance of synthesized ECG signal.
Equations18.3 and 18.4 give correlation coefficient (rx ) and root mean square
error (RMSE) respectively. Correlation coefficient and RMSE calculate the similarity
between leads original and response leads.

rx =
∑K

k=1[x(k) − μo] ∑K
k=1[x̂(k) − μr ]

√∑K
k=1 x(k)

√∑K
k=1 x̂(k)

. (18.3)

RMSE =
√
√
√
√ 1

K

K∑

k=1

[x(k) − x̂(k)]2. (18.4)

Here, x(k) represents the original signal, x̂(k) represents the reconstructed signal,
k denotes the kth sample, and K denotes the total number of samples in the sig-
nal. Mean value of original signal is denoted as μo and mean value of synthesized
signal as μr. In this experiment, μo and μr are zero since the mean was removed
while preprocessing. Equation18.5 gives the wavelet energy-based diagnostic dis-
tortion (WEDD). This distortion measure is used to evaluate the clinically important
diagnostic information between original and reconstructed signal.

WEDD =
L+1∑

l=1

wlWPRDl . (18.5)

where wl is weight for lth subband given by Eq.18.6 and WPRD is the wavelet
percentage root mean square difference given by Eq.18.7.

wl =
∑Kl

k=1 d2
l (k)

∑L+1
m=1

∑Kl
k=1 d2

m(k)
, l = 1, 2, . . . , (L + 1). (18.6)

WPRDl =
√
√
√
√

∑Kl
k=1[dl(k) − d̂l(k)]2
∑Kl

k=1[dl(k)]2 . (18.7)
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Here, Kl is the number of wavelet coefficient in lth subband and dl(k) is the kth
wavelet coefficient of signal in lth sub-band [8]. In this experiment, mean free ECG
signal is decomposed to 7th level using Daubechies biorthogonal 4/4 wavelets filters.

18.3 Results and Discussions

The most commonly available PTB database is used for this study [2, 5]. The pro-
posed method is verified for 70 healthy control data and 45 anterior myocardial
infarction data. Each data of 10 s duration is selected and is divided into two parts of
5 s each for training and testing.

18.3.1 Performance Evaluation for Healthy Control Data

Themodel is tested for 70 healthy control data in the PTBdatabase using performance
evaluation criteria such as correlation coefficient (rx ),RMSE andWEDD. Figure18.1
shows the original and reconstructed precordial leads for healthy control data. It can
be observed that the proposed model is able to reconstruct most of the leads in an
efficient manner. Lead V4,V5 and V6 shows a little amount of noise compared to
the original leads. This is due to the fact that these leads are located away from the
predictor lead V2 and is commonly referred to as proximity effect.

Table18.1 shows the comparison of proposed model with linear regression model
and ICA-based model for various performance evaluation criteria. Here average
values of evaluation criteria for 70 healthy control data are tabulated. It can be
observed that correlation coefficient and RMSE show much similarity in the case
of linear regression and proposed model. Notable difference can be observed in
the values of WEDD, which is an objective distortion measure. It can be inferred
that the proposed model captures diagnostic information much more compared to
the existing models. This is important since ECG signal contains very sensitive
diagnostic information.
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Fig. 18.1 Original and synthesized ECG leads V1, V3, V4, V5 and V6 for healthy control data. a
Original lead V1. b Reconstructed lead V1. c Original lead V3. d Reconstructed lead V3. e Original
lead V4. f Reconstructed lead V4. g Original lead V5. h Reconstructed lead V5. i Original lead V6.
j Reconstructed lead V6
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Table 18.1 Averaged correlation coefficient (rx ), RMSE and WEDD between original and synthe-
sized healthy control data for linear regression (LR), ICA method, and proposed model (PM)

Leads Avg. correlation coefficient (rx ) Avg. RMSE Avg. WEDD (%)

LR ICA PM LR ICA PM LR ICA PM

V1 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.032 0.036 0.033 10.15 23.76 9.31

V3 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.032 0.036 0.033 15.39 19.27 13.98

V4 0.96 0.93 0.96 0.049 0.047 0.051 32.58 26.9 31.67

V5 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.04 0.038 0.042 29.96 24.99 29.48

V6 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.033 0.032 0.034 22.53 21.28 22.31

18.3.2 Performance Evaluation for Anterior Myocardial
Infarction Data

The proposed model is tested for performance in the case of pathological data. Here,
45 anterior myocardial infarction data are used for testing. Figure18.2 shows the
original and reconstructed leads for anterior myocardial infarction data. It can be
observed that, the proposed model performs satisfactorily and is able to reconstruct
most of the precordial leads. A similar observation as that of healthy control data can
be noted here as well. The leads away from V2 show a little noise in the signal, but
still preserve the shape.

Table18.2 shows the comparison of the model with linear regression model and
ICA-based model for various performance evaluation criteria. The average perfor-
mance evaluation value for 45 anterior myocardial infarction data is tabulated. In
this case, it is observed that all the evaluation criteria show similar values for both
regression and proposed model. The proposed model preserves as much diagnostic
information as that of existing models.

In this experiment, the proposed model was evaluated only over two datasets, one
normal dataset and one pathological dataset. The model may perform better in the
case of other pathologies since DCT transforms the signal into a domain where a
better linear relationship between predictor leads and response lead can be achieved.
The experiment is conducted only for specific patients and hence the performance
of the proposed model as a global model for synthesis is an open challenge.
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Fig. 18.2 Original and synthesized ECG leads V1, V3, V4, V5 and V6 for anterior myocardial
infarction data. a Original lead V1. b Reconstructed lead V1. c Original lead V3. d Reconstructed
lead V3. e Original lead V4. f Reconstructed lead V4. g Original lead V5. h Reconstructed lead
V5. i Original lead V6. j Reconstructed lead V6
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Table 18.2 Averaged correlation coefficient (rx ), RMSE and WEDD between original and
synthesized anteriormyocardial infarction data for linear regression (LR), ICAmethod andproposed
model (PM)

Leads Avg. correlation coefficient (rx ) Avg. RMSE Avg. WEDD (%)

LR ICA PM LR ICA PM LR ICA PM

V1 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.031 0.034 0.032 15.67 21.43 15.39

V3 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.037 0.039 0.038 12.44 21.19 12.67

V4 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.072 0.065 0.075 23.39 33.39 23.99

V5 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.054 0.051 0.056 21.05 32.27 20.68

V6 0.96 0.94 0.96 0.043 0.041 0.044 17.21 26.48 17.50

18.4 Conclusion

A patient-specific model for synthesizing standard 12-lead ECG from reduced lead
set is proposed in this work. The proposed model utilizes the linear relationship
between predictor leads and response leads in the DCT domain for synthesizing.
Performance evaluation results show that the proposed model preserves the sensitive
diagnostic information much more than the existing models.
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Chapter 19
Design, Simulation, and Performance
Evaluation of a High Temperature and Low
Power Consumption Microheater Structure
for MOS Gas Sensors

Kaushik Das and Priyanka Kakoty

Abstract The purpose of this work is to design, simulate, and to evaluate the per-
formance of a low power microheater for a gas sensing system. A microheater is
a microstructure incorporated in a MOS gas sensor in order to elevate the tem-
perature of the sensor to an operating range for the reliable performance of a gas
sensor. An approach is made in this work to find an optimized microheater structure
by considering different membrane sizes and geometries and taking into account
the temperature distribution and power consumption problems. The materials used
for the analysis are Platinum and Polysilicon. After analyzing various microheater
designs, a novel design is developed by optimization and varying geometry, layer
dimension, and materials of the device. For the developed design, thermal profile
and power consumption analysis are carried out. The entire work is carried out in
COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.2.

Keywords Microheater · Heater geometry · Low power · Uniform temperature

19.1 Introduction

Among all other existing types of gas sensors,MOS-based gas sensors have exhibited
promising properties in the field of gas sensing due to their acceptable sensitivity, low
cost, flexibility in production, and stability over wide working temperature range,
large number of possible application field like environmental, medicinal, food indus-
try, detection of industrial and toxic gases. One of the key components of a MOS gas
sensor is the microheater. The temperature of the sensing layer is controlled by the
microheater which is used as a hot plate. The semiconductor gas sensor utilizes the
principle of chemiadsorption to detect changes in resistance as a function of varying
concentrations of different gases. In order to detect these resistive changes, the heater
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temperaturemust be held constant and uniform over the heater area. Therefore, on the
operating temperature homogeneity/uniformity of the microheater, different semi-
conductor gas sensor properties like sensitivity, selectivity, and response time are
dependent [1, 2]. Additionally, the use of a microheater in a gas sensor, fabricated
using compatible process with a good fabrication yield can improve the dynamic
response in the sensing process and reduce the power consumption too [3].

A high temperature should be maintained on the entire gas sensing region in
order to meet current and future electronic system requirements [4]. Generally, bulk
Si substrate is used where the heater is micromachined. The high temperature is
obtained by joules heating of the heater deposited on the membrane. Si has excellent
mechanical properties. Another advantage of using Si substrate is that the electronic
circuits and the sensor can be integrated on one single chip. Thus, for the appropriate
performance of a semiconductor gas sensor, a microheater is in-built in it that plays
a crucial role in maintaining and controlling the temperature of the sensing film.

19.2 Selection of Heater Material

Choosing a perfect material for the microheater is a challenge for the better perfor-
mance of the gas sensor. Most of the researches reported so far deal with the design
of either platinum or polysilicon microheater, particularly applied for the higher
temperature range (400–700 ◦C) for better high temperature stability and the process
compatibility [5]. But the problem of high temperature sensing lies in the high power
consumption and the reduced lifetime of the sensor. For polysilicon, the resistivity
is very high, making it suitable for the heater element, but it cannot be deposited
simply by electron beam deposition technique. Instead it has to be deposited using
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique, which is much more costly method.
In this work, we have come up with a design to reduce the power consumption of
the platinum and polysilicon microheater based on geometrical variation which has
resulted in optimum performance.

19.3 Microheater Placement

The functional layers in a MOS gas sensor with a single microhotplate element
are shown in the Fig. 19.1. The most obvious features in a microhotplate are the
suspended plate, supported beams, and the pit. The device shown also has four elec-
trodes that are used for measuring the electrical characteristics of deposited sensing
films. The layer structure within the suspended plate indicates other functionality
within the basic microhotplate arrangement.
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Fig. 19.1 Functional layers
of a microhotplate
(reproduced from [6])

19.4 Design and Electrothermal Analysis of Microheater

Microheaters are microstructures consisting generally a hot plate on a membrane
micromachined from bulk silicon. The temperature rise is obtained by the Joules
heating in a resistor deposited on a membrane a few micrometers thick. The objec-
tive of the microheater design is to achieve low power consumption and a uniform
temperature distribution over the active area. This elevated uniform temperature of
the sensing material is required for the smooth operation of the gas sensor as the
chemical adsorption/desorption of the gas on the sensing surface can take place only
at an elevated temperature, and the uniformity in temperature gives a better sensor
response. The tool used for this purpose is COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.2. Differ-
ent types of heater elements, heater structures, and geometries are analyzed in order
to obtain an optimal design.

The numerical approximation of the temperature distribution, total heat loss, etc.,
can be obtained by replacing the sensor by a set of points. This set of points is called
the computation grid or mesh. The right choice of the computational grid is very
important to obtain good approximation. By increasing the number node points can
result in better accuracy but at the same time leads to an increase of computational
time. Therefore, it is often better to use a nonuniform grid which models the parts of
the sensor which are subjected to large changes with a narrow grid and regions with
nearly no change in temperature with a rather rough grid. A fundamental premise of
using the finite element procedure is that the body is subdivided up into small discrete
regions known as finite elements. These elements defined by nodes and interpolation
functions.

The commercial finite element model (FEM) programs COMSOL MULTI-
PHYSICS 4.2 have been employed for the coupled electrothermal simulations by
means of three-dimensional (3D model) powerful finite element analysis program
that can be used in many engineering analysis, including thermal, structural, and
electrical analysis. COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.2 3D Builder Module has been
used for design of a microheater and COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 4.2 Joules Heat-
ing Module is used for simulation of microheater. For temperature less than 400 ◦C
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radiation losses are neglected [7]. Due to small size of the heated structure, the con-
vection losses are negligible at medium-low temperature. Assuming the fluid motion
to be negligible the air has been considered as a static fluid modeled as a solid on
the top and bottom of the membrane. The temperature of the frame is assumed to
remain at room temperature. Hence the boundary condition is 27 ◦C.

19.5 Design Procedure

From the study it has been established that for a low-power semiconductor metal
oxide gas sensor power consumption of the heater should be lowas possible. There are
several reports where researchers have designed microheaters with different shapes
(meander shaped, fan shaped, spiral shaped, S-shaped, honeycomb shaped, etc.) [8]
which yielded different results. Taking into consideration the response given by all
the available designs, a novel design was developed and optimized to give a better
response. In our design, we wanted to improve the temperature uniformity of the
microheater. From the already known shapes, it was revealed that a square structure
gives better temperature uniformity. And in order to improve the heating, the number
of connectors between inner squares and outer square to increase the current density
all over the structure was developed [9]. In our approach, we have tried to develop
a square-shaped structured microheater based on the previous reports available. The
operating voltage was selected from 50mV for simulation. Platinum is chosen as the
reference material. For the square grilled-type microheater, to start with, the power
consumption is taken to be 10mW which is given by

P = V 2

R
(19.1)

where V is the applied voltage and R is the resistance of the material. So to calculate
the length of the design we have,

R = ρ
L

A
(19.2)

where ρ is the resistivity of the material; L is the length of the heater and A is the
active are a of the microheater.

Thus taking all the above values in consideration the length is found out to be
∼117µm, which we take 120µm to simplify our design.

The square grilled-type design is shown in the Fig. 19.2 the designed microheater
has length of 120µm, width of the strip is 10µm, and thickness of 5µm.
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Fig. 19.2 Square grilled
type

19.6 Simulation of Platinum and Polysilicon Microheater

The Joule heatingmodule is used to get the electrothermal simulation. The stationary
solver was used to determine the steady state temperature distribution ofmicroheater.

Fixed temperature and potentials are assumed at ends of the heater. Several mate-
rial properties are required to solve the mathematical equations as mentioned above.

The material properties of platinum and polysilicon are shown in Table19.1.
The potential applied across the heater ranges from 50 to 60mV. The simulated

result of 60mV voltage is shown in Fig. 19.3 and the variation of temperature is
shown in Fig. 19.4.

Table 19.1 Material properties of platinum and polysilicon

Material Platinum Polysilicon

Electrical resistivity in �-m 10.6e-10 32.2e-8

Thermal expansion coeff α in
10-6/K

8.8 2.8

Thermal conductivity at 300K
in W/M-K

70 29–34

Density in kg/m3 2109 2330

Young’s modulus GPa| 168 169

Specific heat in J/kg-K 130 753
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Fig. 19.3 Thermal profile of square grilled-type platinum microheater

Fig. 19.4 Variation of temperature with voltage of square grilled-type platinum microheater
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Fig. 19.5 Thermal profile of square grilled-type polysilicon microheater

The variation of temperature for the polysilicon microheater is shown below in
Fig. 19.5.

There is a substantial difference in the average temperature recorded between the
two microheaters with and without the power compensation. In order to objectively
compare the average temperatures, only the heat over the area of the membrane
was considered. By analyzing the simulation results and the thermal profile, we can
compare the required temperature range, maximum and average sensor temperature,
power consumption, required heater resistance for the given power consumption. For
each design the difference between maximum and average temperature can easily
be calculated. Comparing the simulation results shown in Figs. 19.4 and 19.6, it has
been observed that the microheater with platinum as heating material yields higher
temperature than that of polysilicon microheater for the same operating voltage.
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Fig. 19.6 Variation of temperature with voltage of square grilled-type polysilicon microheater

19.7 Conclusion

Comprehensive thermal model of microheaters are designed and simulated using
COMSOL 4.2. While examining the temperature output when the voltage applied
is kept in the range of 50–60 mV the square grilled platinum type design gives the
optimum result. A uniform microheater temperature is a necessary requirement as it
often enhances the operation if the sensor. The film overlying the microheater should
be maintained at a uniform temperature for maximum sensitivity. A uniform temper-
ature impliesminimization of the heater “hot-spot” which is a crucial requirement for
heater reliability. Thus the temperature uniformity depends on the membrane mate-
rials and also on their geometry, especially of the microheater. In this case, the inner
part of the heater area experiences heat loss only to the ambient area and radiation,
whereas the outer part additionally suffers from heat loss through the membrane. As
our work is in basic level, it is our future concern to fabricate a microheater on the
basis of these simulations.
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Chapter 20
Experimental Analysis on the Performance
of a New Preprocessing Method Used in Data
Compression

P. Khanikar, M.P. Bhuyan, R.R. Baruah and H. Sarma

Abstract This paper presents a new text transformation method, which has a few
similarities with the StarNT text transformation method. StarNT is a dictionary-
based lossless text transform algorithm. Many different compression methods have
been devised by researchers to find a suitable solution of data transmission that
utilises the entire network bandwidth optimally and which also achieves a higher
compression ratio. Most of the approaches that are being used, like the Prediction by
Partial Matching (PPM), Burrows–Wheeler Transform have been unable to achieve
the best possible output as provided by theoretical calculations and hence have left
researchers to find more efficient techniques of text compression. Further in this
paper we also provide the experimental results of the timing performance and space
utilisation by compression of our algorithm by comparing with StarNT method.
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20.1 Introduction

Transmission of data from one source to another over a network takes place through
the utilisation of communication channels. The channel bandwidth is sometimes
unable to accommodate and transmit data optimally because of the large amount of
storage area required by the datawhich is primarily down to the presence of redundant
data and its inefficient representation. Transmission of a considerable amount of
redundant data is, therefore, one of the primary factors behind the slow conveyance
of useful data over the Internet. File compression and decompression is one of the
most effectiveways to transmit data over the internet by removing redundant data and
utilising some transformation algorithms to achieve lossless, reversible transmission
of data [1–3]. Transformation algorithms are those algorithms which are applied to
the source files to make them easier to be compressed by compression algorithms
afterwards. Some of the transformation techniques are given below.

20.1.1 Burrows–Wheeler Transform

BWT [4] was introduced in 1994 byMichael Burrows andDavidWheeler.According
to the theory, the BWT is an algorithm that procures a block of data and restructures
it using a sorting algorithm, then piped through a Move-To-Front (MTF) stage, then
the Run Length encoder stage and finally an entropy encoder (Huffman coding or
Arithmetic coding). Bhuyan et al. [5] had introduced security concept with Burrows–
Wheeler Transform.

20.1.2 LIPT Transform

The basis of creation and utilisation of the LIPT [6] Transform is the length and
frequency of the words occurring. LIPT uses a dictionary of the English language
composed by 59,951words, with a size of approximately 0.5MB. The transformation
dictionary has approximately 0.3MB. The words that are not found in the dictionary
are left unchanged in the coded text. To create the LIPT dictionary, the English
dictionary needs to be sorted depending on the word length, and every block of a
specific length to be sorted in descending order of the frequency of the words.
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20.1.3 Star Transform

The Star Transform [6] is another lossless, reversible transformation algorithmwhich
is implemented on a source file before actual compression process to make the com-
pression process more easier. It works by making a very big dictionary of commonly
used words expected in the input files. The dictionary should be set up beforehand
and it must be introduced to the compressor and decompressor. Every word in the
dictionary has a star encoded equivalent, and the ‘*’ symbol is used to replace as
many letters as possible.

20.1.4 StarNT Transform

The StarNT Transform [7] uses only letters {a…z, A…Z} as code words to gain a
much better compression performance for the backend data compression algorithm.
A dictionary is created, where every word in the dictionary is assigned a unique
keyword. The first 26 words in the dictionary are assigned ‘a’, ‘b’ , . . . , ‘z’ as their
code words. The next 26 words are assigned ‘A’, ‘B’ , . . . ,‘Z’. After that the 53rd
word is assigned ‘aa’, the 54th ‘ab’. Following this order, ‘ZZ’ code word is assigned
to the 2756thword in theDictionary. The 2757thword is assigned ‘aaa’, the following
2758th word is assigned the ‘aab’ codeword, and so on.

20.2 Our Proposed Dictionary Based Transform Method

In this section we describe our text transformation method. First we present the
algorithm, the dictionary design and the encoding procedure .Then we point out the
differences and similarities between our method and StarNTmethod with a example.
Further we present the experimental analysis of our method.

20.2.1 Algorithm

1. Create the dictionary, which consists of words and their respective code words.
2. Encode the input text file using dictionary.
3. If all words in the input text file are found in dictionary, go to step 5.
4. If new words are found in input text file, add them to a temporary file and encode

the remaining words.
5. Encoding complete.
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20.2.2 Dictionary

The initial part of the dictionary is made by using some of the most frequently used
words in English language (upto 312 words). After the first 312 words, next words
are arranged according to length in decreasing order. Words which are not found
in the dictionary at the time of encoding are added to a temporary file, from which
they are periodically updated in the dictionary. The code words are assigned in the
following way:

1. Words having length ≤3, the code word is ‘#’ followed by the word itself.
For e.g. if the word is abc, code word is ‘#abc’.

2. Words having length >3, the code words are assigned by different combinations
of letters of English language.
For e.g. code words will be like ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’, .......,‘aa’,‘ab’,‘ac’,‘ad’, ....,‘ba’,
‘bb’, ....., etc.

20.2.3 Encoding

Any text file can be encoded using the dictionary.When thewords in the input text file
are found in the dictionary, these words are replaced by their respective codewords
in the dictionary and the encoding process is completed. However, when some words
are found in the text file, which are not present in the dictionary, these words are
added to a temporary file.

20.2.4 Comparison of StarNT with Our Proposed
Transformation Method

20.2.4.1 Similarities

1. In both the text transform methods [8, 9], most frequently used words are listed
at the beginning of the dictionary (upto 312 words).

2. In both the methods, different combinations of English letters [8, 9] are used as
codewords.

20.2.4.2 Differences

1. In both themethods after the first 312words in the dictionary, the remainingwords
are stored in according to their lengths. Words with longer lengths are stored after
words with shorter lengths in StarNT [8, 9], while in our method the scenario is
opposite.
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2. In our method words having length ≤3, the code word is ‘#’ followed by the
word itself and words having length >3, the code words are assigned by differ-
ent combinations of letters of English language But in StarNT [8, 9], different
combinations of letters of English language are only used as code words.

3. In the encoded output text of our method, the ‘*’ symbol is used to differentiate
between the different code words. However, in StarNT [8, 9] method, the ‘*’
symbol is prefixed before a word in the encoded output file, when that word is
not found in the dictionary.

20.2.5 Example

Let us consider the sentence ‘My name is Rahul’. We consider the scenario where
the word ‘name’ in the given sentence is not present in the dictionary. Let the code
words of ‘My’,‘is’,‘Rahul’ be ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’, respectively, in StarNT and ‘#My’,‘#is’,‘a’,
respectively, in our method. Now the encoded outputs will be:

a *name b c (in StarNT)

#My*name*#is*a (in our method)

Now we consider the scenario where all the words are present in the dictionary.
Let the code words of ‘My’,‘name’,‘is’,‘Rahul’ be ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’,‘d’, respectively, in
StarNT and ‘#My’,‘a’,‘#is’,‘b’, respectively, in our method. Now the encoded out-
puts will be:

a b c d (in StarNT)

#My*a*#is*b (in our method)

20.2.6 Performance Evaluation

20.2.6.1 Analysis of Our Algorithm

Here we have performed an experiment on the dictionary creation time for our
method, encoding time for different sizes of files and the comparison of the size
of encoded files in our method and the starNT method. We have considered files
starting from size 100 kb upto 1024 kb for the experiments as shown in Tables (20.1,
20.2 and 20.3).
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Fig. 20.1 Time analysis graph for dictionary creation for files of different size

From Fig. 20.1 we can claim that the dictionary creation time for our method is
bounded by O(n2). From Fig. 20.2 it is seen that the encoding time of the input files
in StarNT is less than our proposed method. From Fig. 20.3 it is clear that before the

Fig. 20.2 Time analysis graphs for encoding of files of different size for StarNT and our proposed
method
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Fig. 20.3 Original file size versus compressed file size graphs for files of different size for StarNT
and our proposed method

Table 20.1 Dictionary creation time for files of different sizes

Size of file to be encoded (Kb) Dictionary time (s)

100 2

200 5

300 11

400 22

500 37

600 70

700 105

800 151

900 206

1024 272

dictionary update the compression of the input text file is slightly better in StarNT
than our method. However, after the dictionary update it is seen that the compression
is considerably better in our method than StarNT.
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Table 20.2 Encoding time for files of different sizes

File size (Kb) Encoding time for our method
(s)

Encoding time for StarNT (s)

100 6 4

200 22 17

300 50 40

400 113 102

500 217 187

600 323 290

700 450 399

800 561 526

900 723 666

1024 890 809

Table 20.3 Encoded file size for files of different sizes for StarNT and for our proposed method
before and after dictionary update

File size (Kb) Compressed file size
before dictionary
update for our method
(Kb)

Compressed file size
after dictionary update
for our method (Kb)

Compressed file size
for StarNT (Kb)

100 78 72 72

200 169 147 159

300 259 226 247

400 351 305 338

500 446 390 436

600 537 473 529

700 622 547 609

800 709 625 692

900 788 696 762

1024 894 787 864

20.3 Conclusion

From the above experimental analysis it can be concluded that though the time
required to encode files in our method before and after dictionary update is more, but
it improves the performance of compression compared to StarNT. So the use of these
type of preprocessing methods will help in improving the compression ratio of the
other existing algorithms if we feed the files after applying reversible preprocessing
method in those algorithms for text compression.
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Chapter 21
Modeling a Nano Cylindrical MOSFET
Considering Parabolic Potential
Well Approximation

Jyotisikha Deka and Santanu Sharma

Abstract In this paper an analytical surface potential-based model considering the
quantummechanical effect at the semiconductor-oxide interface of a nanoscale cylin-
drical MOSFET is developed. The model considers the decoupling of the Poisson’s
and Schrodinger’s equations via parabolic potential well approximation instead of
fully self-consistent approach. Using the developed model, the effect of variation on
surface potential, threshold voltage, drain current, with the extension into the sat-
uration regime alongwith the variation of substrate doping, silicon pillar diameter,
drain to source voltage, and gate to source voltage are observed. While obtaining the
results, a large discrepancy in the device characteristics from the classical analysis
is seen and this proves the need for quantum analysis to be done for highly doped
substrates.

Keywords Cylindrical MOSFET · Schrodinger equation · Quantum mechanical
effect (QME) · Threshold voltage · Drain current

21.1 Introduction

With the development ofMOSdevices into deep submicron regime, the scaling theory
requires higher substrate doping concentration and thinner gate oxide thickness [1].
This leads to a high transverse electric field at the oxide/semiconductor interface.
Such a strong field at the interface gives rise to splitting of the conduction band
into discrete subbands and quantummechanical effects (QMEs) becomes significant
[2, 3]. Quantum mechanical effects manifest themselves in nanoscale MOSFETs in
two ways. First, the threshold voltage shifts to a higher value due to higher electron
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ground-state energy. Second, the electron concentration peaks away from the surface
in contrast to the classical solution inwhich the carrier density peaks at the surface [4].

21.2 Threshold Voltage Model

To estimate the quantummechanical VT -shift with a 2-D confinement in a cylindrical
structure, it is required to solve the Schrodinger equation and Poisson’s equation self-
consistently.Although thismethodgives accurate result, it is quite cumbersome [5].A
simple approximation for this problem is triangular potentialwell approximation. But
this approximation does not give the exact shape of band bending. Here a parabolic
potential well approximation in the cylindrical geometry has been assumed. As per
this assumption, the potential is given as follows (Figs. 21.1 and 21.2):

V (r) = F
tsi

2

⎡

⎣1 −
{

r
tsi
2

}2
⎤

⎦ , r ≤ tsi/2 (21.1)

V (r) = ∞, r > tsi/2 (21.2)

Fig. 21.1 Cylindrical gate
all around MOSFET

Fig. 21.2 The parabolic
potential well in a cylindrical
structure
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The Schrödinger equation in cylindrical coordinate with a parabolic potential well
can be presented as follows [5]:
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The ground-state wave function obtained is independent of z andΘ . So the above
equation can be reduced to
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which can finally be reduced to the following form:
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The second term in the above equation can be neglected near the semiconductor
insulator interface. Consequently, the Schrödinger equation becomes
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Now let us introduce the variable ξ , where
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And the Schrödinger equation reduces to

δ2Ψ

δξ2
+ ξΨ = 0 (21.10)

The solution of the equation is

Ψ (ξ) = Aφ(−ξ) (21.11)

φ(ξ) = 1√
π

∫ ∞

0
cos

(
1

3
u3 + uξ

)

du (21.12)

φ(ξ) is known as Airy function and A is known as normalization constant [6].
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F = qEs (21.14)

Es is the effective electric field at the semiconductor surface region and can be
expressed as [7]

Es = −0.5Qinv + Qdep

εsi
(21.15)

For a MOSFET device the inversion charge density is given by [8, 9]

Qinv = Cox(VGS − Vth) (21.16)

Consequently, for a cylindrical device the same can be expressed as

Qinv = Coxc yl(VGS − Vthc yl) (21.17)

And the depletion charge is given by

Qdep = −Esi Es (21.18)

where Es = − δΨ
δρ

∣
∣
∣
ρ= tsi

2

is the electric field at the surfacewhen thewidth of depletion

layer is maximum [9]. The asymptotic behaviors of Airy functions are as follows [7]:
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2|ξ | 14
sin

(
2

3
|ξ | 32 + 1

4
π

)

for ξ > 0 (21.20)
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At r = tsi/2, the value of
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{
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(21.21)
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) 1
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(21.22)

ξ = E

F

(
2m�F

�2

) 1
s

> 0 (21.23)

Therefore, the second form has to be used for this. At r = tsi/2,Ψ (ξ) = 0 and hence
the second asymptotic function becomes as shown below
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for n = 1, 2, 3 (21.24)

For a moderately doped semiconductor, and at a low gate voltage there is low
electron density, hence it can be considered that only the lowest subband (n = 1) is
occupied.

E1 =
(

�
2

2m�

) 1
3
(
3

2
π F

) 2
3
(
3

4

) 2
3

(21.25)

Now, using the expression of E1, the effective increase in threshold voltage can be
expressed as follows:

ΔVthqm = E1

q
(21.26)
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Cylindrical oxide capacitance per unit area is [5]

Cox−cyl = 2εox

tsi ln
(
1 + 2 tox

tsi

) (21.27)

Hence the new threshold voltage is given as

Vthqm = Vth + ΔVthqm

= Vth + E1

q
(21.28)

where
Vth = VF B + 2|φF | + (|Q B |)/C(ox−cyl) (21.29)

VFB = Flatband voltage
φF = Bulk Fermi potential

φF = (kT/q)ln(Na/ni )

k = Boltzmann’s constant
= 1.38∗10−23 J/K

q = electronic charge
= 1.6∗10−19 C

T = temperature (K)
kT/q = thermal voltage (volts)
Na = Acceptor doping density in the substrate (cm3)
ni = intrinsic carrier concentration (cm3).

21.3 Drain Current Model

When quantum mechanical effects (QME) is taken into account, the drain current
equation for a cylindrical gate all around MOSFET becomes

For active region

ID = μCoxc yl
Weff

L

[

(VGS − Vthqm)VDS − VDS
2

2

]

(21.30)

For saturation region

ID = μCoxc yl
Weff

2L

(
VGS − Vthqm

)2 (21.31)
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21.4 Results and Discussions

Figure21.3 shows the variation of threshold voltage shift due to quantummechanical
effects (QME) with diameter of the silicon pillar of the cylindrical MOSFET for
aluminum gate and n+ polysilicon gate. With decrease in diameter of the silicon
pillar, the quantum confinement becomes tighter leading to larger shift of threshold
voltage at smaller size.

Figure21.4 shows the variation of threshold voltage shift due to quantummechan-
ical effects (QME) with doping concentration of the cylindrical MOSFET for alu-
minum gate and n+ polysilicon gate. With increase in doping concentration, the
threshold voltage shift also increases.

Figures21.5, 21.6, and 21.7 show the dependence of threshold voltage (with and
without including QME) on doping concentration for aluminum gate for different
values of silicon film thickness. When QME is taken into account, the conduction
band edge goes up. As a result of this, the gate voltage required is little more to bring
the conduction band below the Fermi level by the same amount and thus increasing
the threshold voltage. For higher value of silicon film thickness, threshold voltage
increases sharply.
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Fig. 21.3 Threshold voltage shift versus silicon pillar diameter for aluminum gate and n+ polysil-
icon gate
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Fig. 21.5 Threshold voltage (with and without including QME) versus doping concentration for
aluminum gate for silicon pillar thickness (tsi) of 100nm

Figure21.8 shows the dependence of threshold voltage including QME on silicon
pillar diameter for aluminum gate and n+ polysilicon gate. It is observed that when
the silicon pillar diameter increases the threshold voltage decreases steeply and then
attains a constant value.

Figure21.9 shows the variation of drain current considering QME with channel
length for various values of silicon film thickness in case of aluminum gate. Drain
current increases as the channel length is decreased.
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Fig. 21.6 Threshold voltage (with and without including QME) versus doping concentration for
aluminium gate for silicon pillar thickness (tsi) of 50nm
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Fig. 21.7 Threshold voltage (with and without including QME) versus doping concentration for
aluminum gate for silicon pillar thickness (tsi) of 20nm

Figure21.10 shows the variation of drain current considering QME with silicon
film thickness for various values of channel length in case of aluminum gate. Drain
current increases as the silicon film thickness is increased. Figure21.11 shows the
threshold voltage (considering QME) dependence on channel length due to short
channel effect. As the channel length decreases, the fraction of charge in the channel
region controlled by the gate decreases. This results in a reduction in threshold voltage
value.
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21.5 Conclusion

In this paper, a quantum threshold voltage model for a nano cylindrical MOSFET
is proposed by solving the Poisson’s and Schrodinger’s equations considering mod-
erate doping concentration. The model considers the decoupling of Poisson’s and
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Schrodinger’s equations via parabolic potential well approximation. The threshold
voltage analysis is based on a definition applicable for the quantum approach. By
comparing the results with those available in the literature, the parabolic potential
well approximation is found to be accurate and efficient for modeling the I-V charac-
teristics of the nano cylindrical MOSFET. A large discrepancy in the device charac-
teristics is seen from the classical analysis while obtaining the results and this proves
the need for quantum analysis to be done. Finally, to conclude, this model provides
an analytical and useful way for threshold voltage evaluations in nano cylindrical
MOSFETs.
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Chapter 22
SVD Analysis on Reduced 3-Lead ECG Data

Sibasankar Padhy and S. Dandapat

Abstract This paper presents synthesis of Electrocardiogram (ECG) leads from
reduced set of leads. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to train
subject-specific all desired leads for minimum of three beat periods. Then, in the
testing phase, only 3-leads are used to reconstruct all other leads. The singular value
matrix of the reduced 3-lead data is transformed to a higher dimension using a trans-
form matrix. For evaluation purpose, the proposed method is applied to a publicly
available database. It contains number of 12-lead ECG recordings with different
cardiac patients data. After synthesis of ECG data, the performance of the method
is measured using percent correlation present between the original and synthesized
data.

Keywords Electrocardiogram (ECG) · Signular Value Decomposition (SVD) ·
Reduced 3-lead ecg · Percent correlation coefficient · PRD · WEDD

22.1 Introduction

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the standard graphical tool used to diagnose the patients
suffering from Cardiovascular Disease (CVD), a major life threatening disease all
over the world [1]. The significant clinical information of an ECG signal, present in
the P-wave, QRS-complex, ST-segment, and T-wave [2], are used for diagnosis and
monitoring of these patients. It is difficult to analyze all types of cardiac problems
using single-lead ECG [3]. A single-leadECGprovides selective information of heart
condition [4] in a particular view. Hence, physicians use the standard 12-lead ECG
system for critical diagnostic decision. During monitoring of 12-lead ECG signal,
ten (nine for ECG acquisition and one as the ground) electrodes are placed over the
surface of body. Also number of wires and careful placement of electrodes are needed
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for proper acquisition of ECG data. Patients find difficult in long-term monitoring
of the 12-lead ECG data using traditional recording systems.

Researchers have proposed different algorithms to derive 12-lead ECG data from
reduced number of leads [5–9]. These works focus to develop a reduced-lead ECG
system that can be able to analyze the diagnostic information more close to that of
12-lead ECG system. The algorithms used in thesemethods use linear transformation
techniques to reconstruct other precordial leads from three or four independent leads.
Ostertag and Tsouri [8] have proposed patient-specific independent coefficients for
other lead reconstruction using Independent Component Analysis (ICA).

The 12-lead ECGdata have high redundant informationwith interlead correlation.
The significant redundancy in precordial leads may be due to their close proximal.
In this work, we have used signular value decomposition (SVD) to reconstruct other
leads from reduced lead set. SVD exploits the redundancy among these leads. Analy-
sis on the synthesis of other precordial leads suggest a competitive result with the
existing work [8].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section22.2 describes the proposed
method which discusses the ECG processing and SVD-based training and testing.
Results and discussions of the proposed method are discussed in Sect. 22.3. Conclu-
sion with future direction of this method is presented in Sect. 22.4.

22.2 Proposed Method

In this section, the proposed method for synthesizing other leads using three leads
(I, II, V2) is discussed. First, preprocessing with QRS peak detection of each lead is
performed. Then, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is performed during training
stage. Then, only three ECG leads (I, II, V2) are processed during testing phase to
reconstruct other precordial leads. Details about each step are presented as follows.

22.2.1 ECG Preprocessing

Each ECG leads are preprocessed for removal of baseline wander problem. A But-
terworth digital high-pass filter with cutoff frequency fc = 0.5Hz is used to remove
the baseline wander. Amplitude normalization and mean removal are performed to
have all the coefficients within the range ±1 [10]. It helps in faster processing and
better reconstruction as the error in smaller coefficients during reconstruction is less.
Then, R-peak of a single lead is detected. Each beat period has length of consecutive
R-peaks, and is spanned 100 samples (100 ms) left from the current R-peak to 100
samples (100 ms) left from the next R-peak.
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22.2.2 SVD-based Training and Testing

After detecting the R-peaks, the data matrix is decomposed using the SVD. The
SVD is used to identify and order the data dimensions along which the data points
have most variation. After identifying the dimension where it has most variation,
it is possible to determine the best approximation of the original data with fewer
dimensions. The SVD [11, 12] of a matrix Xm×n is given as X = UΣV T where
U ∈ �m×m, V ∈ �n×n, and Σm×n = [diag{σ1, · · · , σr}:0], r = min(m, n), and
σ1, σ2, · · · , σr are the singular values. The reduced SVD of the data matrix can be
given as X = Ûm×nΣ̂n×n V T

n×n where n and m represent the number of leads and

corresponding samples of each lead, respectively [11]. The Û and V represent the
orthonormal basis for the column and row space, respectively. In other words, the Û
matrix contains the orthonormal vectors corresponding to the data matrix [13].

Initially, desired number ofECG leads are acquired during trainingphase. Training
is done for minimum of three-beat period data for more accurate reconstruction. The
SVD of the training ECG leads is given as

Xm×n′ = Ûm×n′Σ̂n′×n′ V T
n′×n′ (22.1)

where n′ is the number of desired leads (includes reduced 3-leads and other precordial
leads) for reconstruction and m has a minimum of three-beat period information. As
discussed earlier, the Û matrix has the information about the ECG leads.

During testing phase, the trained Û and V matrices are used for reconstruction.
However, Σ̂ matrix is used to transform the reduced 3-lead to a higher dimension
using a transform matrix. This Σ̂ matrix with newly generated Σ̂ ′ matrix helps in
reconstructing other beat periods. The desired ECG leads can be reconstructed as

X̃m×n′ = Ûm×n′Σ̂ ′
n′×n′ V T

n′×n′ (22.2)

The transformation of Σ̂ ′ matrix to Σ̂ is performed by multiplying a transformation
matrix.

The transformation of Σ̂ ′ matrix to Σ̂ is performed by multiplying a transforma-

tion matrix (Σ̂ ′ T−→ Σ̂) which is given as

T n′×3 = Σ−1
m×n′Σ ′

m×3 (22.3)

The dimension of two singular value matrices are enhanced my appending m − n or
m − n′ rows of zeros.
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After reconstruction of all desired leads, the similarity between the original and
reconstructed signals is measured using percent correlation coefficient [14]. It is
given as

ρ =

m∑

i=1
xi x̃i

√
m∑

i=1
x2i

√
m∑

i=1
x̃2i

× 100% (22.4)

where x and x̃ represent the original and reconstructed each ECG signal, respectively.
Also, two distortion measures namely percentage rms difference (PRD) [15] and
wavelet energy-based diagnostic distortion (WEDD) [16] are evaluated for accessing
the performance of the synthesized ECG signals.

The PRD is a widely used nondiagnostic distortion measure for its simplicity and
is defined as

PRD =

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

m∑

i=1
(x(i) − x̃(i))2

m∑

i=1
x2(i)

× 100% (22.5)

The WEDD is defined as

WEDD =
L+1∑

j=1

w
′
j WPRD j (22.6)

where w
′
j and WPRD j are the energy-based weight factor and the PRD of the j th

subband, respectively, and are defined as

w
′
j =

N j∑

k=1
w2

j,k

M+1∑

j=1

N j∑

k=1
w2

j,k

(22.7)

WPRD j =

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

N j∑

k=1
(w j,k − w̃ j,k)2

N j∑

k=1
w2

j,k

(22.8)
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where w j,k and w̃ j,k are the original and wavelet decomposed coefficients, respec-
tively, and N j is the number of coefficients in the j th subband.

During evaluation of WEDD, each MECG data is wavelet decomposed at
L = �log2(Fs) − 2.96� level [17] where Fs is the sampling frequency.

22.3 Results and Discussions

For evaluation purpose of the proposed method, we have used the 12-lead ECG data
from the publicly available database (Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)
Diagnostic ECG database [18]) in the physionet. This database contains ECG data
from290 subjects (each subject havingone tofive records)with a total of 549 subjects.
Each record includes 15 simultaneously measured signals: the conventional 12 leads
(I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF, V1-V6) and 3 Frank leads (vx, vy, vz). This database
has various pathological data like myocardial infarction, heart failure, bundle branch
block, myocardial hypertrophy, etc. Details about the database and extra pathological
conditions are available in the database itself [18].

After preprocessing (baseline wander removal and amplitude normalization) of
all ECG leads, R-peak of a single lead is detected. In this work, a minimum of three
ECG beat periods (approximately 2400 samples) are trained and other beats are used
for testing purpose. The orthonormal matrices generated during training phase are
directly used for reconstruction of other leads. The singular value matrix of testing
phase is transformed with the help of a transformation matrix.

Figure22.1 shows the actual and reconstructedECG signals of two bipolar (Lead-I
and Lead-II) and six precordial (V1–V6) leads. These signals show the 3-beat period
after training phase (after 4th beat period). It can be marked that the leads V1 and
V6 have more deviation from the actual one. V2–V5 have more correlation with the
actual signals. This is because of selecting Lead-II and V2 as training leads. Other
precordial leads, V3–V5, are in the direction of Lead-II and V2, but electrical forces
of V1 and V6 are not in accordance with Lead-II and V2. In most of the datasets, it
is observed that there is significant deviation in the R-peak and the S-wave onset of
Lead-I, V1, and V6.

Table22.1 shows the percent correlation coefficient (ρ) with PRD and WEDD
as a factor to measure the performance of the reconstructed signal compared to the
original signal. These values are in well accordance with the Fig. 22.1 as discussed
in earlier paragraph. High ρ values of Leads II, V2–V5 suggest better reconstruction
of these leads. For validation of the proposed method, ECG beats are synthesized
after 15th beat period. The percent correlation coefficients for this case suggest that
the proposed method can able to synthesize more close to the original ECG leads.
Although lead-II has good percent correlation, the high PRD is due to presence of
more noise in the original signal. It is observed that the synthesized leads I, V1, and
V6 deviate more significantly from the original signal. This is significant mismatch
in R-wave and S-wave of these leads. The high ρ, PRD, and WEDD values of
these leads also suggest the poor synthesis of these leads. However, the proposed
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Fig. 22.1 Comparison plot of actual (blue line) and reconstructed (red line) leads after 4th–beat
period of 2400 samples. (a) Lead-I, (b) Lead-II, (c) V1, (d) V2, (e) V3, (f) V4, (g) V5, (h) V6,
Dataset: s0046lrem, PTB Diagnostic Database, Description: Male, Age 75, anterior myocardial
infarction

Table 22.1 Percent correlation coefficient

Leads I II V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6

ρ 91.5 96.7 92.0 97.9 97.5 97.3 95.8 90.0

91.9 96.1 91.6 97.5 96.8 97.2 95.1 87.8

PRD 7.85 6.96 8.17 4.52 2.93 3.55 7.41 8.92

8.59 8.78 9.84 6.38 3.48 4.87 8.32 10.28

WEDD 4.25 3.48 4.02 3.32 2.08 2.31 3.37 4.38

4.26 3.57 4.17 3.41 2.19 2.87 3.51 4.97

1st row shows the ρ, PRD, and WEDD values after 4th beat period and 2nd row shows the ρ, PRD,
and WEDD values after 15th beat period

algorithm is unable to synthesize ECG signals for the subjects suffering from cardiac
dysrhythmia. It is due to irregularity of ECG periods.

This work is performed with an offline database (PTB). This method is applied
for different cardiac disease data. It is observed that this method fails where the ECG
information varies rapidly. It can also be used for online purpose as it has very less
computational time. One of the advantage of this method is that the ECG data has
to be trained for few seconds, and then the data can be transmitted or reconstructed
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with few singular value coefficients. This may help saving energy of the transmitter,
and can enhance the battery life of these devices. However, its potential for different
pathological data has to be tested. Also, reconstruction performance for long-term
data has to be examined.

22.4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a SVD-based technique to synthesize the missing ECG
leads from a set of 3-lead reduced ECG data. This reduced-lead system will help
patient comfort. This preliminary work has no so much improvement compared to
the existing methods. However, the performance of this work can be enhanced for
future purpose. Hence, it is a great challenge to develop an algorithm that can adapt
to the transform coefficients over period of time.
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Chapter 23
Large Library-Based Regression Test Cases
Minimization for Object-Oriented Programs

Swapan Kumar Mondal and Hitesh Tahbildar

Abstract Large library-based regression test cases minimization technique for
object-oriented programs has been depicted in this paper. These works have been
carried out in three steps. In the first step, the original program is instrumented and
executed with test cases. Library is made on the basis of these test cases, coverage of
codes, and then the program is modified. In the second step, the modified program
is analyzed by latent semantic analysis. It is making the latent semantic matches
automatically between users given values and linear combination of its small text
objects or variables or database of the software. Therefore, modified code is recorded
by latent semantic analysis. Data flow sensitivity and context sensitivity are used for
statically and dynamically analyzing the affected and unaffected objects along with
the recorded modified codes. After precision data flow analysis, test cases are gen-
erated from affected objects with same test cases coverage and affected objects with
new test cases coverage. Therefore, redundant test cases are reduced by new opti-
mal page replacement algorithm and updated the library along with code coverage
records. In the third step, the test cases of former and modified program are col-
lected and sent to the test cases repository. Now the new optimal page replacement
algorithm is implemented on the test cases repository and reduced the regression test
suites. An Illustrative example has been presented to establish the effectiveness of
our methodology.
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23.1 Introduction

Regression testing is a challenging task before software tester and developer because
large numbers of redundant test cases are generated for each changing of software
and making complex dependency among programming elements. Sometime original
codes are deleted during several times using the library by third parties [1]. There-
fore, regression test suites minimization technique is a challenging task. Most of
the researchers have been discussed in different literatures [2–6] about procedural
program but very few research papers discussed about the object-oriented programs
[7, 8]. In this paper, an approach has been made for the regression test cases min-
imization in object-oriented programs based on large library. Here, the test cases
are collected by instrumented code and the program is executed by existing library.
The existing library generates the objective summary function based on structural
analysis of code coverage of the software. Then the test cases are stored in the repos-
itory of diamond structure of UML activity diagram. Now, the program is modified.
The modification may be carried out through codes addition, deletion, and chang-
ing or new class addition or deletion. The changing elements are analyzed through
latent semantic analysis. The latent semantic analysis is making the semantic rela-
tionship automatically with the change components of modified software along with
their affected statements. The analysis has generated the test cases after analyzing the
affected and unaffected objects with the help of data flow sensitivity and context sen-
sitivity. The redundant test cases alongwith new test cases are collected from affected
and unaffected portion of software. The redundant test cases are then removed by the
new optimal page replacement algorithm and then updated the library of modified
program along with code coverage and library summary informations. Now, the test
cases from updated library are sent to the repository of test cases. Therefore, repos-
itory contains a huge number of test cases along with redundant test cases (e.g., test
cases from former library and modified library). The new optimal page replacement
algorithm is implemented on the repository of test cases and reduced test suites. The
existing test cases are incremented along with the new test cases of modified library.
In this way all the reduced regression test suites are selected which are coverage of
the modified program and do not introduce new bugs to the former program.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 23.2, we discussed about the review
concepts of different components that provide in detail the need to understand our
proposed technique. Our proposed approach has been discussed in Sect. 23.3. An
illustrative example has been given in Sect. 23.4. Related work has been explained
in Sect. 23.4.1. In Sect. 23.4.2, we explained about the analysis and discussion about
our proposed approach and finally conclude the paper in Sect. 23.5.
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23.2 Background Concept

23.2.1 Latent Semantic Analysis

Semantic analysis is checking the actual meaning of the statements from parser tree.
Peoples have used tremendous diversity of words to represent the text objects. For
larger text objects, lexical matching between users requirements and database of
program is an imprecise and incomplete work of traditional semantic analysis. For
overcoming those problems, latent semantic analysis (LSA) theory and methods are
used for extracting and representing the contextual-usage meaning of words by sta-
tistical computations applied to a large corpus of text [9]. In LSA, the large text
objects are decomposed with higher order of indexing structure along with a very
high-dimensional semantic space and form the linear combination with the help of
singular value decomposition methods (SVD) [10]. The SVD automatically form the
lexical matching between user requirements and database of program with orthog-
onal and diagonal factor of matrix. Therefore, LSA is more helpful for recognizing
the changing elements along with relevant statements in programs with iterative
programming environment [10].

23.2.2 Library

Object-oriented program library is the static representation of the program [11] and
also dynamic analysis is carried out. Library-based analysis of program can generate
the maximum precision results [11] through precision coverage of object-oriented
program paradigm. The library contains with summary of objects about the program
under test. Data flow sensitivity and context sensitivity are the main constituents of
library and has been used for component-level analysis of affected and unaffected
portion of software. Cost of component level analysis is substantially lower than the
cost of corresponding whole program analysis of the program. The generated pre-
existing intra-procedural and inter-procedural control flow graph can also be reused
for software testing, maintenance, verification, and optimization. The flow sensitiv-
ity represents the flow of informations through intra-procedurally valid paths and
context sensitivity represents through inter-procedurally valid paths. This technique
is followed by Rountev1 et al. [12]. The data flow sensitivity processed the infor-
mations trough fixed point iteration and meet-over-all-path solution (MOP). During
the analysis of affected and unaffected portions of software three basic criteria are
needed to fulfill, e.g., transfer or monotonic function [13], confluence operators
(e.g., � and �) which are used for processing the informations between upper bound
and lower bound values and direction of propagation. The monotonic data flow func-
tions work on the principal of lattice. Lattice analyses the whole program based on
the tuple (G, L , F, M) where
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1. G = (N , E), N = node, E = edge generates ICFG.
2. L =meet semi lattice, with partial order of set (POSET), meet operation (problem

is must), and upper-bounded value.
3. FŁ f | f : L → L is monotonic function space that close under functional com-

position and functional meet.
4. M : E → F Monotonic function is functionally dependent on edges.
5. L is the solution at the start node of main. But the context sensitive analysis con-

siders the calling path for forwarding message to other nodes and jumped back
to the called sites [14, 15] nodes. Therefore, information is processed from one
method to othermethod bymethod traversing edge alongwithmonotonic function
is called data flow sensitivity, otherwise is called flow insensitive. The path cov-
erage is computed by the mathematical equation: MVPn = qVP(n) f q() where
VP(n) is the set of all valid paths. q leading the path (q (edge) = e1, e2, e3, ek)

from starting node of main f q() to destination node p(n). Implementation of
monotonic function in our approach has already been explained by Sharir and
Pnueli [16] in his literature.

23.2.3 Computation of Library Summary Objects

For computation of library summary function, we are considering a simple object-
oriented program below (Fig. 23.1).

According to lattice theory
f 0(x) = (x − 0)U {(length, 5), (width, 2), (radius, 1)}

= {(length, 5)(width, 2), (radius, 1)}
[x = computed value of area in initial method f o(x)]
f 1(x) = f 1( f o(x)) = f 1U ({(length, 5)(width, 2), (radius, 1)})

= (x − lengthwidth)U {(length, 5), (width, 2), (radius, 1)}
= {(area, 10), (length, 5), (width, 2), (radius, 1)}

Fig. 23.1 Object-oriented program sample
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Here, confluence operator is used for meet operation where problem is must and
U operator is used for joining operation where problem may be present. Therefore,
library summary information for the object arearect is
L1 = (area, 10)U (length, 5), (width, 2)

L3
In a similar way the summary information of objects areasqu and areacir are

L5 = (areasqu, 4)U (width, 2), (width, 2)
L7

L9 = (areacir, 3.14)U (radius, 1)respectively.
L10

23.2.4 UML Activity Diagram

UML activity diagram is a flow chart of activity. It represents the flow of activity,
sequence of activity, parallel flow, branch flow, and concurrent flow of activity of
the system. This diagram also captures the dynamic behavior of the system. Our
proposedmodel structure has been representedwithUML activity diagram. Rounded
rectangles represent action, diamond represents decision, bar represents split and joint
of concurrent activities, black circle represents the start and an encircled black circle
represents the final states.

23.2.5 Regression Testing Cycle

H. Do et al. have proposed a maintenance model in software development life cycle.
According to their proposedmodel resolution is done after each change requirements.
During resolution, failure track reports and change requirements are accumulated.
After completion of resolution the regression testing is done. This cycle would be
continuing until more regression test failure is occurred. This is called regression
testing cycle.

23.2.6 New Optimal Page Replacement Algorithm

Operating system uses optimal page replacement algorithm for virtual memory man-
agement. Different algorithm is used formanaging the page tablewith valid reference
bit strings. Traditional page replacement algorithm decides which page frame to be
swapped out (write to disk) when a page of memory needs to be allocated for updat-
ing. The occupied page table with swapped in is used in main memory for CPU
processing. Therefore, the page replacement algorithm has the optimal capacity to
select the reference strings (e.g., test cases)which are not be used for longest period of
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time in future [17]. Though, future detection is impossible. Therefore, this algorithm
cannot be implemented practically, though it is a very powerful page replacement
algorithm. But the anomalies of this algorithm are illustrated by FIFO (first-in-first-
out). LRU (Least recently used) is another page replacement algorithmwhich is used
for virtual memorymanagement. But traditional optimal page replacement algorithm
could not be eliminated in the redundant test cases from test suites but it generates the
lowest page fault rate than FIFO and LRU. For regression test suites minimization,
lowest page fault means lowest number of reduced test suites is desirable. Therefore,
optimal page replacement algorithm generates the lowest page fault rate by eliminat-
ing redundant test cases. We used traditional optimal page replacement algorithm in
combination with insertion sort algorithm. In insertion sort algorithm, each test case
is remarkable by integer number and rearranged the test cases along with redundant
test cases according to increasing cost. We named it new optimal page replacement
algorithm. Here the reference bit string is represented as test cases. Page frame num-
ber represents the test suites. Divide the sorted set of test cases as per page frame
number for each page. Therefore, we can recognize the redundant test cases among
the large number of test suites and is eliminated in a shortest time period by this
modified new optimal page replacement algorithm.

23.2.7 Effectiveness of Regression Test Suite

Shin et al. [6] have defined the concept of regression test cases effectiveness in his
literature. A set of test requirements r1, r2, . . . , rn for the test suite T. These test
requirements must be satisfied to provide the adequate testing of program. Subset
of T is T1,T2, . . . ,Tn. Any one of the test cases tj that belongs to Ti can be used
to achieve the requirements of ri associated with each ris of modified program and
former program where s is the set of specification.

23.3 Our Proposed Approach

Our proposed approach is minimized the regression test cases based on precision
coverage of structural analysis of the program. We now describe the different activ-
ities of regression test suites minimization technique in Fig. 23.2 that are carried out
during first regression testing cycle.

23.4 An Illustrative Example

We explain our proposed precision coverage-based regression test cases mini-
mization using the example of inherited object-oriented programs.

The existing library contains the test cases and its executed codes. Test cases
here are considered for normal execution and caught exception. Now, cout code is
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Fig. 23.2 Activity diagram representation of large library-based regression test cases minimization

introduced to the program and taking out print from the program. In this way, all the
test cases are taking out print from the program. During execution of the program,
cout code is stripped out. Therefore, after instrumented and executed the program, all
test cases are collected and send to test cases repository. Then program P is modified
and named the modified program is P� (Table23.1, Figs. 23.3 and 23.4).

Table 23.1 Library of program P

Test cases Length Width Code execution Class coverage Methods coverage Result

T1 30 20 Length, width,
area r

Rectangle Arearect( ) NE

T2 30 Nil “ “ “ CE

T3 Nil 20 “ “ “ CE

T4 Nil Nil “ “ “ CE

T5 20 Width, area s Square Areasquare( ) NE

T6 Nil “ “ “ CE
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Fig. 23.3 Sample object-oriented program

Fig. 23.4 Modified program
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23.4.1 Analyzed Modified Program

See Fig. 23.5, Tables23.2 and 23.3

Fig. 23.5 Redundant test cases generation from affected objects

Table 23.2 Recorded modified code

Table 23.3 Redundant test cases from affected objects (T5 and T6 are redundant test cases)
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23.4.2 Reduced Redundant Test Cases from Affected Objects

It is seen that program P� in Table23.3. is contains with T5 and T6 test cases
which are coming from former test cases of program P and showing error result. The
error result is passed through data flow sensitivity and context sensitivity. Therefore,
affected objects are generated the test cases of: T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T5, T6. Now
insertion sort algorithm is used to rearrange the test cases in the following manner.
Now, we are assuming page frame is 3. Each test case represented as reference
bit string for page frame. We discussed details in Sect. 23.4.1 how optimal page
replacement algorithm is used for reducing the redundant test cases. Therefore, the
test cases are divided as per page frame number below (Fig. 23.6).

Now, the affected objects contain with the test cases of T 5, T 6, T 7, T 8, T 9, T 10.
The program P� contains with inherited classes. The base class is rectangle and
derived or inherited class is square. As per testing of inheritance classes, we need to
test the base classes also along with derived classes. Therefore, the modified library
of program P� is given in Table23.4.

Fig. 23.6 Page frame contains with test cases

Table 23.4 Test cases of modified program P�
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23.4.3 Reduced Redundant Test Cases
from Test Cases Repository

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode to minimize regression test cases through new optimal
page replacement algorithm (Figs. 23.7 and 23.8).

23.5 Related Work

Some research results have been published on regression test cases minimiza-
tion technique in [18–22]. They proposed firewall-based technique [23], design
model-based technique [18, 23, 27], program model-based technique [24]. Very few
researchers have proposed regression test cases minimization technique in object-
oriented programs.

Eric Wong et al. [27]

This paper, different techniques of regression test cases minimization have been
proposed which have reduced the cost of testing, e.g., modification-based test selec-
tion, coverage-based test case selection, and risk analysis-based test cases selection.
The cost is reduced by this better proposed technique. Faults are analyzed through
execution slice. It is different from static, dynamic, backward and forward slicing

Fig. 23.7 Pseudocode of new optimal page replacement algorithm
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Fig. 23.8 Witness of regression test selection

techniques. In execution slice, test cases along with coverage statements are repre-
sented as block. The dependent affected blocks are used to find out the causes of
errors. Execution slice not only finds out the error but also helps for decision-making
with respect to the corresponding blocks. Greedy heuristic search algorithm is used
here for minimization of test cases within exponential in time because regression
test cases minimization is a NP complete problem [3, 20]. Yoo [6] and Chen [25]
proposed the regression test minimization technique. The minimization technique is
represented as a minimal hitting set problem. The minimal hitting set problem is a
NP complete problem. Because minimized test suites are used for dual coverage. It
is used for testing of original program and modified program. Different heuristics
have been utilized like GE and GRE heuristics and compared the results with HGS
(Harrold–Gupta–Sofa). In GE heuristic first essential test cases are selected from
test suites. Additional greedy algorithm is used to select the remaining test cases. In
GRE heuristic, the redundant test cases are first removed from the test suites. Then
heuristic is applied on the reduced test suites. Critical Evaluation Greedy heuris-
tic search-based regression test cases minimization is a very low cost technique. It
is easy to use and cheap procedure. It works on the principal of observed usability
problemwith reference to established usability principle [16].The reduced test suites
are also more effective and efficient coverage of former and modified program. But
utilization of proposed technique in object-oriented programs has not been described.
But heuristic search-based technique does not give the accurate solution. Therefore,
approximate solution is obtained by this proposed algorithm [30]. Moreover, greedy
heuristic search loses the structure and overloop some states for computation of bet-
ter states. Therefore, it is risk to find out the test cases and does not allow a way to
assess the quality of redesign.Wong also proposed in greedy algorithm to select each
test case first whose cost is zero. For the remaining test cases selection, increment
maximal coverage with per unit cost is selected. But test cases whose cost is zero
maybe never possible because minimum cost is generated for each test case due to
hardware and software requirements during testing.
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23.6 Analysis and Discussion

23.6.1 Cycle Time is Reduced

LSA analyzing details about the changed statements and changed impact on other
component of software by singular value decomposition method. This analysis also
reduced time for editing and execution [9]. As a result regression testing cycle time
is reduced.

23.6.2 Simple Model Structure

Theminor changed components affect on traversing paths. Those traversing paths are
recognized by meet-over-all-valid-paths-selection equation. Therefore, affected and
unaffected class can be analyzed by LSA along with library summary informations.
No UML state diagram [19] is recurred to find out the affected statements. As a result
the model structure becoming simple and can be reused by developer.

23.6.3 Safe Testing Technique

The data flow sensitivity and context sensitivity return the informations to the calling
nodes without losing their precision. It is safe, valid, and relevant information flow
technique [11].

23.6.4 Efficiency Development of Model Driven Development

UML activity diagram can represent two or more threads of concurrent execution.
When two or more class acts as input to the computation, then those set of classes
are called thread. As a result flow chart of activity can be extending. This diagram
also supports the all features of flow graph. As a result control flow-based technique
model can be developed and maybe useful for path coverage [26].
Page replacement algorithmoffers the near-optimal performance. This optimality has
been increased with insertion sort algorithm. Therefore, theoretically the developed
optimal page replacement algorithm can be used in huge number of redundant test
cases for identifying and removing the redundant test cases permanently. We have
implemented the structure of optimal page replacement algorithm but practically
each test case is considered hare as the incrementing cost. The lowest cost of test
cases in page frame is always replaced because those test cases should never be used
and have arranged in increasing order of cost through insertion sort (Fig. 23.9).
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Fig. 23.9 Pseudocode of new optimal page replacement algorithm

23.7 Conclusion

Large library-based regression test cases minimization technique in object-oriented
programs have been depicted in this paper. The library summary function represents
the test cases along with code coverage and executed result of existing program.
The modified program is analyzed by latent semantic analysis and precise data ana-
lytical technique. The new test cases and redundant test cases are recognized from
modified library. The redundant test cases are removed by the new optimal page
replacement algorithm. Finally, the existing test cases of former program are incre-
mentally updated by new test cases from existing library and modified library. This
technique is more effective to revealing faults from modified program and more cost
effective.
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